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SUMMARY 
This thesis examines Human Kinet±cs. It assesses the 
validity of the concepts upon which kinetics is based 
and investigates the potential contribution of training 
in general and Human Kinetics in particular to the 
prevention of Handling injuries in industry. 
Human Kinetics concepts are discussed within the 
framework of a literature review. Their application 
in training courses is assessed using analyses of video 
recordings and questionnaires. The nature of Handling 
accidents is explored using retrospective analyses of 
official and other statistics and a literature review. 
The applicability of Human Kinetic techniques to shop 
floor settings is explored using trained observers to 
record the interacting variables via a specially 
devised evaluation package. Subsidiary studies address 
the suitability of other lifting training techniques 
which are currently seen as potential solutions to 
handling problems. 
The concepts which form the backbone of Human Kinetics 
were found to be valid. Training courses achieved 
considerable success at altering the movement patterns 
of trainees in the desired directions and turning them 
into potential instructors. 
The results identified a number of problems which are 
likely to constrain the industrial application of 
Human Kinetics. These concern; 
(a) The layout and design of many industrial 
workstations or tasks. 
(b) The prevalence of a number of misconceptions 
regarding the nature of industrial handling 
accidents, the role of Human Kinetic and other 
training techniques in prevention, and the 
content and communication of good movement 
patterns. These mi-sconceptions are identified 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
In 1974 the Department of Occupational Health and Safety* 
of the University of Aston was approached by the training 
manager of the Acocks Green T~aining Centre of the Royal 
Society for the Prevention of Accidents (ROSPA) who was 
concerned about the validity and reliability of the courses 
in Human Kinetics run by the centre. From this contact 
arose an MSc. project (Clarke: 1975) which took an initial 
look at the problem. Using questionnaire techniques Clarke 
found that Human Kinetics was 'reasonably well received by 
industry' and in a comparison study of kinetic methods of 
lifting with other methods he found the kinetic method 
resulted in a lower physiological cost. In short he was 
optimistic about the potential of kinetic teaching, and 
suggested that the method warranted further study. 
Clarke's major recommendation was for a 'thorough study of 
the teaching of Human Kinetics to workers' and as 
supporting evidence for this need he cited Brown's (Brown: 
1972) observation that 'few workers in tl1e industrial 
situation use the prescribed method of lifting'. 
ROSPA offered the facilities of its training courses and the 
assistance of its training instructor in the project. 
ROSPA's objective was to gain more systematic justification 
for its teaching and an evaluation of and improvements to 
the effectiveness of its courses. 
A number of industrial organisations who were carrying out 
training in kinetic or other approaches to handling agreed to 
* Then called the Department of Safety and Hygiene. 
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provide support and information for the study. The major 2 
industrial sponsors were a heavy metal manufacturer in the 
West Midlands, a pharmaceutical company in the North of 
England and a major service industry. 
At the same period the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) 
were starting a major review of the legislation relating to 
lifting and handling accidents (Handling accidents are 
defined on page 29 ) against a background of parliamentary 
questions and pressure from MPs such as Bob Cryer to 
introduce legislation on maximum permissible weight limits 
for objects lifted or handled in industry. In view of this 
interest HSE agreed to finance the study. 
It was against this background that the research reported 
in this thesis was conducted. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
A preliminary review of the literature was undertaken, 
retrieved from a survey using ~he keywords, 'Human Kinetics', 
'handling accidents', 'industrial accidents', 'handling' , 
'back injury', 'rnusculo-skeletal injuries ' and 'training' 
(coupled with handling; lifting; movement; industrial 
safety). This and a series of visits to the industrial sites 
of the sponsoring companies and to the ROSPA training centre 
soon revealed that, although a large .amount of information 
was available about specific aspects of both the practice 
of kinetics and the problem of handling injuries, there 
were large and surprising gaps. In particular there was a 
lack of any overall framework into which the pieces of the 
jigsaw could be fitted. It became apparent that, before any 
detailed experimental assessment of kinetic training could 
take place, it was necessary to look at the framework in 
which it was set and examine some of the apparently 
violently conflicting views expressed in the literature 
about the whole subject. 
The overall objectives of the research therefore became: 
(i) To examine the potential contribution of training 
in general and Human Kinetics in particular to the 
problems of handling injuries in industry. 
(ii) To assess the validity of the concepts upon which 
Human Kinetics training is based. 
(iii) To examine the success of the ROSPA courses in 
teaching Human Kinetics and to assess the obstacles 
to teaching. 
(iv) To assess the applicability of the Human Kinetics 
taught on the courses to the problems encountered 
by the instructors in their companies.* 
1 .3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The main a.rgument of the thesis is as follows: 
CHAPTER 2: Preliminary discussions with the projects 
industrial sponsors and the training staff at ROSPA indicated 
the existence of a group of beliefs regarding the nature of 
handling injuries, handling accidents, and the most 
appropriate s9luU.ons fo:rr them. Put simply these beliefs 
were that manual handling was largely concerned with lifting, 
which if performed 'wrongly' would result in back injury. 
This chapter contains a review of literature covering 
* All of the courses studied at ROSP.A were of one weeks 
duration and were aimed at training instructors in Human 
Kinetics who would then return to their own companies and 
teach others. 
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academic publications, the trade and technical safety press, 4 
visual media and institutional publications indicating a 
formidable propaganda supporting the dissemination of such 
views. The widespread nature of these beliefs has strong 
implications for training. 
CHAPTER 3: contains an historical analysis of the 
emergence and sources of the beliefs described in Chapter 2 
based on a survey of official Government policy and an 
examination of 74 years Chief Inspector of Factories (HMFI) 
reports. This shows how the strong links fostered and found 
between manual handling,. lifting and back injury have 
developed throughout this century and led to the emergence 
of training as a preferred solution to the problem. The 
current position of training in schools and colleges is also 
described. 
CHAPTER 4: Official sources of statistics and several 
surveys of industrial statistj_cs were analysed to determine if 
the distribution of type of injury or cause of accident 
wj_thj_n the category of manual handling accidents supported 
or refuted the beliefs described in Chapters 2 and 3. In 
the light of the findings those beliefs were found wanting. 
CHAPTER 5.: turns to the technique of Huma.n Kinetics. Its 
historical development is described. The basis of kinetic 
theory is explained and the framework which Chapter 6 uses 
to examine Human Kinetic concepts is developed. 
CHAPTER 6: reviews findings from the literature which are 
relevant to kinetic concepts under seven broad headings. 
These relat e to; Acute and chronic musculo-skeletal 
disorders; musculo-skeletal disorders and working posture(s); 
characteristic postures and connective tissue; flexibility 
and connective tissue; physiology of connective tissue; 
Human Kinetics and static muscular work; and Human Kinetics 
and muscular types. All the findings are reviewed in a 
chapter summary. 
CHAPTERS 7-10: Before turning to the assessment of Human 
Kinetic traj_ning courses (Chapters 11 and 12) the thesis 
looks at the confusions in language and concepts related to 
handling (and particularly to lifting) which form the 
background against which any attempt to train people in 
Human Kinetics must be assessed. In Chapter 7 the .language 
employed in simple training courses and techniques is 
studied and sources of misconception or confusion are 
identified. In particular, one simple training technique 
introduced is the 'six point drill' for lifting training, 
and Chapter 8 demonstrates that Human Kinetics has been 
widely confused with this technique. Chapter 9, continues 
the theme by looking at the confusion engendered by 
illustrations used in training literature. It discusses the 
possibility that a broad group of techniques which are often 
confused with Human Kinetic methods are in fact impossible 
to perform for any anthropometrically normal human. 
Chapter 10 rounds off this section of the thesis with a 
report of a simple but objective evaluation of a training 
booklet which exemplifies the problems discussed. The 
evaluation introduces some of ~he techniques employed in 
Chapters 11 and 12. 
CHAPTER 11 ~ describes the derivation· and use of a 
questionnaire to explore the extent to which RO.SPA trainees 
hold certain misconceptions or attitudes pre training and to 
judge the success of one week's training in Human Kinetics 
in altering these beliefs. 
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CHAPTER 12: turns to the assessment of the success achieved 
by kinetics training in altering the movement patterns of 
trainees. Slow motion analysis of movements performed before 
and after training was carried out using a set of kinetic 
criteria developed for this purpose. Parallel studies of 
training techniques discussed in Chapters 7-9 were also 
performed using similar measures. 
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CHAPTER 13: examines the final link in the training process. 
ROSPA having trained a group of Human Kinetics instructors 
sends them back to their own places of work to pass on the 
methods learnt to others. A vital question was the 
applicability of these methods in a shop floor setting. This 
chapter looks at factors likely to constrain the applicability 
of kinetics training through a study using a trained group of 
observers to look at the interaction of kinetic and design 
criteria at a sample of workstations and jobs. They employed 
a special evaluation package to collect the data and the 
derivation of the package is also described. 
CHAPTER 14: reports conclusions, and indications for 
further work. In the latter section a number of studies are 
reported which fall under the heading of pilot studies for 
future work. 
CHAPTER 2: HANDLING ACCIDENTS: THE NATURE OF THE 
PROBLEM 
2.2 INTRODUCTION 
One of the conclusions of this thesis is th3.t there are a 
number of misconceptions about the nature of handling 
injuries, that these misconceptions are widespread and 
that they have given rise to inappropriate solutions. 
The importance of these beliefs prevalent in society became 
apparent from the very start during preliminary discussions 
with the project's industrial sponsors and a training 
instructor from ROSPA. 
The ROSPA instructor stated that his job of teaching 
trainees Human Kinetics was made all the more difficult 
by the fact that many of his trainees arrived for a weeks 
course expecting to be taught how to Jift and little else. 
Further that the majority of them were already familiar with 
the 'six point drill' (see page 97 ) method of lifting in one 
or another of its forms, and believed that its application 
would prevent back injury. He said that before kinetics 
teaching could commence he had to spend a disproportionate 
amount of time getting the trainees to 'unlearn' the 'six 
point drill' thinking because the technique contradicted 
the teachings of Human Kinetics on a number of important 
points (see page 99.) 
Interview with a range of safety advisers in the early stages 
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of the project showed that similar views appeared to be 
quite common; i.e. that there was a'correct'way to lift 
(called here six point drill but essentially comprising 
keeping the back straight and bending the knees) and that 
its raison d'etre was the prevention of back injuries. 
It seemed important to explore the prevalence of such 
beliefs and their source because the answer to such questions 
would reveal the basis on which training had to be built and 
so could have widespread implications for its success. 
Even the most superficial review of available literature 
points to a strong link being drawn between handling 
accidents, back injury and lifting; consider for example 
the choice of symbol for certain categories of accident 
reported in four years reports of the then Chief Inspector 
of Factories. 
fjLJ~1.J..,_...,...._]_H_a_nd_l_in_g ______ 4_2_.IS_2 _ _,l,96, 




Strains and sprains 24·1 % _________________ __. 1965 
El 74.820 B '..J L----25-2:! Strains and Sprains 1966 
Figure 1. Sym~ols from HMFI statistical r eports. 
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2. 3 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In the section which follows evidence will be cited to 
show that this stereotype and the concept of a 'correct 
drill' of lifting are present in (i) Acade□ic publications 
(ii) The trade and technical safety press (iii) All 
forms of visual media, and (iv) institutions such as the 
courts, parliament and government publications. The review 
of available literature threw up many examples to support 
the existence of these stereotypes andihere were very 
few statements which contradicted them. Although the 
evidence presented falls short of proof it is never-the-
les s very indicative. 
2.3.1 ACADEMIC PUBLICATIONS 
a) Jorgensen and Poulsen (1974) in a much quoted paper 
examined physiological problems in repetitive lifting and 
were concerned with measuring the maximum weight which could 
be lifted from floor to table height end the maximum oxygen 
uptake using 'the correct lifting technique'. This they 
defined as 'keeping the back in its natural curved form 
with the load as close to the body as possible lifting the 
load with the knee action technique 1 • They cite Whitney 
(195 8 ) as their source for this method. 
Whitney (1958 ) investigated the maximum isometric force 
which could be exerted on a horizontal bar situated in 
the frontal plane under different lifting conditions . The 
introduction to his paper draws attention to 'the link 
I • 
between weight lifting and back injury and he examines 
9 
two types of lifting action which are stated to be 
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extremely different and labelled the 'derrick action' and the 
'knee action~ The derrick action is defined as lifting by 
'bending over the trunk with the knees kept straight.1 The 
knee action is defined as involving £lexed knees with an 
. h , uprig t trunk. Whitney cites the following as sources for 
the advocacy of this latter method. Anderson (1951); 
Cyriax (1954); Hereford (1954); Wayne (1954); Floyd and 
Silver (1955). 
Upon further investigation Hereford, Cyriax and Wayne are 
found to be short letters in three successive issues of the 
British Medical Journal, all of which begin by stressing 
the link betwee·n 'bad lifting' and back injury. Hereford 
merely remarks that advice on 'proper lifting' should be 
given but does not mention knees or an upright trunk, and 
neither does Wayne. Cyriax advocates 'maintaining lordosis' 
during different types of work and a poster is reproduced 
with his letter. The poster reads 'Your back is not a 
derrick - legs are designed for lifting' and has an illu-
stration showing a classic drill. (as described on page 97 
of this thesis). Floyd and Silver investigated the function 
of the erectores spinae muscle in certain movements and 
postures and state that their electromyograms indicate that 
heavy weights 'should be lifted with the knees and hips 
flexed and the trunk as upright as possible,' 
Whatever the merits of this latter recommendation it is a 
big leap for anything so vague to be labelled 'correct' 
in another (Jorgensen's) publication. 
b) In an unrelated study Kassab and Drury (1976) 
describing an ergonomic investigation speak of the 'Use of 
"correct techniques" of lifting with the back straight 
and the knees bent'. 
c) Sometimes the handling/lifting link is subtle: for 
example Konz and Bhasin (1974) open their paper (which 
examines foot positions during lifting) with a first 
paragraph which states that 25 per cent of compensable 
industrial. injuries are due to incorrect handling of 
materials. The next sentence poses the question 'What are 
the characteristics of a safe lifting situation?' Some-
times the link is more direct, e . g. Noro (1967) states 
that lifting is the most important cause of acute 
accidents and lower back trouble. He does not however 
furnish any evidence. 
d) Final example is a letter in the British Medical Journal 
contributing to a debate in those colum.~s on traumatic 
conditions of the vertebral column, which draw attention 
to the amount of backache in the community 'stemming from 
faulty lifting techniques • (Cropper 1977). 
2.3 THE TRADE AND TECHNICAL SAFETY PRESS 
1i 
a) Himbury publishing under the auspices of the International 
Labour Office (Himbury 1967) states that 'manual load handling 
is at the origin of a considerable !'lumber of injuries in all 
countries and in almost every branch of economic activity. 
The .great majority of these injuries affect the spinal 
column and adjacent muscles and are particularly prone 
to occur during the process of load lifting.' 
b) A similar statement is made by Kerr (1979) 'Lifting 
weights incorrectly is one of therntjor causes of back 
trouble'. 
c) Glover and Davies (1961) open their article with the 
observation that the largest percentage of industrial 
injuries occur during material handling . They quote a 
figure of 25% of injuries observed in a medium sized engin-
eering factory for the year 1959. These figures - they say-
'confirmed the necessity of introducing a training programme 
for manual handling and lifting.' They listed their first 
priorities as back cases and altering attitudes towards 
lifting. 
d) In a New Zealand safety publication Maunsell (1972) 
states that lifting appears to be the most common cause of 
back ache problems, and that methods of safe lifting are 
widely publicised but it seems that people do not bother to 
follow the suggested techniques. 
e) The British Safety Council in support if its Human 
Kinetic training stated (British Safety Council-undated) 
that 27% of all accidents in industry result from incorrect 
12 
lifting techniques. 
f) Haynes (1979) in a training paper entitled 'Pass on the 
lifting message' states that •• 'the pro9lem associated with 
the manual handling of materials in industry and hospitals 
are as great today as they have ever been . 'lhis is in spite 
of the increasing mountain of literature on back problems, 
and the specialist organisations created to combat back pain! 
g) Many other papers in the safety literature follow a 
standard format, opening with comments on the large number 
of handling accidents, the predominence of back injuries 
due to incorrect lifting practices and the need for 
training, eg anon (1962), Pitts Fenby (1962). 
h) Reports of the activities of the Back Pain Association 
also draw similar links eg Timbs (1978). In bold type the 
article opens with 'Although almost twice as many working 
days are lost in Britain through back pain than through 
strikes, relatively little attention has been paid to 
prevention. Olivia Timbs reports on the latest campaign 
to alert workers to the correct ways of lifting and handling 
• • I 
materials and thus avoid back pain. 
2.3.3 VISUAL MEDIA 
a) The illustration shown below is taken from a publicity 




Figure 2: A publicity still for the film 
"Make Light of Lifting." 
b) ROSPA produces over twenty training posters devoted to 
the aim of reducing handling and lifting accidents. 
I was grant ed access to the sales record for these 
posters for a twenty seven month period during the years 
1978; 1979 and 1980. 
The 23 posters cover a broad range<f problems associated 
with manual handling; ·they illustrate the handling of a 
broad range -of objects and types of movement, protective 
clothing and environmental considerations. 
The full range of posters, their sales figures and supple-
mentary notes about the derivation and validity of these 
figures are shown in appendix 1 (page211). 
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The 'top selling' poste~s 
L are shown below: 
1 
RoSPA's top three s~lling posters. Out of a total range 
of 23 posters covering manual handling safety these three 
account for 42% of total sales in that category . 
These three posters account for nearly 42% of the sales 
for all 23 posters in the manual handling category. There 
must be considerable confidence among the designers of these 
posters, and the safety officers who buy them that the 'six 
point drill' method is widely appreciated. For example 
the third poster contains no text at all. 
In the context of the complete sales catalogue poster 
number 1 is very successful. AltogetherroSPA produces some 
630 posters with an average sale of 50 per month. Sales of 
this poster average 138 per month. 
c) Such generalizations also filter out into society via 
radio and television. For example in 'Medicine Today' 
transmitted 7th November 1967) about Rick Pain an ' expert' 
stated that 'The patient is usually a young or middle-aged 
adult male who gives a clear history of acute disabling pain 




occur in the milieux which 
formulate and interpret the law, as th f e ollowing 
examples show; 
a) A parliamentary question posed by Mr Toby Jessel (then 
MP for Twickenham) requesting funds from the government for 
the Back Pain Association stated amongst other things that 
'There ~s a need for education in preventing 
back pain. This is primarily a matter of education 
~n the lifting of weights - in the need to squat 
instead of stoop when lifting weights.' Hansard 
(1980) 
In his reply the Under Secretary of State for Health 
and Social Security (Sir George Young) remarked that 
'All ministers will take the advice of my hon. 
friend when they pick up their (despatch) boxes , 
namely, to squat and not to stoop!' 
It is not just among parliamentarians that over-strong 
links between handling accidents - lifting - and back 
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injury have been drawn. Len Murray (TUC Secretary) addressed 
the 'World Safe 76 1 conference in the following manner , 
during a special speech highlighting the £300 million per 
annum problem of back trouble, 'To the melancholy catalogue 
of industrial disease and accidents we have to add the 
hazards that are not so easily defined- manual handling 
for example. No one can measure thep3.in, suffering and 
just plain discomfort the lifting and carrying of heavy 
or awkward loads has caused to the backs of those who have 
literally borne the burdens of society. 
c) A headline appeared in the Birmingham Evening Mail on 
Saturday 10th February 1979 
' it read 'Lifting paving slabs 
needs training - Judge.' and the story reported that a 
post office engineer had been 
awarded £3,000 in the High 
Court because the Post Office had 
never·taught him how to 
lift a paving stone. Deputy High Court Judge Jowitt ruled 
that the post office were to blame for the plaintiff's 
back injury because they had not given him proper instru-
ctions in how to lift the slabs. The writ and judgement 
in this case encompass some of the stereotypes that I have 
been discussing . The writ claimed that the employers were 
negligent because they caused the plaintiffio carry out the 
lifting task knowing that he had no training, and knowing 
that such work carried with it the risk of injury, in 
particular of a strained back if not carried out using 
proper techniques. The expert witnesses cited were a 
consultant orthopaedic surgeon who confirmed that the 
plaintiff was suffering from a prolapsed intervertebral 
disc, and a firm of consulting engineers who ventured an 
opinion about what training should have been given. The 
engineers' report stated that the plaintiff's action should 
succeed 'because lifting can produce very high strains in 
the back unless a special technique is used .•• the technique 
is not entirely straight forward and i s something about 
· t· the back should be kept which men need instruc ion•••• . 
. h , 
straight and the trunk almost uprig t • The engineers 
cited the Ministry of Labour (Department of Environment) 
bl . . "Li·fti·ng and Carrying" (Great Britain 1958) pu ication 
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as supporting 'the fact that the trun1-
J\. should be kept 
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straight and as vertical as pos "bl, 
s1. e. This is despite the 
fact that this publication was w1.·thdrawn · 1.n September 1976 
(Seth 1980) 
d) A major contibutor to the dissemination of the notion 
that handling accidents are predominantly a matter of 
incorrect lifting must be this official government publicatim 
which is No 1 in the Health and Safety at Work series 
( Great Britain: 19 5 8). The Health and Sifety Executive 
withdrew this publication on the 26th November 1976, 
However enquiries with HMSO (Seth 1980) revealed that, since 
its introduction in 1958, the booklet had been re printed 
ten times and a total of 123,500 copies had been distributed. 
Headed 'Lifting and Carrying - The Rights and Wrongs', 
the opening to the booklet states that every year 'over 
40,000 accidents are caused in the handling and carrying of 
goods' 'In many instances insufficient understanding of 
the 'know-how' of lifting and lack of proper training are 
the causes of accidents.' 
The book advocates lifting using the leg and thigh muscles 
and keeping them.ck erect and the arms straight. 
The illustration reproduced in figure 3 is used to 
demonstrate the 
THE WRONG WAY 
INJURES BACK 
The effort needed to lift a load by using the powerful leg and 
thigh muscles is much less than the effort required when using 
the baek and abdominal ones 
Figure 3: Illustrations and text are taken from the 
pamphlet "Lifting and Carrying" 
(Great Britain: 1958) 
e) The most recent official publication on Manual Handling 
of loads is the Health and Safety Commission Consultative 
Document 'Proposals for Health and Safety (Manual Handling 
of Loads) Regulations and Guidance (Great Britain 1982). 
In the introduction to this document it is stated that; 
'The principal benefit expected to arise from the 
enactment of the proposed regulations and the observance 
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of the associated guidance is a reduction in the number of 
manual handling accidents. DHSS data of the number of days 
of certified incapacity due to back injuries suggests that, 
even without making any allowance for the cost of absences 
of less than four days duration, manual handling accidents 
result in as much as £50 million per annum of lost output 
alone (at ct!__rr~r~t prices).' 
Els ewhere the same consultative document states that; 
Manual Han~ling can be dangerous, DHSS statistics of 
claims for industrial injury benefits indicate that 
back injuries have been responsible for the loss 
of about 2 million k' . wor ing days each year since 
1975. Ap~roximately one in four of the 300 000 
or so accide?ts notified annually to the HS~ over 
the s~me period were associated with thermnual 
handling and th · · e maJority of these gave rise to 
back injuries. 
In support of the statement regarding the incidence of back 
injuries the document quotes, a recent analysis of manual 
handling accidents 'however no reference to this study 
is given and it has proved impossible to trace . 
2. 4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS 
The evidence above is a representative samp•le drawn from 
the messages disseminated in written or visual form through 
the scientific and popular media. While much of it is 
anecdotal in nature the volume of material builds up to a 
formidable propaganda putting over the message that manual 
handling is largely concerned with lifting and if done 
'wrongly' results in back injuries. 
The following evidence from ROSPA trainees indicates the 
extent to which the message is taken in. 
As part of work reported elsewhere in this thesis (page 121) 
a total of 13 8 trainees on nine Human Kinetics tra,ining 
· a general questionnaire prior to any courses were given 
· · As part of a general battery contact with their trainer. 
. hy they thought they were there of questions to determine w 
the open ended question ' Why was it felt Kinetics would 
be useful' was posed. 
It elicitej the following responses; 
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Reduces back injuries 
Reduce accidents 
Reduce lifting accidents 
For training employees 
Reduce injuries 
Reduce strains 










Thus a sizeab l e proportion of the trainees hold the 
misconceptions under discussion and since most come from 
large companies these beliefs would appear to be very 
widespread. (A look at the companies which sent them to 
be trained revealed that 76% of their companies are listed 
in The Times Top 1000 UK companies, and 63% are in the 
top 500 .) 
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CHAPTER 3: HANDLING PROBLEMS AND TRAINING -
A historical review 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The data above (2.3) demonstrate the st.rong links fostered 
and found between manual handling, lifting and back injury. 
This section examines the prevalence of the link with a 
further concept, that of training as a solution to the 
problem. The following evidence indicates that training has 
a strong historical tradition of being linked in this way in 
the scientific and official literature. 
3. 2 THE REVIEW 
a) Mess (1926) notes that evidence submitted to the Horne 
Secretary for compiling the Factories Bill of 1924 included 
statements from Cadbury's at Bourneville which said 
'It is notorious that many men suffer from ruptures 
and strains and it is clear from the practice of the 
best employers that the suffering is unnecessary. 
Where the lifting of h eavy weights is necessary, it 
could be allowed subject to conditions to minimise 
the risk. Thus at Bourneville when it was found that 
certain male workers who had to lift weights became 
liable to hernia, arrangements were made for their 
careful selection and for their training in the 
gymnasium, with a view to weight lifting by proper 
methods.' 
b) "Hi'storical RP.view of RM.FI Reports 
The identification of early recommendations such as the one 
above led to a systematic survey of every annual Chief 
Inspector of Factories Report (RM.FI) for the years 1900 -
1974. The aims were to trace the development of official 
f . d ' observations and attitudes to the problems of .1.n J.ngs, 
lifting and Handling. 
Every published mention of information relevant to handling 
accidents and contained within these 74 years reports is 
contained in a separate document (Mason: 1977). There 
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follows a selection of truncated 
extracts from this 
document. The extracts trace the 
development of the notion 
that correct lifting must be taught and also of the wider 
misconceptions relating to the whole problem of handling 
accidents. The format of the t ex racts is to show the year 
of the relevant ffi'1FI report, d an page, together with the 
author of the observation (i· ~.1. ava1.·1able). The most relevant 
parts of each extract are underlined . 
Early reports contained speculation about the nature of 
harmful lifts or postures and vague recommendations about 
improvements 
1911 (p.16) Mr Garvie (Wolverhampton) 
'Heavy weights appear to cause injury, such as 
rupture, from some jerking lift rather than solely 
from the excessive weight lifted, but excessive 
weights are painfully frequent, and are not all due 
to excess of zeal. ' 
1913 (p.26) Mr Crabtree (Burnl ey ) 
'Sprains due to weight lifting in the weaving shed 
are more numerous than is apparent. Many do not 
figure in accident reports, as the persons concerned 
either continue at work or resume work within seven 
days. But sprains are ~ncidents of daily occurrence, 
more especially among women and girls who lift beam 
weights of 36 to 52 lbs. These are located near the 
floor, and necessitate a stooping posture.' 
1913 (p.27) Mr Williams (N. Division) looking at the 
fish curing industry ' ... the 'farlanes' or troughs 
containing the fish are commonly on or near the level 
of the ground , so that the women, while employed in 
gutting are compelled to almost continuo~sly bend 
their backs in a most uncomfortable fashion, the upper 
portion of the body forming nearly a right angle with 
the legs. Enquiries among the workers left no dou bt 
as to their feelings on the subj ect - many ~f them 
complained that the position w~s back breaking. 
Mr Neely (Inverness) 'on first ac~uaintance 
with herring curing r was much struck with what_ 
appeared to me to be absolute l y unnece~sary fa~igu~ 
which the women had to undergo in bending or s~~oping 
to gut the herring by reason of the farlanes being so 
lo~ - ' 
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In the year 1918 the first real mention of training 
occurred; 
1918 (p.31) Mr Taylor OBE 
... 'The subject of labour and fatigue saving 
appliances is intimately associated on one hand with 
that of movement study', a subject which is now 
receiving increased attention from progressive 
manufacturers in this country. Simple appliances for 
holding the workers' tools 3nd parts of machines for 
assembling, etc., are essential for the successful 
application of movement study methods, and great 
stress is laid upon the importance of the initial 
training of workers so that they can carry out their 
work with such movements as involve the minimum 
amount of fatigue to themselves. In connection with 
this subject Miss A.M. Anderson (Principal Lady 
Inspector) draws attention to the necessity for 
systematic training in weight lifting. Miss Pearson 
mentions a case where by application of a proper 
method two persons were able to lift with ease heavy 
sacks of chestnut meal on to a high barrel . ' 
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With no real mention in the reports for the intervening years 
it is however apparent that by 1930 the provision of 
training was underway. 
1930 {p.64) Reporting on a discussion of weight 
lifting held at a conference it was noted that; 
• • • • o e s 1 M d 1 to demonstrate methods of weight lifting 
and carriage with illustrations of factors in the 
causation of accidents from weight lifting are being · 
considered for the Industrial Museum.' 
194 9 (p. 73) 
'I · of the large number of strains, ruptures 
n v1.ew • · l h dl · 
and fractures which were sustained in manua ~n 1.ng 
· th appear- to be room for education and accidents, ere ., . · t· 
. · · · ethods of moving mater1.als, est1.ma 1ng training in m . . l h d l. ' 
• . d , ads and the use of mechanic a an ing . we1.ghts an ~o , 
1956 (p.85) 
t how that far too many men do 
'The accident repor sw:y to lift heaving weights, as 
not know the correct total of 41 2 accidents resulted just over 19~ of the 
in strained backs.' 
1957 (p.82) 
',Many accidents in factories are caused by workers 
using the incorrect methods of handling and lifting 
heavy loads. ' 
By the year 1960 most elements in the stereotyped picture 
of manual handling accident aetiology, lifting and training 
were enshrined in HMFI observations . The report for that 
year stated the following under the section dealing with 
handling accidents; 
'Many of the 31% of handling accidents which damage 
the trunk are due to incorrect methods of lifting and 
carrying weights. That many workers do not understand 
the safe method of lifting is due in part to a lack 
of prope~ training by firms. A worker will soon 
appreciate, when shown, that his leg and thigh muscles 
are stronger than those of the back and abdomen and 
will tend to form the habit of using the former in 
lifting, keeping his back erect and his arms straight.' 
Throughout the late fifties and sixties the HMFI reports drew 
attention to the HMSO booklet 'Lifting and Carrying' (see 
above page.Ii.) stating that the application of the principles 
outlined in the booklet would prevent strains and sprains in 
handling accidents. 
There has always been a strong emphasis on training new 
entrants to industry, the 1967 HMFI report (p.91) said that 
new entrants should be taught, amongst other things; 
'The importance of personal cleanlin~ss, and 
correct methods of handling heavy obJects to 
Of Str·-i· ned or twisted muscles.' occurrence a 
the 
avoid the 
In fact the Inspectorate has, via its annual reports often 
· · to be done at a much earlier stage in lobbied for training 
schools. 
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3.3 LIFTING AND HANDLING TRAINING IN SCHOOLS AND 
COLLEGES 
The HMFI report for 1958 contained the following 
report; (p. 48) 
'Many accidents i n fac t ories a r e caused by workers 
using the incorrect methods of lifting and handling 
heavy . . loads . In all 27 % o f t he total number of 
accide nts reported to the Factory Inspectors in 1957 
came under the category of h andling goods . It is now 
considered that more c a n be do ne to interest physical 
education teachers in thi s a spect of safety training. 
Lessons learned in the phys i cal education classes at a 
comparatively early age could help considerably towards 
the avoidance of this type of a c cident . At a technical 
college in SE England, a l ecturer in physical 
education and hygien e is now g i ving instructions on 
safe methods of lifting and c a rrying the loads which 
many students will have to handl e when they enter 
industry.' 
The Health and Safety Exe cut i v e Librar y were contacted to 
find out if any trace of this instruction programme cou ld b e 
found, or of the records of its results . Sadly I was 
notified that the files had b een destroyed . (Smales : 1980) 
However there is evidence tha t systematic training is carried 
out in many schools. 
The Department of Education and Science safety series has 
r ecomme nda tions rega rding lift ing and handling . No 4 of the 
· 1 Ed t · on ' (Great Britain: 1973) · s e ri e s 'Sa,f e t y in Phys1 c a u c a 1 
r e f e r s to chi ldren l i fting or carrying equipment in the 
gymnas ium; 
'The use of t h e strong mu scles of the leg, ~traigh~ness 
f ~ h e b ack in t he vertical position to avo1d_stra1n, 
~ ody balance a nd control of weight are all points to 
be str essed.' 
The gu i de conti nues : 
riate techniques of lifting 
' Some t eaching of t hedappk: 0 Pardl y shaped objects, such 
. heavy a n aw w . 1 and carrying d . domestic or industria 
as mi ght b e e ncount ere ~~t of physical education.' 
s i t uations i s a p r ope r P 
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Should any pupils have sl i pped through the net in their 
adolescent years number 5 in the same safety series 'Safety 
in Further Education' re-inforces the need for this sort of 
instruction and readers are referred to the 'useful advice' 
given in 'Lifting and Carrying' Booklet No 1 in the Health 
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and Safety at Work Series (Gre at Britain 1958) (see page 19 ) . 
Some education authorities supplement this information with 
more specific guidelines. In one authority surveyed 
(Gloucestershire County Council). the chief education 
officer confirmed that 'The principles of Lifting' a short 
document reproduced below was distributed to all schools. 
The document was intended for use by kitchen staff, and 
teaching staff and was kept on a central file so that all 
staff had access to it at any time. (Clark i980). 
The drill was taught in metalwork classes in some schools 
and in most cases the document ~as the only instruction 
staff wohld receive. 








Make sure your feet are close to the load to be 
lifted, about 12 inches apart, with one foot 
slightly behind the other . 
Go down by bending, and keeping your back as 
straight as possible. 
f t 'ne load using the whole of the Get a good grip 0 
arms and forearms. 
Keep your arms close to your body with the elbows 
well into the sides. 
Tuck your chin in and keep i~ tucked in . 
straight, straighten your legs 
Keeping your back_ the weight part of your body. 
and stand up, making 
Never twist Your body whilst lifting. 
8. Lead the lifting movement with your head, this 
will automatically help to straighten your back. 
9. Ensure that once lifted , the load does not obscure 
your view. Make s 1.1re that there is a clear space 
in which to put your load down. 
There are thus strong reasons for suspecting that substantial 
numbers of children will leave school or college hewing had 





CHAPTER 4: STATISTifS OF HANDLING ACCIDENTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The stereotyped approach to handli'ng 'd acCJ. ents described in 
the previous section has at · t 1.s root the notion that 
statistics show the majority of handling accidents to b e 
caused by lifting and to result in a back injury . In the 
section which follows a description o f handling accidents is 
given and a number of sources of dat a are examined to see 
if this notion could be refuted or supported . 
4. 2 OFFICIAL SOURCES OF STATIS'I' ICS 
Handling has been a sub-classifi catio n o f official statistics 
of all reportable accidents sinc e 1924 , when the 3 day 
reporting standard was fully establishe d. 
By definition, official records classify a s a 'handling 
accident' those injuries which occur wh en r aw materials, 
articles in process, finished proj ects or plant and machinery 
are b eing handled. Injuries due to the d r opp ing of articles 
etc. whilst goods are being handled are a lso included in the 
definition. The criterion is that the a r t i cle must be 
capable of being carried by hand by one or more persons; the 
definition therefore includes the carry i n g, moving and setttng 
down of the article and not only its lift ing . Accidents which 
occur whe n hand trudks, barrows and lifting machinery are used o.re. 
not r e garded as handling a c cide nts. The figures for the years 
since 1924 are set out in table 1 a s numbers and percentage s 
of total reported accide nts , in f actories only. 
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Handling Injuries 
Year No. I% of total 
an ing Injuries Handling Injuries Year No. I% of total 
H dl 
1924 29,613 19.0 1943 77, 096 
Year No . I% of total 
1925 15,093 9.5 26.2 1962 40,128 25 . 5 1944 71,255 
1926 22,063 17.1 26.7 1963 38, 522 25.8 1945 62,632 
1927 28,799 19.8 27.7 1964 58,842 27.0 1946 60,399 
1928 30 , 740 21. 5 29. 1· 1965 62,460 29.2 1947 54,082 
1929 32,292 21. 7 29.2 1966 64,585 26.8 1948 54,370 
1930 29,831 22.4 29.7 1967 61,234 27 . 8 1949 49,577 
1931 22,692 22.0 
28.8 1968 68,997 27 . 1 
1950 48,064 
1932 21,862 22.4 28.2 1969 72,436 27.1 1951 45,368 
1933 23,546 22.5 
28.1 1970 70.417 27.5 
1952 43,185 
1934 30,068 23.8 
27.8 1971 62,779 27.6 
1935 33,532 
1953 43,861 27.7 1972 60,046 27.7 24.4 1954 43,451 
1936 39,865 24. 6 
26.9 1973 65,134 :? 8. 2 
1955 4 6 I 613 28.5 
1937 44,487 25.2 
1974 62,073 28.3 
1956 44 I 313 
1938 39,626 24.7 
27. 7 1975 58,480 28.6 
1957 41,109 
1939 43,410 25.4 
27.3 1976 59,419 29 . 4 
1958 38,469 
1940 53,030 25.2 
26.9 1977 61,429 29.6 
1959 38,878 26. 2 1978 53,266 28.7 
1941 64,291 25.7 1960 42,067 26.1 1979 56,380 33.6 
1942 76, 4Hll 25.8 1961 42,152 26.1 1980 41,738 31.5 
Figure 4: 
Table, 
Handling Injuries 1924-1980 - Source H. M. Chief Inspector 
of Factories Reports 
The proportion that handling injuries form of total injuries in 
factory processes has stayed at just above a quarter over the 
last half century. The category is, however, one of activity 
during which the injury occurred, rather than of cause of injury . 
The only years to give a breakdown of primary cau se of injury 
by injury type were 1961 and 1964; these breakdowns are shown 
in figures 5 and 6 
Taking the two years together some 35% of handling injuries are 
to the trunk or spinal column. However the change in 
classification which occured in the years separating these 
tables confuses the picture. Clearly a large number of injuries 
which fell unde r the category 'trunk' in 1961 came under the 
category 'spinal column and adjacent muscles' in 1964. 
However it appears that some 90% of the handling injuries to 
the trunk and spinal column were strains.Fig. 7 also shows 
that these handling injuries to the muscles of the back form 







Site of injury 
l. Head & Neck 
( excludin"" 2) 
2. Eye & Socket 
3. Spinal Column 
4. Trunk 
5. Upper Limb 
( excluding 6) 
6. Hand & Wrist 
7. Lower Limb 
( excluding 8) 
8. Foot & Ankle 
9. Othe r injuries 
Total 
No of Handlin2 lniurie~ 
961 1964 
No. % c.\, No. 
Sue of 
Injury 
595 1.2 0. 3 220 
1.0 723 
Scalp 
Oth .. , h•• -' 
849 1.7 1.6 I, 162 
707 1.5 27 .8 19 ,689 Spinal Column 




2,211 4. 5 
9,714 19.9 
230 0. 5 
48 ,742 JOO 
9. I 6,464 




28 .6 20,249 Hand 
4.2 2,997 Lower leg & 
,. ... 1,1 .. 
I. 9 l , 368 Other & multiple 
lower limb 
8 . 5 6,043 Toes 
8. 2 5,797 Foot ( excluding 
toes) 
0.4 278 Other 
100 70,880 Total 
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Fig11re 5. Handling Injuries by Site of Injury 1961 & 1964 - from H.,'vl.Chief 
Inspector of Factory Reports 
1961 1964 
Site of Injury Handling !All accidents Handling IAll accidents Site of injury 
Spinal Fracture 12 196 197 756 Fracture I Spinal Column & Dislocation 
Column 
Strain of Joints 185 411 18,970 28,407 Strains of 
muscles & AdJ. 
muscles 





' Total 707 1,462 19,689 34,641 Total 
Fracture 141 1,919 191 2,498 Fracture 
& Dislocation 




Internal 36 257 43 194 Internal Trunk 
injury (not hernia) inJurv 
Open wound 23 241 876 9,383 Open wound 
& . surface I laceration 
JO Jury 
Surface injury 656 8,323 
l 14 I 6 Foreign body Foreign body in orifice 
in orifice 
Burns 30 220 54 
439 Burns 
140 781 Other 
Other 1, 294 2,497 
33,930 6,464 21,908 Total Total 15,365 
.. 64. 
Ftgure 6: 
. b kd of trunk and spinal column rnJurtes 1961, 19 Deta!led rea own 
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remaining 35% happen mainly on falls or the use of hand 
tools. Table 7 from the same source shows that approximately 
a further 7% of handling accidents are dislocations, sprains 
or strains to other muscles or joints in the body . 
------- - - -l96L 1964 Site ol.J injury Handling All accidents Handling All accidents Site of Injury 
Fracture 90 2,011 392 .5,313 Fracture Upper Upper 
&: Limb Limb Dislocation . 37 463 Dislocation (excluding 
hand/wrist) Sprain/strain I, 258 2,756 2,910 li,728 Sprain/strain 
Fracture 1,573 8,285 
l, 944 8,694. Fracture Hand 
Hand/ Dislocation 59 294 
wrist 
Sprain/strain l, 318 3,540 906 2,552 Sprain/strain 
Fracture 111 1,729 Fracture Lower 
Lower 294 4,314 Dislocation leg 
Limb Dislocation 20 179 ankle 
(excluding 




Fracture 2,965 IU,J.H 
3,588 11 ,093 Fracture Foot Ankle/Foot Dislocation 18 155 Dislocation & Toes 
Sprain/strain 263 7,296 174 2,134 Sprain/strain 
Fracture 3 253 
- l 166 Fracture Multiple 
Multiple Dislocation - 4 Dislocation 
Sor ain/ strain 
Total ail s ites 
26 119 - -
of injury 48,742 192,517 70,880 268,648 Total all sites of 
injury 
Figure 7: Table, Dislocations, sprains etc. from Handling Accidents 
These tables sub divide site of 
. ? 
injury, but what of causation. 
t he definition given on page 29 It is clear from 
that handling 
cannot be considere 
causation. 
1 ·ve category of accident d a mutually exc usi 
Attempts have been made by 1n•pr = to give breakdowns but 
they have been sporadic and are 
well hidden in official 
records. 
A survey of all official HMFI statistics for the years 
1900 - 1974 (Mason 1977) which extracted 
every instance 
of a complete or partial analysis including lifting as a 
separate category revealed the following: 
• An analysis of 1,238 accidents reported in the Bristol 
District during 1901 revealed that 3 per cent were 'cases 
of over exertion due to lifting ' resulting in strains, 
ruptures, or spinal injuries. 
• An industry-specific breakdown indicated that 'strains from 
overlifting' were the cause of 3% of accidents in 1909, 
5% in 1910, 4% in 1911 and 5% in 1913 , in docks, wharves 
and quays. 
• A more det~iled analysis of Dock Accidents occurring in the 
Port of London and reported during 1922 reveals that 
lifting resulting in strain, sprain, or rupture was 
responsible for 2% of the 1588 accidents reported. 
• A breakdown of the accidents reported from engineering 
works in the HMFI statistics for 1931 has separate categories 
for 'handling materials' and 'carrying or lifting' . When 
all figures are examined the former category forms 11% and 
the latter 3.3% of total accide nts. 
• An analysis completed in 1946 and reported in the Chief 
Inspector of Factories r eport for that ·year SUmrnarised the 
Classl.f1·cat1·on of 2,000 handling accidents. scrutiny and sub 
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The results showed that 24% 
0 of these accidents fell into 
the ·category of objects lifted; the complete breakdown 
is shown below. Handling accidents were 29 . 1% of total 
reported accidents in 1946. 
Figure 8: BreaKuown u1. 2000 
handling accidents by ea.use . as 
., as % "' 
No . handling Total accidents 
Object dropped or allowed to 
slip from hands .............. 534 27 
Objects lifted 
8 ................ 483 24 7 
Trapped between objects ....... 328 16 5 
In connection with trucks, 
barrows, bogies etc. ......... 257 13 4 
Objects falling during handling 
on load or pile .............. 87 4 1 
Bad Housekeeping .............. 81 4 1 
Damaged objects, splinters, 
protruding nails etc .......... 58 3 1 
Miscellaneous ... . ............. 172 9 2 
Totals 2,000 100 29% 
However in the report it was also acknowl edged that 'objects 
' lifted could be further subdivided because it noted that 
'Many accidents caused in lifting were due to standing in 
awkward positions and constricted spaces, or lack of secure 
foothold on stacks piles and vehicles~ 
In summary official statistics indi.cate that approximately 
25% of reported accidents are 'handling accidents' and that 
between 35 and 40 per cent of handling injuries are musculo-
skeletal injuries. 
The best estimate provided by official figures is that 
approximately one quarter of handling accidents are lifting 




h causation and site of injury 
The tables demonstrate 
can be further sub-divided. 
In o
rd
er to explore furthe r the information available from 
a more exhaustive breakdown · 
investigative surveys were 
conducted in some of the industr1.· es 
supporting the study . 
4.3 INDUSTRY DATA 
4.3.1 HEAVY METAL COMPANY 
Excellent data were available at one site, a heavy metal 
company in the west Midlands. Accident records had been kept 
in the same format and recorded by the same staff for a 
period of 23 years from 1954 to 1976. The data covered a 
workforce of approximately 2,000 people. All accidents had 
been recorded using edge-punched record cards (multiple 
indexed). Both the notch system and the considerable 
space afforded for narrative description ensured the following 
were recorded; 
( . ' l, The site of the accident 
( . . ' ll, The nature of the movement performed 
(iii) Tr.ie dimensions and weight of the object handled 
(iv) Any unusual work practices operating at the time 
of the accident. 
The records were comprehensively cross indexed (although 
surprisingly no analysis had been attempted prior to my 
survey). For the 23 years there were 3,947 3 day lost time 
accidents and of these 705 (18 %) were attributed to manual 
handling. 
It was assumed, since these accidents were recorded by 
and Were also transcribed onto F43 forms experienced staff 
Factory Inspector~te for national for submission to HM 
defl..nition of handling accidents did statistics, that the 
th t g iven on page differ substantially from a 
thesis. 
29 of this 
not 
Lifting was categorised by the safet y officer who filled 
in the accident report and as well a s straightforward 
raising or lowering of objects from fl oor to bench more 
complex movements had been included . For example supporting 
heavy pieces in a static posture or tipping out a box of 
finished parts. This will be commented on in the analysis. 
4.3.1.J METHOD 
All 3,947 accident record cards were sorted and the 705 for 
manual handling selected. According to the definitions 
given above the accidents were sorted into t h ree 
categories 
(i) Lifting causing strained back or other back 
injury 
(ii) Lifting causing other injuries 
( . · ·, Handling causing other injuries lll, 
Finally the original 3,947 records were re scrutinised and 
f b k inJ·ury .1.·n. categorie s other than all instances o ac -
handling selected. 
4 .3.1.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
f thl.·s analysis are• The results o . · shown 1.·n f i'gure 9. 
data l· t is clear that the maximum potential Examining this 
. b the successful application for reduction of back injury Y 
( has the six point drill) of a simple lifting technique sue 
d t or app r oximately t of the handling acci en s is 25 per cen 
1 t time accidents . their total three day os five per cent of 
f accl..dents in category (The number o (i) above .) 
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Tot a l + Lifting 
3 day Tot.al* 
caus ing Li f ting ~.and ling YEl>.R 'straine d lost t i me handling back ' 
causing causing Other 
acci de n ts or othe r l::ack 
other back other inj ur ies injuries inuries r-- injury 
%( + ) % (*) - -% (*) -l ( *} '.t (+) 
1954 50 5 9 3 18 . 4 22 23.6 7 7 . 5 
5 5 499 64 68.8 16 3 . 2 94 18 . 8 1 7 18.1 7 7 . 5 
56 295 70 74 . 5 16 3.2 39 1 3 . 2 1 4 35 . 9 4 1 0 21 53 . 9 16 5 . 4 57 269 36 1 3 . 4 13 36 1 2 . 8 22 61 58 1 40 18 12 . 9 
5 1. 9 
1 5 . 6 1 5. 6 16 88 . 9 59 1 24 3 2.1 15 1 2 . 1 5 33.3 - 0 10 60 7 5 . 7 1960 160 13 8 . 1 6 46 .6 - 0 7 53 . 9 4 2 . 5 61 1 49 17 11. 4 6 35 . 3 - 0 11 64 . 7 2 1. 3 
62 90 19 21. 1 5 26 . 3 - 0 14 73 . 7 1 1.1 
63 109 26 23 . 9 4 19.2 2 7·_ 7 . 20 77 5 4 . 6 
64 13 6 20 1 4 .7 7 35 0 - 13 65 6 4 . 6 
6 5 163 31 19 5 16 .1 3 0 - 26 83 . 9 7 4 . 3 
6 6 126 17 1 3 . 5 5 29 .1 4 0 - 12 70 . 6 5 4 
67 1 3 0 41 29 . 3 13 31. 7 2 4 . 9 26 63.4 4 3 . 1 
68 154 2 8 1 8 . 2 5 17 . 9 - - 23 82 2 1. 3 
69 1 4 7 27 1 8.4 10 37 2 7 . 4 15 55 . 6 4 2 . 7 
1970 137 36 26 . 3 3 8 .3 2 7 .7 31 86 1 0.7 
71 116 19 16.4 8 42 - 0 11 57 . 9 2 1. 7 
72 1 20 24 20 7 29.2 2 8.3 15 62 . 5 4 3 . 3 
7 3 11 2 26 23.2 5 19 . 2 2 7 . 7 19 73.1 1 0.9 
74 99 17 17.2 5 29 . 4 2 11. 8 10 58 . 8 4 4 
75 102 26 25 . 5 6 23 . 1 - 0 20 77 4 3.9 
76 92 2 3 25 10 43 . 5 3 13 10 43 . 5 5 5 . 4 
To tal 3, 947 705 182 37 486 124 
x 18 . 3 25 . 3 7. 8 67 . 7 3 . 1 
Figure 9: Table of results for thesis s ection 4. 3 .1. 2 . 
Showing the stati stics of handl ing accidents and back 
i nj u ry from 23 years records for a West Midland s 
heavy metal indu s t ry . 
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This figure is an over estimate because it reduces 
considerably when the following question is asked 
- In how many of these cases was the subject lifti ng 
a compact load in free space? (ie there we re no 
obstacles to movement or other elements likely to 
impede or alter the character of the movement) 
Analysis showed this to be the case in only 34 of the 
category {i) accidents. This would modify the totals 
amenable to lifting drill (eg. six point drill) training 
to five per cent of the handling accidents or less than 
one per cent of the total three day lost time accidents. 
In only six of these 34 cases was the object handled box 
like (the commonly illustrated example) and comprised a 
box, tin, crate or carton. In the other accidents the 
object handled was Coil or wheel (6); Scrap metal (3); 
Piping (2); Small dustbin (2); Saddle (l); Acetylene 
~ylinder (1); Insulator (1); Anode (l); Vice (l); Roof 
baton {l}; Gate end (1); Press tool (l); Radiator (1); 
Floor plate (l); Jig (1); Flame trap (1); Clay (1); 
Pads of felt (1); grinding wheel (1). 
Causi·ng strained back' accidents involving The 'lifting 
more complex movements included 
Of a li.ft and a pull while freeing a . Combination -
stuck part 
d . ~ heavy piece on a table . Lifting and sli ing ~ 
Out of trucks; out of stillages; . Lifting from stack; 
off machines or into vices 
. in a static posture . supporting heavy pieces 
· f a lift . A combination o and a 
turn on the subjects 
a hand truck trunk axis manipulating 
Tipping out boxes of wor k into a skip. 
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The question was then posed; 
Is the movement described and the nature of the object 
lifted covered by instructi· on on 
a ROSPA human 
kinetics course? 
It was found that there was a 'kineti·c way' 
taught for 
doing the actions described in a further 73 (40 per cent) 
of the category (i) cases (making a total of 107 or 58 . 7% 
t • 
which could be solved by kinetics). In 22 (12 per cent) 
of the category (i) cases it was assessed that any 
training in movement techniques was wholly inappropriate 
because extreme!~ cramped workplaces, oily floors or an 
unpredictable third party were involved. A further 53 
(29.2 per cent) were the result of poor planning of the 
lift, temporary obstruction, or slipping during the lift. 
It should be stressed that these retrospective assessments 
can a t best only be estimates. However in the case of the 
questions concerning the application ··of Human l{inetics 
the records were rescrutinised by a ROSPA instructor and 
hi s estimate was within five per cent of my own. (It was 
felt necessary to take this step ·because these were early 
days of the p roject and I felt there were gaps in my 
knowledge of Human Kinetics.) 
4.3.2 BAGGAGE HANDL I NG 
Shortly after the survey in the metal industry was 
completed I was fortunate to have access to the accident 
handll.·ng staff at a major . international records for baggage 
Offl.·cer was planning to implement six airport. The safety 
point drill training using a small pamphlet. 
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There were 350 porters who in th e year 1976 had 
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sustained 53(3 day lost time) accidents f 0 which 15 were 
classified as handling. The records contained a separate 
coding for strain or sprain 
during lifting and by cross 
referencing this with r ecords 
for site of injury it was 
possible to construct a table 
using the same categories 
examined in the heavy t, me a_._ industry. 
The results for both · d in ustries are summaris d b l e e ow; 
Total 
r eportable 
Lift cau,~ing Lifting causing 
No. 
back iniurv other iniurv %reportable No. % of % of 
rcptble handling 
No . % of % of 
reptbl e handling 
Meta l Co 
1'.154-1976 3,947 705 18.3 182 4 . 6 25.3 37 0.9 7 . 8 
Aaggagc 
Handling 53 15 28 . 3 4 7.6 
197f, 
26 .7 2 3 . 8 13.3 
Other handling causing other injuries Other Back Injuries 
No. % of % of No. % of 
repo rtable handling r eportabl e 
Metal 
Co 486 12.3 67.7 124 3 . 1 
Baggage 
handling 9 16.9 70.0 6 11. 0 
Figure 10: Table,Handling and back injuries for 2 companies. 
4.3.2.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Although the numbers studied in the baggage handling were 
small, the results are comparable with the Metal Company 
data, as fig 10 shows. The work done by the porters 
obviously involved more 'handling' and this is reflected in 
a higher percentage for this category of accident. However 
the percentage of lifting accidents caµsing a back injury 
remained remarkably constant across the two groups· 
4.3.3 OTHER SOURCES 
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a) A survey in the motor· d 
in ustry (Manning and Shannon 
1979) studied a total f 225 0 
lost time accidents sustained 
by a workforce of 2,000 men in the year 1974. Their data 
shows that there were 54 lumbosacral · 
injuries resulting 
in lost time accident reports and of these 17 were 
attributed to a sudden onset o,f pain whilst lifting, 
straining or stooping. 
Thus the proportion of lost time accidents resulting in back 
injury which would be prevented by successful six point 
drill lifting training would be 7½ per cent in this instance. 
Manning and Shannon show that the major cause of lumbosaa-al 
injuries in the factory studied is slipping accidents, 
which caused 37 per cent of back injuries. They speculate 
that the number of lumbo.sacral injuries due to slipping is 
probably underestimated in most records because accident 
classifications like 'handling' are not sub divided into 
component causes. 
b) Daniel et al (1980) did a study of low back pain in a 
large steelworks. Of the industrial back injuries they 
studied 14 per cent were attributed to lifting . 
c) Jackson (1968) completed an analysis of industrial 
· doc'Kworkers 1· n the Port of London. Examination i njuries to 
h t back injuries arising during of his figures showed ta 
t of back injuries manual handling accounted for 31 per cen 
t hree day lost time accidents. and 8 per cent of the total 
Of the back injuries arising From a detailed examination 
concluded that a large 
during manual handling Jackson 
t he category of direct trauma -number of these fell into 
slipping and falling onto 
being struck on the back or b y 
the back etc. - Jackson points 
out that the back is a 
large target area for direct trauma 
. and there is no 
protective clothing to safeguard it as at other 
anatomical sites. 
d } In another study the then Assistant Chief safety 
officer in one of ~he · ~ maJor service industries (Hooper 1975) 
showed that, in his industry as a whol · • • e, 1nJur1es to the 
back represented about one fifth of injuries arising from 
all causes and the proportion of handling accidents which 
resulted in back irijury was almost 44 per cent. However 
his report also showed that only a quarter of handling 
accidents occur.red when objects were actually being lifted 
or set down. 
4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Taking all the sources of data together it is apparent that: 
The best estiraate of lost time accidents caused by lifting 
and resulting in a back injury is 25 per cent of handling 
accidents or five per cent of total three day lost time 
accidents but the last figure could be as low as one per 
cent or rise as high as ten per cent. 
The scope of the apptication of six point drill techniques 
is limited to approximately 20 per cent of lifting accidents 
causing back injury and the scope for Human ~inetics to 
60 per cent of lifting accidents causing back injury. The 
relationship of Handling accidents, lifting accidents a nd 
back injury is summarised in fig 11 (shown below) . 
This diagram should be interpreted with care because the 
h covers a much broader 
scope for kinetics training whic 
J
·ust lifting will be more 
repetoire of movement skills -than 
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extensive than the diagram suggests. Also design criteria 
will cMStrain movements other than lifting. These two 
latter problems are explored in greater detail in 
chapter 13 (see page 180 ) 
There is a question mark which hangs constantly over the 
accuracy of figures on musculoskeletal injuries because 
of the difficulty of testing whether injury has really 
occurred, and of diagnosing its cause. This has led the 
Health & Social Executiye to consign Sprains, strains, 
. hernia and other back injuries to Group 2 of their 
I 
classification because ' there is legitimate doubt (for a 
proportion) whether they were caused by a truly accidental 















. ·a would constrain . 1 ut criteri -
Design an~ ayo l'fting technique . 
· · in any i 
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training lationship 
t . 0 ~ the re ) . - . c representa ion ... i le solid line 
,Eigure 11: A diag~a~at~s (Square bounded ~y si~~) Lifting 
between Handling acciden d d by doubl~ solid 1 d tted lines) and 
Bae~ injuries (square ;o~~n~ling - indicated ~~nt~ibution of each 
accidents ( a ~ubset 0 d d and labelled~) The indicated by area. 
forms of training_ (sha e, lem is approxirrately 
e l ement to the total proo 
CHAPTER 5: CRITICAL EXAMINATION 
OF HUMAN KINETICS 
5 . 1 HISTORY OF HUMAN KINETICS 
Human Kinetics is the term used by 
Tom Mcclurg Anderson 
to describe a body of knowledge he d 
eveloped from 
observations which began dt1ri· ng th e First World War and 
continued until his death in February 1981. 
He defines the subject as: 
'The study of mechanical, nervous and psychological factors 
which influence the functions and structures of the body, 
as a means of producing cumulative strain. , (Anderson 45) 
In the introduction to his book (Anderson 1) he stated that 
an interest in body movement was first stimulated by his 
experience in the athletic field (He was an accomplished 
athlete and competed widely in the 1920s). He received 
some training in massage techniques during the First World 
War and in the post war years studied applied anatomy in 
order to gain a thorough knowledge of the human neuro-
muscular system. He stated that at this time he was 
encouraged and supported by Sir Wm Arbuthnot Lane and by 
the Regius Professor of Physiology at the University of 
Glasgow, Professor Noel Paton. (Anderson 50) 
In 1928 Anderson was largely responsible for founding the 
Scottish Physiotherapy Hospital and School and it was h e re 
' d regarding movement and injury were that many of his i eas 
to develop, during his time as Principal. 
In the foreword · to Human Kinetics and Analysing Body 
h ~ ham a former Professor of Movements (Anderson 1) Jon Gra 
Glasgow, remarks that Anderson 
Anatomy at the University of 
unrivalled opportunity to study 
had abundant material and an 
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occupational stresses and strains at 
the Scottish Physio-
therapy Hospital because up to 45 000 · ' treatments were 
carried out annually. 
Anderson himself was making observat· 
ions and analyses to 
develop his theory that the physical d 1 eve opment of muscular 
and other tissues had a definite re,ati· h' t h 
~ - ons ip o t e normal 
habits of the individual, and was investigating a number of 
systems for trying to assess the normal physical habits of 
the individual by the condition of their tissues . 
AndersonB major contact with industrial safety training 
began in 1948 when he studied the problems of fatigue and 
injury at the ICI Ardeer Factory in Scotland. Following a 
pilot study he was invited to examine work throughout the 
entire factory and develop a training programme f or 
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employees. This work was widely reported and led to invitations 
from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to make 
an address on the Industrial Application of Human Kinetics. 
(Anderson 22) 
Requests for further information and instructional material 
l e d Anderson to form the Institute of Human Kinetics in 
1950. This body developed close links with ROSPA following 
their adoption of Human Kinetics as the basis of Industrial 
Safety Week in 1959. (Anderson 6) 
d the year s and Anderson This relationship mature over 
trained all ROSPA instructors including the current one 
·t~ g much of their instructional 
Douglas Payne , as well as wri ~n 
material. (Ander.son 45, 56, 47, 4B, 49 ) 
5.2 INTRODUCTION OF THE EXAMINATION OF 
KINETICS 
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Many of the notions which underpin Huma11 K1.' net1.· cs . teaching are 
beliefs and theories which although plausible and persuasive 
attempts to explain the aetiology of musculo-skeletal dis-
orders, remain unproven. Although Anderson produced over 
fifty papers and publications and claimed that they were 
based on appropriate observations, none of his papers contained 
references to substantiate his views. In a similar fashion 
although he may have completed many thousand observations the 
fact that he did not set out his exact methodology for 
physical examination linked to appropriate recordings of 
occup-:l.t.ional movements means that his evidence remains at 
best anecdotal and does not exclude alternative explanations. 
This has caused a number of problems for ROSPA and other 
institutions teaching Human Kinetics. There is a general 
concern that the theories developed by Anderson for the most 
part half a century ago may not withstand critical analysis 
in the light of more recent findings. 
This section of the thesis will set out Anderson's work as 
a basis of a discussion of its validity. The analysis is 
1 t b e a review of over 1,000 papers, necessarily incomp. e e ecaus 
drawn from key words selected to elicit information which 
ft ·.Key kinetic notions, showed that there might confirm or re u e 
·t of i.' nformation regarding the links (if any) is a real pauci y -
habl.·~s and deleterious musculo-skeletal between muscular -
changes . 
t every review of his work 
Also Anderson claimed that almos 
hl.·~ basic ideas or simplified them to either misrepresented -
encouragl.·ng misconceptions the extent of 
(Anderson 37 and 45) • 
In order to show where d h 
an ow the 'skeleton' of kinetic 
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thinking distilled for critical 
analysis in the next 
section fits into the framework of 
his teaching, one of 
Anderson's more concise reviews of kinetic movement 
(Anderson 5) is included in this thesi·s as appendix 2 
page 214 ) 
5.3 BASIS OF HUMAN KINETICS 
Human Kinetics is based on obser•·ati·ons h v w ich draw links 
between habitual forms of muscle usage and fatigue, strain or 
injury. Underpinning all of Human Kinetics teaching is the 
notion of cumulative strain. To ROSPA trainees it is defined 
as progressive stiffening of the body tissues due to habitual 
excessive contractions. (Anderson 45) In Anderson's 1951 book 
(Anderson 1) the term used was 'accumulative strain' and it 
was defined as 'structural changes produced in tissues as 
a result of repeatedly performing the same type of work'. 
Harmful movements - says Anderson - are those where 
muscles are subject to excessive tensions and the result is 
a reduction in their natural elasticity and sensitivity. 
Elsewhere he states that: 'The structure of healthy tissues 
is influenced by regular functional de~ands. Fibrous tissue 
in muscles which habitually perform static work tends to 
increase at the expense of contractile muscular tissue'. 
Thus muscles which rhythmically contract and relax become 
more vascular while the muscle fibres become full and more 
sensitive: 'muscles, connective tissue and skin which are 
never stretched lose their elasticity'.. (Anderson 1 ) 
· the role of muscle connective 
Human Kinetics courses explain 
t . d . cumulati·ve strain in the following issue in pro ucing 
fashion - (Anderson 45). 
rThe muscle fibres ar e supported in a connective tissue 
framework and the muscle as a whole is enclosed in a 
connective tissue sheath. This connective tissue, by means 
of which the muscles are attached to the bones they operate, 
should have certain elastic properties which allow for the 
expansion of the muscle fibres when they contract. Its main 
function is to maintain a certain degree of tension between 
the parts it supports. If the normal tension is consistently 
reduced it will shorten to re-establish the tension, but if 
the tension is excessive consistently it will stretch. If 
the muscles are not stretched and expanded consistently 
the connective tissue will lose its capacity for stretching, 
so that it will then resist both elongation and expansion 
of the muscle fibres. 
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When the muscle fibres are constantly in a state of excessive 
contraction the connective tissue will shorten to relieve the 
muscle fibres of the load they carry. 
Any shortening of the connective tissue reduces the 
circulation in the muscle, makes the muscle more easily tired 
and increases the risk of injury. ' 
5.4 MOVEMENTS AND CUMULATIVE STRAIN 
t s performed in the Anderson believes that all movemen 
'd d • to t wo groups; they are 
upright p osition can be divi e in 
Or 'base' movements. Top heavy movements either 'top--heavy' 
. . by the bending of the head, 
are defined as those beginning 
upper trunk, 
that the lower limbs and 
and upper limbs, so 
· fall ing over. They lead to 
back stiffen to prevent the body 
staccato 
t ses in the 
movements which concentrates res 
_ d 1 wer back. shoulders , neck an o 
(Anderson 5 ) 
In contrast to this initial stiff • 
- ~ ening of the lower limbs 
a base movement begins by relaxation of the lower limbs so 
that one foot can move reflexly to 
safeguard balance. 
(Anderson 5) 
Andersons' explanation for the development of top heavy 
movements begins with the neonate and states that_ 
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fWhen a baby touches an object with its hands the gripping 
muscles contract and it automatically brings its hands towards 
the mouth. In a short time this pattern of action becomes 
associated with vision so that looking at an- object also 
results in the tendency to contract flexor muscles all over 
the body. What a child sees it wants to touch and what it 
touches it wants to taste so that looking and gripping 
become associated with the contraction of flexor muscles in 
different parts of the body.' 
The theory continues that -
rWhen a child begins to walk, this tendency to double up still 
operates and conflicts with the instinctive desire to 
maintain the upright position. Because kinaesthetic sense 
is not yet developed, a child has to regulate the placing 
of its feet during early efforts at walking by watching 
them. (Thus starting a top heavy movement.) 
muscles contract so that the When looking down the flexor 
child becomes unbalanced and tends to fall forward. This 
re on the toes so that the 
gives rise to excessive pressu. ' 
d calves contract automatically bending muscles of the feet an 
and suddenly increased 
to fall backwards. The 
on the toes causes the child pressure 
t he earlier links child thus reinforces · 
muscle activity with a linking of between vision and flexor 
muscl e activity! (Anderson 29) balance and flexor 
Whatever the truth of the development 
of top heavy 
movement patterns there can be 11.·ttle 
doubt of their 
prevalence. Later sections of the thesis (see 12 _6
) 
examine this problem more methodically but for now 
figure 12 is included to illustrate what is meant by 'top 
heavy' and to demonstrate that such patterns exist. The 
illustration was made by accurately tracing the outlines 
of subjects on a video monitor with the frame stopped. The 
drawings were then photo reduced and combined. They show 
18 subjects from one of the ROSPA course assessments about 
to lift a box. The replay was frozen in each case just as 
they entered camera shot and they are all at least four 
paces away from the box. However in the majority of them 
their head and hands are already moving down towards the 
box. They are top heavy. Such movement patterns, says 
Anderson_, are one source of excess static muscular work, 
arising from the ·need to keep the top heavy posture 
established. There is evidence to support this link. 
Carlsoo (1961) used an electromyographic study to show 
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that even the slightest forward inclination of the head and 
trunk produces high static activity in the neck, sacrospinalis 
and ischio-crural muscles. 
Apart from transforming movement patterns from top heavy to 
base there are other techniques used in Human Kinetics to 
minimise needless static muscular work and thus cumulative 
d 'th ~he efficient stablisation strain. They are conc2rne wi L 
'tt'ng forces the diffusion of movements 
of limbs for transmi i ' • 
- .. t~ and the use of the appropriate 
over a number or Join~~ 
or doing work that is 
muscles for performing movements 
essentially postural. Appendix 3 






Eighteen subjects from one RoSPA course showing 
movement as they move into.camera shot. 
in the top right of each frame is merely a 
identification number.) 
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questionnaire used elsewhere in the research which gives 
a brief and well illustrated 
guide to some of these other 
techniques. Appropriate muscle usage· d is i s cussed in 
section 6.7 page 83. 
5.5 HANDLING MOVEMENTS AND INJURY 
Figure 13 (After Mason and Hale .1.1 980) d 1 d was eve ope to 
show the role of cumulative strain in musculo skeletal 
disorders and put the whole in the context of hand ling 
accidents. It also provides a graphic summary of the kinetic 
model linking acute and chronic disorders. Ac cording to this 
model there are two thresholds with an underlying deterior-
ation which links both. On the one hand the shortened 
tense 'cumulatively strained' muscle and sur rounding tissue 
may cause sufficient discomfort for t he p atient to r eport 
to a doctor who will diagnos e a chronic mu scl o skel etal 
disorde r like 'fibrositis' or 'lumbago ' . At the same time 
such tis s ues are, due to their reduced elasticity, more 
like l y to suff er an acute tear, sprain, or s t rain . 
Anderso n' s kinetic model maintains that the effects of 
cumulative strain are revers i ble, up to a poi nt . Elasticity 
can b e r e turned. The treatme nts advocated by Anderson to do 
thi s are not controversial a nd embrace many techniqu es 
curre ntly e mployed b y phys iothe rapists. They Jnclude gentle 
•musculo fibrous spastic i ty ' , specific ma s sage to r e duce 
and i n struc t i on to counteract g e n tle s tre tching exerci ses 
faulty movement patt erns or postures. 
(Anderson 2) The y 
any furthe r d i scussion, as this wi l l not b e the subj ect o f 
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Cau ses and prevention of c umulative thesis concentra t es on the 
strain , not i ts treatme nt. 
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CHRO:)IIC P.U~: / 
discomfort. Spr ain ,strain, -
lumbago, fibrositis 
sciatica etc. 
Other ( e::ternal ) 
injuries, ct:ts, 
br ui s es , abrasions etc. 
,I, 
cear ot l ig (ll:lent 
hernia P.I.D . etc. 
Figur e 13: Diagrammatic representation - A model 
which links handling tasks to injurie s (acute a nd 
chronic) via the 'mechanism' of cumulative strain . 
In order to prove the notion f ~ . 
. 0 ..... umulat1. ve strain the 
following would have to beet bl' s a 1.shed: 
That the connective t1.· f ssue ascia w1.·th1.'n muscles 
exhibits the following responses to tension; 
a) If submitted to intermittent tension it becomes 
stronger and more dense. 
b) It will contract ~f the normal degree of tension 
. +- . 
on l~ is consistently reduced. 
c) It will stretch in the presence of sustained 
excessive tension. 
d) That the connective tissue fascia increases in 
volume and replaces active muscle fibres in 
muscle atrophy. 
Given that these changes would represent the musculo skeletal 
change referred to in the diagram (fig 13 ) it would then 
be necessary to show that the resultant muscle was in fact, 
shorter, harder, less elastic, and more likely to be 
implicated in chronic cornpJaints (fibrositis , lumbago, 
generalised muscular pain) and acute failures. (Obviously 
other fibrous connective tissue in t endons, ligaments, 
cartilage and even scar tissue would also be involved in the 
latter group.) 
In the sections which follow the results of a literature 
review to examine the extent to which current knowledge 
supports or refutes the notion ·of cuw1lative strain is 
reported. 
It should be stated in advance that although in many cases 
the evidence falls short of a complete justification for 
cumulative strain I could not find any papers supporting 
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a counter argument. In other words th 
ere was no evidence 
that: 
(i) Occupational movements invo~vi·ng excessive 
or sustained static muscular work are 
beneficial 
(ii.) Muscle function and connective tissue 
morphology are unrelated. 
(iii) Literature supporting the inverse argument 
of propositions a - d (above) exists. 
The links referred to in statements {a), (b) and (c) are 
difficult to verify directly from the available literature. 
In vivo studies, or in vitro studies of connective tissues 
are !:"are. 
However findings which shed light on some of the crucial 
stages in the model of cumulative strain and its role in the 
a etiology of musculo skeletal p'a:thology were identified in 
the literature. 
5.6 HEADINGS FOR REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
The findings are reviewed unde!'." the following broad headings 
(i) Acute and chronic musculo skeletal disorders. 






· t· po~tures and connective tissue. Character1.s ic ~ -
Flexibility and connective tissue. 
Human Kinetics and static muscular work . 
Human Kinetics and muscle 'types'. 
· {i) - (vii). (viii) Review of sections 
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CHAPTER 6: CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF HUMAN KIN'l:TTIICS -
THE LITERATURE u 
6.1 ACUTE AND CHRONIC MUSCULO-SKELEI'AL DISORDERS 
The view that musculo-skeletal patl~ology 
• can be divided 
into acute and chronic complaint~ i's 1 · "' cornmonp.ace. Noro(l.967) 
divided the health effects of muscular work into acute and 
chronic influences. The former including common sprains to 
muscles and joints and the latter included 'stress diseases'-
deformities in vertebrae or in other bones as well as 
myalgias or myosites. He also included degenerative 
changes in tissues which are often rather far advanced by 
the age of 45 or 50. He classed pains in the lower back. 
ischialgias and lumbago in this category. Jackson (1968) 
examined musculo-skeletal injury in dockers. His model of 
injury suggests two groups of pathological conditions 
(i) those in which long-term effects of load handling are 
super imposed upon other factors and contribute to, or are 
associated with the degenerative conditions of the musculo 
skeletal system and (ii) those in which the forces of 
insult are greater and produce immediate effects of acute 
trauma and industrial injury. 
He quotes case histories from an orthopaedic surgeon to 
support this view. However it is not clear from the mode l, 
or case histories, whether the degenerative changes are 
'norm3.l' 
· are from some other ones associated with ageing or 
cause. 
d by sports medicine 
Similar observations have been ma e 
· 1 medicine at the 
workers. Kottke, Professor of physica 
1 School (Kottke 1961) stated University of Minnesota Medica 
be due either t~ a sudden 




force which exceeds the . 
compressive strength of 
the tensile strength of 1 . igaments and connective 
or to a prolonged stress which 
stretches ligaments 
and connective tissue and causes pain. 
that support a link between chronic 
deterioration and acute trauma are rare. Vorobiev,the USSR 
However, reviews 
team physician1 reviewed musculo-skeletal injuries in his 
athletes and concluded that not only acute but also 
chronic injuries must be considered. 'The causes of acute 
injuries are chronic ones which pave the way for injury. 1 
(vorobiev 1977) 
Van Wely (1970) came up with a continuum of musculo-skeletal 
disorders, similar in many respects to Anderson's when he 
I 
completed a factory based study which aimed to examine any 
links between poor working postures and musculo-skeletal 
disorders. He also pointed to some of the methodological 
problems inherent in examination of such links. 
The mai'n problem in Van Wely' s view is how experiments or 
studies can be set up to get more information on the 
connections between the design of work and the health of 
workers. He rules out prospective experimentation on the 
grounds that it would be difficult to com.'T1it wod:ers and 
production processes to remain unchanged for the probable 
time span of observation (up to 10 years)• He also draws 
attention to the ethical problems of letting a worker carry 
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. h may be suspected of producing 
on using a system of work whic 
deleterious health effects. 
t 1 proble ms in over 8,000 
His study examined musculo- skele a 
manufacturer. Drawing on the 
employees of a major electrical 
curr~nt knowledge regarding functional 
anatomy and muscle 
physiology he made a list f 
o postures which either (i) 
involved a static load on th 
_e musculature (ii) overloaded 
muscles or tendons {iii) loaded J'oints _i·n 
an uneven or 
unbalanced manner. He added to this list probable sites of 
pain, stiffness or other symtoms; this list is shown 
below as Fig 14. 
Table: 'Bad postures'' versus probable sites of symptoms 
Bad postures 
Standing (and particularly 
a pigeonfooted stance) 
Sitting without lumbar support 
Sitting without support for 
the back 
Sitting without good foot-
rests of the correct height 
Sitting with elbows rested on 
a working surface that is 
too high 
Upper arm hanging un-
supported out of vertical 
Arms reaching upwards 
Head bent back 
Trunk bent forward; 
stooping position 
Lifting heavy weights with 
back bent forward 
Any cramped position 
Maintenance of any joint 
in its extreme position 
Probable site of pain 
or other symptoms 
Feet, lumbar region 
Lumbar region 
Erector spinae muscles 
Knee, legs and lumbar 
region 
Trapezius, rhomboideus; 
and levator scapulae 
muscles 
Shoulders, upper arms 
Shoulders, upper arms 
Cervical region 
Lumbar region 
Erector spinae muscles 
Lumbar region 
Erector spinae muscles 
The muscles involved 
The joint involved 
· r presenting to the works The working postures of any patien_s 
f these symptoms were 
physiotherapy department with any 0 
d the degree of correspondence recorded. He then assesse 
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between hypothesised links between t 
pos ure and symptoms and 
what actually occurred in the factory. 
out of 50 patients studied he states that the hypothesised 
links were confirmed in 89% of the cases, on the basis of 
discovered connections between the postli.re adopted by a 
worker and the symptoms causing him to see a doctor. Van 
Wely went on to study a larger group of 300 patients, to 
see if it was possible to be more sophisticated about the 
nature of the links between postures and physical symptoms. 
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On the basis of this later study he divides the symptoms of 
musculo-skeletal distress following poor working posture into 
three groups (i) Minor short term effects; (ii) Major long 
term effects; (iii) Maj or short term effect3. He states that 
there is a gradual transition from healthy people who 
develop superficial symptoms and lose them quickly after 
stopping the bad posture (group i) via patients who get 
syndromes after a long time of strain in a bad posture; 
(group ii) to patients in group (iii) who Van Wely classifies 
as having a 'decreased tolerance' to certain postures, 
mostly due to congenital or other pre-existing defects of 
the musculo-skeletal system. 
On the basis of his study he draws up a list of ergo!1omic 
design criteria which includes the recommendation that 
t not fixation and static 
muscles should be used for movernen 
muscular work should be reduced. 
. chronic and acute damage 
Models of injury causation linking 
have caused considerable controversy in the United 
. . the legal implications 




Californian compensation claim for h • 
c ronic low back 
problems. This case set something of a precedent and 
formed the basis for many other clai· ms 1 
~o lectively called 
cumulative injury claims. The court stated that 'We think 
the proposition irrefutable that while a succession of slight 
injuries in the course of employment may not in themselves 
be disabling, their cumulative effect in work efforts may 
become a destructive force. The fact that a single but 
slight work strain may not be disabling does not destroy its 
causative effect, if in combination with other strains it 
produces a subsequent disability. The single strand when 
entwined with others make up the rope of causation.' 
The insurers had naturally been keen to prove that cumulative 
injury is not particular to any employment or degenerative 
disease but is part of the normal ageing or 'wear and tear 
processes of daily life.' 
6. 2 MUSCULO-SKELETAL DISORDERS AND WORKING POSTURES 
Evidence which demonstrates links between ·1n.i1tr"j Ql'lc\ movement 
patterns or working posture(s) is sparse. 
) d that for generations medicine has Hadler (1977 state 
f the musculo-skeletal diseases assumed that many o 
Use-related but that the encountered in industry are 
h a ssumptions is almost entirely literature s upporting t ese 
anecdotal. 
Karhu et al (1974) d 
~hat ~he problem of identifying agree .u ~ 
Postures · is complicated,stating and classifying poor working 
. . . ill effects that scientific literature on 
is scant; well controlled epidemiological 
of working postures 
studies are few 
mainly based on case reports and and present knowledge is 
common sense. However a number f th . 0 e theories advanced 
by Anderson can be wholly or partly 
corroborated by othe r 
workers. Anderson refers repeatedly to the r·ole 
of muscle 
tension in producing problems. Tension has been implicated 
by many 
Penguin 
authors, indeed the current d't• e i ion of the 
Medical Encyclopedia defines fibrositis as 'a vague 
but convenient term for ill defined pain in and around 
muscles' and says that faulty posture is an important 
factor in bringing on an attack as is sitting 'tensely' in 
any position. 
Barlow (1955) examined more than 500 students and members 
of the armed forces, looking for postural defects. He 
does not define his criteria for inclusion in this category 
but he reports the results of a number of cases where 
selected subjects were successfully given postural re-
education. He links faulty posture very closely with 
'maldistributed tension I for example he shows a series of 
people who suffer from lateral curvature of the spine and 
using electromyography demonstrates that even when these 
people are sitting at rest one side of their erector spinae 
group is considerably more active than the other and is 
habitually tense. The patient is unaware of this fact. He 
reports a number of other cases where habitually tensed ne ck 
muscles led to postural deformity. He does not however 
advance any explanations regarding the cause of this 
excessive tension. 
Le Bato ( 1971) addressed the question· of whether school-
bene.fl.
· t from being taught to recognise and 
child-ren would 
• He stated that 
control excess muscular tensions. 
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'A certain level of tension i . 
s required for efficient 
movement, but rigid contractu~e 1.·n 
- the muscles may 
become habitual and can often lead to awkward, inaccurate 
movements. The performance of the movement patterns would 
entail a greater amount of energy than would normally be 
required, allowing fatigue to set · 1.n more quickly. 
Kraus and Raab (1961) in their book 'Hypokinetic disease' 
develop ideas similar in many respects to Anderson. They 
discuss muscle tension and state that the ability of a 
muscle to relax and give up tension is missing in many 
patients they have treated and that this constant tension 
can lead to contracture of the muscle. rThis constant 
tension shortens muscles and deprives them of elasticity. 
Once this muscle tightness has reached a sufficiently high 
level, and lack of physical activity had weakened tense 
muscles, an acute muscle injury may be precipitated by a 
relatively minor stress., 
Their theories are based on observations made as Professors 
of Medicine, active in Physical Medicine and rehabilitation. 
They quote Tiegel (1956) as having shown that 'repeated 
tensing of a muscle results in loss of length in what 
1 (contracture). Kraus and he calls "Verkuerzungskontraktur 
Raab's preferred term is 'adaptive shortening' and they 
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'Shortened, report that it often leads to physical discomfort. 
contracted muscle groups are predisposed to minor or major 
strains causing painful muscle spasm. Chronic tension 
results in tigethening and hardening of muscle groups'-
say, may often be diagnosed The chronic conditions, they -
Or myofascitis. Many of their as fibrositisr myofibrositis 
Anderon's, involve relaxation suggested treatments, like 
training, gentle stretching 
exercises, and reformed 
movement patterns designed to re-bal . . 
ance antagonistic muscle 
groups. 
Kraus, completed a further study (Kraus 19 64) which involved 
an evaluation of all the patients presenting to the 
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital with back pain. Each patient 
was evaluated by a team of specialists including an 
orthopaedic surgeon, neurbsurgeons·; and specialists in 
physical medicine, rehabilitation, rheumatology and 
psychiatry. Over 9,000 patients were examined . Kraus and 
his team concluded that in over 80% of the cases ~o organic 
or mechanical cause could be found to explain the patients 
difficulties. The most obvious findings on examination of 
these patients were muscle c.eficiencies, namely weakness 
and stiffness of key postural muscles, general muscular 
tension and soft part tenderness, with muscle spasm in acute 
episodes. Many of these patients - says Kraus-showed a 
history of poor working posture, although it is not said 
how postures were deficient or how the information was 
collected. 
Logan and Dunkelberg (1964) referred to the shortening of 
muscle tissue and connective tissue separately. Muscle 
tissue, they said, will adapt in length to habitually 
shortened positions if enough time is aliowed for it to do 
so and they cite poliomyelitis as an example explaining that 
has lost its innervation, the antagonist -when the agonist 
Shorten by attive contraction -because of its ability to 
will eventually adapt to its shortest length if proper 
l
·s not employed to maintain an adequate 
therapeutic exercise 
range of motion. 
Referring to connective tissue they b r 
su mit that)rimbalances 
or poor postural habits are allowed t 
o persist they may 
encourage adaptive shortening of connective tissues and 
once such shortening has occurred correcting the fault 
becomes more difficult. Stretching will be required before 
strength ana endurance activities can become effective for 
the resumption of good alignment. 
Thus Logan and Dunkelberg hold that body segments need to be 
constantly taken through their full range of motion . If 
movements requiring a limited range of movement are used 
habitually, some of the muscles surrounding a joint will 
shorten and a muscular imbalance develop. 
The authors cite case histories of characteristic poor 
postures to illustrate their argument. 
The theoretical standpoint that muscle tissue, and the 
connective tissue within it, may both be implicated in 
adaptive shortening via differing mechanisms has been 
postulated by other authors; 
(1960) refers to neurogenic and fibrotic Hollingshead 
contracture 
'An important factor in muscular imba~ancet~s.the 
fact that muscle fibers tend t~, so adJus! sv:~:m) 
lengths (under the ~ontrol of '-n~ n~~o~o longer 
that they are exact~Y long enoug, h of 
than is necessary, to br~ngdabofutthetme rI~n;:der to 
· · 1 require o - · movement ordinari Y h they need to be 
retain their original J.enr a~t over the total 
stretched and made to con r , 
distance that they normally do. 
. that the muscle or muscles 
eThus if a part is so bent ·t er half the distance 
. . .,_ d to contrac ov l crossing i ... nee ld h veto these muse es 
that they ordinarily wouu t~e sla;k. The longer the 
contract enough to take P .t•on the more 'set ' 
part is kept in such a po~~ ~hi~ short, partially . 
the muscle fibers become difficult it will be . .,_. and the more contracted condi~ion, 
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later to stretch them b k . 
. Such shortening of muser~ fi~ their ~riginal lengths. 
permanent, is known as es which can become neurogeni (b by the nervous svstem) c ecause controlled 
.i contracture. • 
As an example of neurogenic contracture he cites the case of 
a finger which is splinted in pronounced flexion (in order 
to avoid tension on a tendon that has . been cut and sutured). 
The other type of contracture, fibrotic, 
tocc~rs when muscles degenerate (as a result of bein 
deprived of their blood supply or nerve supply) As g 
the m~scl~ fibres disappear they are replaced b~ in-
elasti~ fibrous connective tissue and as this grows 
old~r it shortens, producing, if it is not sufficiently 
resis~ed by no~mal muscles or braces, a contracture 
t~at i~ reversible only by surgical removal of the 
fibrotic tissue. 
' ......... A paralysis, therefore, 
can result either in a neurogenic contracture of 
opposing muscles or in a fibrotic one of the paralyzed 
muscles.' 
If this division into 'neurogenic' and 'fibrotic' is an 
accurate description of what happens it is probable that the 
contractures observed by some authors are a rni~ture of both. 
For instance Hajek et al (1947) drew on a range of examples 
to demonstrate that excessive and prolonged shortening of 
skeletal muscle is associated with changes in its 
properties whereby the muscle becomes set at a new length 
and fails to return to its original length during relaxation. 
They stated that this could occur during immobilisation in 
a shortened state by means of casts or other mechanical 
restraint, loss of normal stretching force due to paralysis 
of antagonist muscles or conditions such as tenotomy. They 
reported the r esults of an experiment.to support their 
observations. This produced prolonged states of shortening 
1 Prod
uced initially by tenotomy 
in rat gastrocnemius muse e 
or by local inj e ction of tetanus toxin. 
The effect of movement patterns d 
an habits on connective 
and muscular tissues is further complicated when the effects 
of ageing are considered. The elasticity of muscular tissue 
declines with age. Measurements based on determination of 
Young's modules for muscle removed from fresh corpses shows 
that the difference between a one year old and a seventy 
four year old is in the order of 80%. Muscle has also been 
shown to have a greater resis t ance to breakage in youth than 
in old age. 63% greater at one year than at 30 years and 
53% greater at 30 years than at 74 years. Cureton (1941) 
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uses these figures to support his argument that older persons 
are particularly susceptible to ruptured muscle fibres when 
exposed to sudden jerks, shocks, or when full range 
exercises are taken too forcibly. The question of how such 
a decline in elasticity may be modified by movement patterns 
remains unanswered in these measurements. 
Billig and Loewendahl (1949) dealt with this problem by 
making separate reference to the contractile and elastic 
properties of connective tissue. 
Billig a physical educationalist,and Loewendahl a physician 
who concentrated on industrial rehabilitation1 produced a 
book which examined the role of connective tissue in 
determining the range of movement of body joints. 
Supported by m. any hundreds of published case Their argument, -
· t s bands and their histories, is that the fascial ligamen ou 
Play a Prl
·ncipal role in the mobility of the 
attachments 
have a tendency to shorten 
human body. These structures 
less flexible. Contractual 
with advancing age a nd to become 
shortening may be exacerbated by 
chronic bad posture, or poor 
adopted at work. When exce postures commonly 
ssive shorteni:1g 
occurs stiffness or immobility results. The reduction in 
mobifity can be measured using a battery of tests the authors 
G7 
developed. The treatments used included a range of passive 
and active mobilisations. The main argument, at a mechanistic 
level,of these authors is that fascia has the quality of 
contractility as well as elasticity. The contractility 
persists throughout 1 ife but the elasticity decreases with 
age. Thus contractility will occur wherever the body lets 
it but elasticity has to be cultivated by regular condition-
ing and physical training. 
In more recent investigations ergonomic studies have 
attempted to draw more direct links between work posture 
and musculo-skeletal disorders. The conclusions of seve ral 
of these studies tend to support the Human Kinetic mode l 
of cumulative strain. 
In Finland concern that repetitive movement in industry 
could be at the root of 35% of their compensated 
occupational disease led them to convene a special 
· to collect papers which linke d symposium. The aim was 
occupational movements to cervicobrachial syndromes 
(chronic musculo-skeletal disorders of the neck, shoulde r 
and uppe::::- limb) . 
et al l979; waris et al 1979; (Waris 1980; Kurpa 
19~9 and Videman et al Kuorinka 1979; Luopajarvi et al · ., 
Conclusl·ons ~ere vague, notably 1979) The overall 
that 
O
~- research linking work load in 
there was a paucity 
1 skeletal disorders. Howe ver, repetitive tasks and muscu o-
. ~ cervicobrachial syndromes 
waris (1980) notes that variou~ 
notably fibrositis, 
. . . myofascial s y ndrome ' 
fibromyos1.t1.s, 
. n myalgia have become so 
muscular rheumatism a nd tens1.o 
prevalent among office and factory '"'orkers "" whose work 
involves repetitive or t t· s a ic loading of the muscles 
involved that the sy d ( n rome cervicobrach~al myalgia) has 
been labelled an occupational cramp. H · e cites Ferguson 
(1971) and ~aeda (1975) as evidence. 
A special study in ,Japan by the 'Committee on Cervicobrachial 
disorder' stated that the disease is a functional and 
organic disorder due to muscular and mental fatigue in 
static and/or repetitive arm and hand work (Maeda 1977). 
The class of evidence that they considered i s not clear and 
Waris (1980) concludes that the cause is speculative but 
that the most commonly proposed theory fo r the pathogenic 
mechanism involved focuses on localised muscle fatigue 
due to static sustained contraction. Interestingly Simons 
(1975) who reviewed pathological findings in cases of 
tension myalgia states that one of the cardinal features 
in many cases is a palpable hardening of the affected muscle 
group. 
Anderson, whose work was based on observation of habitual 
posture and palpation of the muscles involved regarded 
palpable hardening as a symptom of the onset of chronic 
pathology . . 
· d t~e premise that bad sitting and Grandjean (1977) examine 11 
standing postures are sometimes accompanied by pains in 
muscles and connective tissues of tendons, joint capsules 
and Can 
become the symptoms of chronic 
ligaments which 
. . disorders. He says that 
diseases attributed to rheumatic 
blood supply to the muscle 
static muscular work will impair 
and i n a strong contraction the accumulation of waste 
If the static load is 
products will cause acute pain. 
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repeated frequently and for long periods of time, 
chronic pains and troubles may result due to pathological 
changes in the muscles. To support this line of argument he 
cites earlier studies of his own ( G · d' · , eg ran Jean 1968) which 
linked som~tic troubles in shop girls to considerable 
static work load and ,Grandjean and Burandt (1962) which 
was a systematic study of sitting postures and somatic 
troubles. 
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Tichauer (1976) in producing his 'biomechanical profiles' 
made linked recordings of posture, movement, electromyography 
and subjective discomfort. He was able to show in some 
movements, notably on manipulative tasks involving the hands 
and arms that continued muscle tension in the muscles 
stablising the arms was a cause of great discomfort and 
fatigue. He was primarily concerned with finding the 
optimum ergonomic chair height for an operator doing this 
work. The excess stablising work and concomj_tant 
discomfort and fatigue increased as the angle between the 
uppe r arm and torso (determined by chair height) moved away 
from the optimum. 
Onishi et al (1973) took the link between fatigue and 
discomfort a stage further (albeit in a very loose manner) 
whe n they reported a study of fatigue in operators of 
· u · ti·onnaire techniques and computer terminals. sing ques 
body mapping to collect locati0n and intensity of 
subjective discomfort they demonstrated that a great many 
1 S tudied suffered from local operators of the terrnina s 
h 
,upper limb regions occasioned by consistent 
fatigue in t e 
Of t
. hA -+fected muscles and furtl"ler thab in 
static loading - Q.,L 
local 
fatig~e developed into chronic disorders 
many cases the 
of the neck, shoulder and arm r e g ions . However no figures 
were given to support the developmen t of local fatigue into 
chronic disorders. 
6.3 CI:l~CTERISTIC POSTURES AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
In the last section (section ii) Barl ow (1955) was quoted 
as linking habitually tensed neck muscles to a concomitant 
postural deformity. Findings like this suggest that any 
literature on characteristic postures may clarify the 
adaptability of connective tissue. Ande r s on stated that 
the 'tendency of the body to economise i n energy expenditure 
by shortening and strengthening fibrous tissue to take the 
place of muscle fibres little used f o r movements can be 
demonstrated in many characteristic p ostures .' (Anderson 1) 
Anderson also suggests that mechani s ation i.n industry has 
resulted in less florid manifestations o f s uch links . How-
ever when industrial conditions were more severe, at the 
turn of the century , Factory Inspectors c ommonly made 
similar observations; 
Mr Seymour the Inspector for Preston r e p orted in 1908 on 
children who carried cuts of cloth on one shoulder that; 
'I d f th medical super intendent of schools enquire ram . e 
in Preston as to whether any evil r esult s ensue, and 
found that girls particularly were i n many instances 
· +- one side . ' 
showing a tendancy to distorti on - 0 
· 1911 r eported that; 
Another Inspector Miss Pearson, in 
on hand.presses in tin box 
'Workers continually e mployed 
. 'f ~he operator is above or below 
works tend , especially i ~. 
become crooked and that the effect the normal height , to 
h ope rator is able to operate 
is not noticeabl_e when t e 
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the press alternately with the right and left hand' . 
-both examples in (Mason 1977 ). 
Examples such as these are leg1.·on i·n early reports. At 
a crude level they supply further anecdotal evidence to 
support the kinetic a=gurnent, butt· d ney o not constitute 
proof. It is always possible that people with deformities 
found a job which suited their anomaly·. 
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However a shortening of muscular tissue has been demonstrated 
in many more contemporary examples of characteristic 
postures. 
Scott (1963) notes that in women who wear high heels 
constantly the muscles of the ankle adjust themselves to 
this extended position of the foot; but the state of tonus 
may be the same as in another person accustomed to low 
heels. The difference is the development of a diffe=ent 
resting length of the gastrocnemius and soleus: and with the 
shortening of the latter this process of change produces 
tension or stretching of the anterior ankle muscles. 
Bourne (1960) noticed the same process. He said that the 
wearing of high heels even in men's 3hoes will allow the 
calf muscles to become permanentl y shortened with the 
result that full dorsiflexion of the foot can no longer be 
obtaiY1ed. 
Harrison Clarke (1975) reported a number of faulty postures 
involving hollow back o r lumbar lordosis in which the curve 
of the lumbar spine is exaggerated, t 'he pelvis tips down 
in front and the abdominal muscles, basic fixators of the 
become S tretched, the abdomen protrudes, trunk ante riorly 
and the back muscl es and posterior ligaments in the lumbar 
region are shortened and become tight. 
Lo1rman (1948) in attempting to improve the posture of 
round shouldered pat· t ien s attributed th~ir problem to 
a faulty relationship between opponent muscle groups noting 
that they all had short tig-ht t l pee ora s as against weakened 
and overstretched rhomboids. 
Goldthwait et al (1971) compared the shape of the thorax 
in a sample of patients with various postures and styles 
of using the respiratory muscles. They noted that people 
who habitually relaxed or failed to use the accessory 
muscles of respiration end up with a slumped chest 'which 
becomes fixed in that position.' 
Floyd and Ward (1966Jstudied repetitive machine based tasks 
using photography and activity sampling techniques to -
record behaviour, anthropometric measures of the workers 
and machine dimensions. They note characteristic postures 
of workers which conform to their habitual working posture 
determined by the workstation dimensions. They speculate 
that in three cases, where the workers had been at the 
.. work station for 9½, 15½ and 16 years that working at these 
particular machines had been the major cause of the workers 
stooped postur2s; although they do make it clear that it is 
impossible to verify the link. 
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There is wide spread agreement that poor postures overstretch 
some muscles and ligaments and relax others allowing the 
d +- contract and so further increasing the bad shortene ones ~o 
effect (eg Becket 1959) .This 'vicious circle of causation' 
was also described by Kendall (1 952) 'Muscles that are tight 
tend to pull the body segments to which they are attached out 
of l~ne. Muscles that are wea k 1 a low deviation of the 
body segments by their lack of , support. 
' ... Ju5t as initial weakness or tightness of muscles may 
cause faulty alignment, so faulty alignment may give rise 
to adaptive weakening or tightness. The appearance of the 
fault is the same in either case making it impossible to 
distinguish cause and effect in this regard to established 
postural faults.' 
The abilit y of connective tissue to be modified in bo:ith 
directions (to contract or be lengthened) is evinced by 
the above review of characteristic postures. Many of the 
findings described relate to shortening of the tissues. A 
separate review was made of papers reporting changes in the 
positive direction, e.g. improvement in the range of joint 
flexibility via stretching and other exercises. This is 
reported in section (iv) beiow. 
6.4 FLEXIBILITY AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
S i nce connective tissue in the form of ligaments, tendons, 
and collagenous structures within muscles regulates and 
controls the extent of movement around a joint (Bourne 
1960), one source of evidence regarding the ability of 
connective tissue to adapt to functional demands is to be 
found in sports medicine publications, and specifically in 
those concerned with flexibility (the normal ranges of 
movement to be found at various body articulations.). 
That flexibility can be improved by a.wide variety of static 
and ballistic stretching and exercise training 
techniques was demonstrated by de Vries (19 62) in an 
f · yoga and ballistic experimental comparison o various 
techniques. He also cited six further studies by other 
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authors to support the notion of modifiability of 
flexibility. 
The philosophy underpinning the d nee for. flexibility 
exercises was stated by Cureton (1 941) as follows: 
'It is common practice to gi· -ve considerable flexibility work 
in body building and corrective classes. The assumption 
underlying this is that certain of the muscle groups 
become unduly shortened by be ing exercised in short static 
positions and with the opposing muscle groups poorly 
conditioned, the result is an imbalance of the muscular 
tensions for best posture. One method is to shorten up 
the weak antagonists, and this is usually done . The other 
approach is to stretch the shortened groups. The result 




Leighton (1956) attempted to establish some baseline data on 
the flexibility characteristics of males aged ten to eighteen 
years,of age . He used a specially designed range of instru-
ments to measure the ranges of fl exion and extension; for 
ten joints. He found that groups up to the age of sixteen 
were more or less homogeneous as far a s the measured 
variables were concerned but that great variations occured 
after this age. He postulated that the diversity in the older 
group reflected different patterns of body movement because 
of varied occupations. 
The notion that extensive and prolong~d participation in 
physical activities which u se characteristic reportoires of 
physical movement will result in the development of unique 
patterns of join t flexibility was examined by Harrison 
Clarke (1975). 
He found that the results of eight experimental studies 
covering five sporting activLties supported this contention. 
Each of the sports produced a specific pattern of joint 
flexibility which was homogenous for the participants, 
and contrasted with control groups. The dependent variables 
were joint flexibility patterns (ranges of movement) for 
thirty joint measurements. 
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These and similar findings have been used to link flexibility 
to acute injury in sporting activity. 
Davis, Logan and McKinney (In Harrison-Clarke: Op.Cit.) 
postulate that there is an ideal or optimum range of flexi-
bility for the prevention of injury. They suggest that 
extreme flexibility may predispose to injury of joints 
whereas restricted flexibility may result in the tearing of 
connective tissues. 
Brown (1975) is critical of extreme flexibility and states 
that the range of motion which ballet and other dancers 
develop in some joints is above normal physiological limits 
and is acquired and maintained at high cost in over 
extended ligaments, which are weakened and repeatedly 
damaged. 
In athletic circles it is now generally accepted that 
flexibility training via either static or ballistic stretching 
of muscle groups, has come to be appreciated as an aid to 
overall performance and as a protection againt muscle 
soreness and injury. (Schultz 1979} The team physician of a 
us university has the impression - albeit undocumented that 
athletes who stretch regularly have fewer muscle pulls and 
less soreness than those who do not. (Cooper 1977) • 
The ability of connective tis-ue t d · ~ o a apt to functional 
demands is shown clearly by thi· · · · s review of sports medicin e 
publications which link joint flexibility to habitual 
patterns of movement involving stretching. 
This concludes the sections which look at the relationship 
between connective tissue adaptability and movements or 
postures. The next section examines the literature 
available to form some mechanistic explanation for the 
behaviour of connective tissue. 
6.5 PHYSIOLOGY OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
The Human Kinetic model of cumulative strain is underpinned 
by the notion that connective (fibrous) tissue is adaptable 
to functional demands and that, in muscles which habitually 
perform static work, it will increase at the expense of 
contractile muscular tissue. A review of current knowledge 
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of the physiology of connective tissues tends to substantiate 
this view, but falls short of proof. 
Firstly connective tissue is not randomly distributed in 
muscles. The amount of connective tissue relative to muscle 
fibres is much greater in some muscles than in others a fact 
which largely explains why some cuts of meat are tougher 
than others. (Bourne 1960). 
second, that connective tissue can increase at the expense 
of muscular tissue has been known for a long time. 
GRAYS ANATOMY OF 1913 stated that 
t1t often happens that when muscle fibres waste away their 
place is taken by fibrous and fatty tissue to such an 
extent that the affected muscles increase in volume, a nd 
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act~ally appear to hypertrophy. 
"O_.ssification" of muscular tissue as a result of repeated 
strain or injury is not infrequent.' 
In 1932 Capretta sent a questionnaire to 45 physiologists 
to canvass their views on the cause of a 'muscle bound' 
condition. He s1nnmarised their vi ews as follows: 
'The outstanding opinion seems to be that the 
condition of muscle bound is as sociated with 
hypertrophy, and is a condition of over growth or 
excessive development of the muscles. It is seen 
commonly when training is associated with severe 
muscular strain. The excessive development results 
in a condition of fibrosis resulting in a 
preponderance of fibrous linen in mu scle bundles 
due to the amount of stress and strain to which 
the muscle is subject.~ (Capretta 1932) 
Given that increases in connective tissue may occur it 
remains to establish evidence regarding the conditions 
likely to precip~tate an increase . 
Suominen et al (1977) examined the role of connective 
tissue in the adaption of skeletal muscle to physical 
training. Using animal experiments they showed that 
biosynthesis of muscle collagen can be activated by 
experimental hypertrophy. 
The authors took this finding a stage further and 
demonstrated an increased turnover in collagen in a group 
of old people exposed to a vigorous exercise programme . 
d . showed the adaptability of muscle connective These fin 1.ngs 
tissue even in old persons. 
However these experiments were all concerned with muscle 
hypertrophy and the authors noted that little is known• 
regarding the metabolism of collagen during skeletal muscle 
atrophy. 
The same is true of Booth and Gould (1975) who reviewed 
the effect of training and disu . 
. se on connective tissue, 
quoting a series of experime nts whi"ch showed that training 
can increase the breaking str·ength of both ligaments and 
tendons. Other experiments in their view demonstrate that 
the rates of synthesis and degradation of collagen can be 
altered by changes in the level of physical activity. 
Regarding the connective ti ssue present within muscle 
they report experiments which show an increase in collagen 
during hypertrophy. The only paper reporting on the role of 
collagen in disuse or atrophy was by Cooper (1972) who 
examined collagen Sjnthesis during skeletal muscle atrophy 
and demonstrated that connective tissue will replace 
degenerating muscle fibres. 
The nearest approximation to an explanatory mechanism 
which could explain connective tissue increase in muscles 
habitually performing static work comes from Pickup (1978) 
who made a review of the adaptive mechanisms of connective 
tissue to tensional stimuli which may r esult in pathogenic 
effects. His pypothesis is that habitual (Isometric) muscular 
tension provides a long term tensile stir:mlus for collagenous 
deposition in muscle. He further states that such a 
mechanism would be physiologically inconvenient because of 
restriction and r eplacement of functionally active tissue 
mass. It could also result in atrophy or deterioration of 
organic functioning at some distance from the site of 
collagenous deposition by occlusion or blood and lymph 
vessels and impedance of neural transmission. Pickup states 
that such a mechanism would also explain the loss of muscle 
fibres in aging resulting from invasion by connective tissue 
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(as shown by Edginton and Ha k r ness: 1974). 
He cites a list of experimental findings to support his 
hypothesis; notably that: 
a) 
b) 
an adaptive response of connective tissue to mechanical 
stress has been repeatedly demonstrated in tissue 
cultures both in vitro and· in vivo; 
tension has been shown to have a d1.'rect effect upon 
the behaviour of fibroblasts, whi'ch 
rapidly and orientate themselves in 
the direction of the strain; 
multiply more 
parallel lines in 
an increase in the rate of deposition of collagen is 
accompanied by orientation along the lines of stress in 
tissue; 
d) increases in collagen density within muscle has been 
shown to be greater in muscles which are primarily 
postural and depending on the muscle group between 
46 and 59% of the variation in collagen content is 
not associated with age. 
These findings §O a long way t9wards an explanatory basis 
for the Human Kinetic model of cumulative strain. The 
notion that tension directly affects the behaviour of 
fibroblasts is an interesting one and the nearest approach 
I have seen for explaining some of the properties of 
connective tissue. However the problem remains of extra-
an l.. n v1.· tr·o finding to a more perfectly polating from 
Whl
.ch can look at the actions performed and 
formed theory 
Of a muscle 
and link these to a fully 
the mode of use 
explained intra muscular pathology. 
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The final two sections of the this chapter (viand vii: 
below) look at th · · ie Justification for Human Kinetics from 
a separate but compatible view po1.·nt wh_;ch -~ concentrates on 
the type of muscular action rather than on pathology. 
6.6 HUMAN KINETICS AND STATIC MUSCULAR WORK 
Anderson refers to static muscular work as the most 
'expensive' form of muscle wor k. (Anderson 5) 
Even if the concept of cumulative strain proved fruitless, 
or impossible to demonstrate, it seems likely that Human 
Kinetic teaching could be justified on the grounds that 
kinetic movements reduce needless static muscle work and 
that this alone would reduce fatigue and possibly injury. 
The link between static (isometric) muscle work and 
fatigue has been amply demonstrated. 
Gaskell (18771 was the first to describe the relationship 
between muscular activity and the blood flow to the active 
fibres. He described the mechanical constriction of the 
blood vessels by the compression of the contracting fibres 
and thus supplied the i~formation necessary to show why 
static effort fatigues more readily than rhythmic exercise. 
In 1919 Lindhard claimed that occlusion 0f blood flow 
through muscles involved in static work was. a crucial factor 
in fatigue, due to accumulation of waste products. 
Atzler et al (1925) suggested that the static component 
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is an important determinant of fatigue in moderately heavy 
dynamic work, and today it is generally accepted that a 
continuous static contraction (such as when holding an object 
t
·cular posture) impedes blood flow, 
or maintaining a par.1.-
1 1.
. nduc1.· ng muscle fatigue earli•er than dynamic 
thus general y 
contractions. (Chaffin 1969) 
Experimental evidence to support this view has come 
from many sources 
Rehmert ( 1966) in a paper which exami· nes 1 re axation time 
in industT'1 al operations stat)es that stati·c muscular work 
and one sided muscular work of small muscle groups are 
important determinn~b of fatigue and supplies measures 
of pulse rate as_ evidence. Armstrong et al (1980) also 
demonstrated that circulatory responses associated with 
static work are more stressful than those encountered in 
dynamic work. 
Comparing static and dynamic contractions Simonson (1978) 
made the point that while isolated static performance is 
possible, isolated dynamic work performance is not. 
Maintenance of posture and stabilisation of parts of the 
body by muscle groups not directly involved in movements 
is necessary; consequently there is no dynamic work without 
some static component. (Simonson 1978) 
Given that the static component of a dynamic action, or the 
magnitude of an isolated static contraction is variable, 
there have been measurements made of the static tension 
necessary to totally occlude peripheral intramuscular 
circulation. 
Barnes (1980) reported an experimental study designed to 
quantify the relationship between maximum isometric strength 
and intramuscular circulatory occlusion. 
He concluded that at static tensions corresponding to 
1 r Occlusion occurs in all approximately 35kg, intramuscu a 
individuals regardless of maximum strength. He postulates 
that this finding may have important implications for the 
8i 
design of manual ta k 




e nature of the links between static muscular 
work and fatigue there have been 
attempts to draw 
conclusions about the effects of working postures involving 
t ~· excess s a~ic muscular contractions. 
A revised edition of the then Ministry of Labour and 
National Service Safety Pamphlet No 16 published in 1943 
r ecommends that static muscular effort should as far as 
possible be e liminated . The reasons stated for this are 
that it is a costly and fatiguing form of work. It cites 
positions of the body where the centre of gravity falls 
outside the base of support as generating excess static 
muscular effort. It quotes studies by the Industrial 
Fatigue Research Board (Report 29) as the experimental 
basis of these views. The positions of the body cited as 
costly and fatiguing are exactly those labelled ' top-heavy' 
in kinetics nomenclature. 
Chaffin (1973) examined localised muscle fatigue in a series 
of experiments and reviews conducted to provide base line 
data for ergonomic work station design. He showed via .EMG 
studies of increased muscle tremor and collection of 
subjective measures of disco~fort that prolonge d static 
b ., · · the arms and hands for pre cision muscular work sta 1_1s1ng . . • 
operations led to considerable local discomfort. 
have ~ .... aJ,en similar techniques of measure-Other researchers ~ 
h factory. Ortengren et al (1975) studied ment out into t e 
On a car assembly line. The y were localised muscle fatigue 
able to isolate a number of tasks involving 'strenuous 
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postures'. These were ones in which certain muscle groups 
were under constant static load for up to a minute at a 
time. The authors were able to _,_, 1·nk worker-assessed feelings 
of subjective heaviness of work with el~ctromyographic 
measures for fatigue for the affected , rnusc .... es . 
The circulatory responses associated with static muscular 
work have led it to be implicated in chronic complaints 
other than musculo-skeletal ones. 
Jackson et al (1973) concluded from a literature review 
of other experimental work that angina pectoris would 
occur at lower work intensities for combined static and 
dynamic work than those for pure dynamic work; they 
suggested that stat ic work associated with carrying a 
suitcase is a major factor in so called 'airport angina'. 
However the fact remains that some static muscular work 
is necessary in most movements. The axes of movement of 
limbs and the attachments of muscles must all be 
stabilised. A skilful action will, according to kinetic 
criteria, keep such work to the absolute minimum. One 
of the means employed to do this is via kinetic movements 
which use muscle groups to perform the type of work for 
which they are best adapted. This is discussed 
below. 
6.7 HUMAN KINETICS AND MUSCLE TYPES 
· an arise in a number of ways. Innappropriate musc~e usage c 
k (Anderson 1·, he introduces Kinetics In Anderson's 1951 boo 
with a first chapter on muscle tisSue. 
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In this he states that 
'some muscles fibres are r d. 
white. The red fibre~ t e in colour and others 
capable of a more su;tc?n ~act more slowly and are 
wh ite fibres. The red ~~~e contra~tion than the 
quantities of ;the mus ires conta~n greater 
which stores oxygen a~~eshaemo~l?bin (myoglobin) 
contraction , 'M t k O facilitates sustained 
red and white f . bos s elet~l muscles contain both 
ires, but in some d f'b 
predominate h'J . . re ires 
others , , It ~ i -~ white fJ.bres predominate in 
(And · 1 as een the habit of the writer 
~rson) to ~onsider red muscles as "postural" 
muse es ar:ia whit e muscles as "active" th 
former bein ' ' e th t b ' l'g a~eper a nd essentially concerned with 
f 
e s a 1 izatio~ of joints and the latter left 
ree for performing actions.' 
On the basis of the above di'sti'ncti· on Human Kinetics seeks 
to use surface and deeper muscles appropriately, postulating 
that long periodsof stabilizing static work from large 
muscle groups would constitute inappropriate usage and lead 
to cumulative strain. 
The observations which were the foundations for these 
suggestions were prevalent , long before Anderson published. 
Ranvier (1873) reported experimental work showing that 'red' 
and 'white' muscles contracted at ·different speeds, and the 
edition of Gray's Anatomy in circulation when Anderson was 
writing his book stated that in man and other vertebrates 
both pale and red fibres are predominant in all the 
voluntary muscles, but in varying proportions. Gray's 
estimated that in some muscles e.g. the gastrocnemius, 
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the pale fibres predominate, while in others e.g. the soleus 
the red fibres are in the majority, and suggested that the 
former are mainly concerned with the initiation and 
performance of movements, while the latter are mainly 
concerned wi th posture. (Gray's Anatomy 1949) 
Another respected text book of anatomy of that period 
agreed with this view, adding that the deeper heads of 
muscle have more of th 1 · e sow fibres but it expressed the 
view that 'there is no such th ' ing as a purely postural 
muscle in man' (Cunningharns textbook of Anatomy 1951). 
More recent editions of Gray's are more definite, but add 
very li~tle to the earlier editions. The 1972 edition again 
described the two types of fibre, repeating the observations 
about the gastrocnemius and soleus and stating that white 
fibres have a higher metabolic rate and are capable of more 
rapid contraction, while red fibres are capable of more 
sustained activity and are mainly concerned with the 
maintenance of posture. The same edition also notes with 
interest the observation that in the quadriceps extensor 
group of the thigh the vastus lateralis has been shown to 
possess a relatively high content of red fibres although 
the vastus medialis is composed mainly of pale fibres, 
suggesting that a high proportion of red fj_bres in one 
constituent muscle of a group is sufficient to cover the 
requirements of postural movements and maintenance. 
Current nomenclature holds that the two main types of 
muscle fibres known to exist in human skeletal are slow 
twitch muscle fibres (ST) also called Type I fibres, and 
fast twitch muscle fibres (FT) also called Type II fibres. 
This nomenclature is almost identical to the old one which 
1 d' and 'white' muscles was related to the terms re 
=espectively. (Karlsson and Sjodin 1977) 
h the fast twitch mu scle fibre The same authors ·suggest t at 
th S 11b g.r:oups FTa, FTb, FTc, whi eh population contains ree 
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d ;fferentiated by staining myofibrillar can be histologically ~ 
ATP ase. 
In agreement with earlier experiments they demonstrated that 
the FT fibre population has a greater capacity for energy 
metabolism per unit of time than the ST.fibre population. 
On the other hand, the oxidative processes are more 
efficient users of the chemically stored energy of the 
carbonhydrate metabolites and ST fibres are therefore more 
suitable for prolonged exertion. Moreover they note that 
there are differences in the capillary network surrounding 
the two main fibre types in human skeletal muscle, more 
capillaries being found around ST fibres than around FT 
fibres. 
Despite this agreement on the existence of different 
muscle types, a taxonomy of which muscles are predominantly 
'active' and which 'postural' has never been developed and 
could be troublesome given that composition may change with 
habitual activity. 
Barnard et al (1970) showed that white fibres can be 
transformed into red fibres as a· direct result of physical 
activity. Their study involved guinea pigs, and specific 
muscle groups were trained in treadmill running tasks. 
The gastrocnemius became a 'redder' muscle after 18 weeks 
of training. 
Fugl Meyer (1977) did a muscle biopsy study, on human 
corpses in order to try and find out whether asymmetrical 
muscle fibre 
He found that 
composition can occur in the adult male. 
muscles with stereotype~ and often repeated 
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· 1 rich in ATP -as·e- high fibres. 
postural demands are relative Y 
. .d differences in fibre composition 
Furthermore, side to si e 
1 d ds are asymmetrical. may occur if the postura eman 
Although it is not clear on what basis he assessed postural 
dernands his general observation has been confirmed by other 
workers, especially in the sphere of sports medicine. 
Gollnick et al (1980) reviewed the effects of various types 
of athletic training on muscle fibre populations and noted 
that fibres are to a degree interconvertible. Fast twitch 
a fibres can change into fast twitch b fibres with endurance 
training, cessation of training reversing the process. 
Similar observations which show that world-class athletes 
appear to have percentages of muscle fibre types favourable 
to their events (Mccafferty et al 1977) have sparked 
something of a nature vs nurture controversy in the sports 
medicine literature. 
Taking all of these morphological studies together it seems 
likely that some muscles are more suited to postural work 
than others by nature of their fibre composition but that 
nobody has yet produced a map of average fibre types for 
human musculature, and that the composition of a given 
muscle may change over t ime . 
6 .8 SUW-'IARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The rol e of static muscular work in a model of muscle 
· t chronic and acute failures via pathology whic h links it o 
the mechanism of c umulative strain (fig 13 was found 
d · the 1i··terature. This may fall short to be wel l supporte in 
O f a cause (movement patterns: of proof in the absence 
( h in tissues at a molecular muscle usage) and effect c anges 
or cellular level) mech anism . 
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The evaluation of such links 
1s hampered by imperfectly 
formed explanations at many levels. The 
terms used by 
the medical profession to label chron1.· c 
musculo-skeletal 
disorders are almost meaningless (fibro~itis: lumbago etc) 
and as other sections of this thesis show the terms used 
by ergonomists and physiologists to label types of 
movement are also vague. 
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However the broad range of observations covering degenerative 
conditions of the musculo- skeletal system; muscle atrophy 
and hypertrophy; characteristic postures and the role of 
tension and contracture or lengthening of connective tissue 
support the statements (a) - (d) made in the introduction. 
The connective tissue fascia in muscles will become stronger 
and more dense if submitted to intermittent tension; will 
contract if the normal degree of tension on it is reduced; 
will stretch in the presence of sustained excessive tension 
and will increase in volume and replace active muscle fibres 
in muscle atrophy. 
A possible addition to the theory of cumulative strain which 
was identified in the literature is the notion that 
shortening of muscle groups may involve 'neurogenic' as well 
as 'fibrotic' contracture. That is the shortening may also 
result from a central rather than peripheral effect and the 
adJ·ust a muscle to a new and shortened nervous system will 
resting length. 
theory stands up well to the critical In summary Andersons 
examination presented here. 
CHAPTER 7: THE LANGUAGE AND CONCEPTS OF TRAINING IN 
MOVEMENT 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the year 1974 there was a debate within British Rail 
regarding the suitability of Kinetics training for 
employees. I was fortunate to be given copies of all 
correspondence relating to this debate. 
In one letter from the then (December 1973) Group Medical 
Officer for the BR Board he is broadly critical of 
Anderson's need to provide definitions for many of the 
concepts and movements used in kinetics teaching. 'How 
much better' he says 'to use simple, uncompromising language 
such as 'STAND FIRMLY', 'KEEP YOUR BACK STRAIGHT', 
'BEND THE KNEES'. 
This theme is returned to in a later letter from the BR 
London Midland Regional Accident Prevention Officer to 
ROSPA (April 1974) where he says~ 
'In order to teach relatively uneducated manual workers, 
at whom the BR Lifting drill card is aimed, it is necessary 
to stick to simple words which do not need special 
definition. ' 
Wh]..ch c,.ollows there is a review of some of In the section 
and possible sources of confusion the language , terms, 
which have been identified in training literature. 
The possible misinterpretations of some of these terms 
will be examined further in Sections 
, 10.3 and 11.5.1. 
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7.2 REVIEW OF LANGUAGE 
OF CONFUSION ' TERMS AND POSSIBLE SOURCES 
Current wisdom holds that: 
' there appear to be tw b . . . . 
lifting objects from aol as~s positions ado~ted for 
position in which tho leow evel, the stooping 
and the trunk horizo~talgs a~e ~elatively straight 
position in which the 1 ' an t e flexed knee and the trunk is h ld _egs are bent ~t the k~ee 
(Jackson 1968) e in a more vertical position.' 
It is normally assumed that the stooping position is the 
way that a worker will attempt to lift unless converted to 
a 'flexed knee position'. 
Glover and Davi· es (1961) d t emons rate the stoop position as 
no 
an example of bad lifting saying 'this is generally accepted 
as the normal method of picking up an object from the 
floor'; a better method of lifting the box is what they call 
the 'sit -:down' position. 
I assume that the ;sit down' of Glover and Davies is the 
same lift as the 'flexed knee' of Jackson. 
As the following review demonstrates I found the stoop 
referred to as; bent back; stooping; cantilever lift; 
derrick lift; and a number 7 lift. 
Synonyms for flexed knee lifting included: straight back; 
squatting; jacking action; with the 'spinal ]ib' vertical; 
the pelvic tilt position; knee action; Number 4 position 
and finally lifting with the back 'in its normal c urved 
position'. 
It was clear from talking to people o~ the shop floor 
that one source of their confusion was the conflict between 
Of today and the 
mvths which are 
the current wisdom J 
prevalent i n factories largely based upon yeS t eryears 
'simple advice'. 
Wisdom, current in the twenties, h ld 
e that a narrow stance 
was vital to prevent rupture. 
The Engineering and Allied Employers National Federation 
published a series of booklets in the twenties called 
'Safety Instructions for Fitters, Assemblers and Mill-
wrights ' . In booklet No . 6, instructions are given for 
lifting. 
'If you have to lift a heavy weight from the floor, 
do so with your legs together and obtain lev.erage 
from your knees. By this means you will reduce the 
risk of a rupture or strained back.' 
The need for a narrow stance was still being stressed 
twenty years later. Tugman (1943) advised; 
'Lifting a package from the floor should be done 
by placing the feet flat on the ground, heels 
fairly close together, bending the knees, keeping 
the back straight and then taking a firm grip with 
the hands. Keeping the back straight, the knees are 
straightened and the lift accomplished. A wide 
stance is dangerous, and wherever possible the arms 
should be outside the knees .. ' 
In the same year the then Ministry of Labour and National 
Insurance published a guide to lifting (Great Britain 1943). 
Readers were directed to note that desirability of the 
'narrow, firm stance' in the following illustration. 
Figure 15: An ill~stration of 
"desirable" lifting 
postures circa 1943. 
Although more contemporary exampl~s f • 
1 . - o simp e lifting 
advice may stress bending the knees, for some the older 
notion of a 'firm narrow stance' seems hard to dispel. 
On a television_programme called 'M r Smith's Rock Garden' 
(Transmitted on Wednesday 12th March 1980 at 19.15 hrs) 
the narrator stated 'Bend your knees and keep your feet 
close together and you won't do any harm lifting rocks for 
your rockery'. · (Despite this he lifted every rock with 
straight legs, feet apart and stooped from the waist.) 
Other more recent advice tends not to mention the 
positioning of the feet, but concentrates on the knees 
and back; eg the following from New Scientist: 
'If you want to lift a heavy object you should hold 
it as close to you as possible and bend your knees, 
rather than your back before taking the strain'. 
(Eagle 1979) 
It is commonly recommended that the back should be kept 
vertical as shown by McFarland (1969): 
'Leg lift with back vertical and knees bent affords 
a stronger vertical pull than back lift and entails 
much less risk of injury.' 
Osman (1976) writing in the Sunday Times advocated 'lifting 
a load with the spine vertical and the head back' . 
This last extract identifies a further potential area of 
confusion. What exactly does 'the head sack' mean? 
the head -backwards with your chi n Does it mean tilting 
moving up, or moving the whole head back keeping the chin 
tucked in? 
descrl·pti·ons by Kerr (.1979) and Poulse n The two following 
and Jorgensen (1971) respectively, show further scope for 
misconceptions; 
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(i) 'To lift a load in th 
back and arms should be h 1~ corr-~ct manner, the strain. The knees should~ bstra1.ght to avoid 
strain of li~t 1·ng 1.· t k e ent to ensure that the ~. s a en up b th th · 
muscles. Feet should be held Y e 1.gh _and leg 
direction of travel. Liftin 1pa~t. ~nd f~c1.ng the 
will avoid _stra~ning the we~k ~~e:s1.~ft~~! ~~~;~r 
This technique 1.s known as straight back lifting., 
(i~) 'Lifting a load from floor level to table 
?eight s~~uld be carried out by the so-called 
knee ac~ion technique' holding the burden as near 
~o the body as possible while keeping the back in 
its norm~! ~urved position and performing the 
actual lifting by an extension of the legs.' 
How do you 'hold' the back and arms straight? How straight 
should they be? How much should the knee be bent? How far 
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are feet 'held apart'? and what is the 'direction of travel', 
is it the direction you approach the load or the direction 
you intend to go?; in fact which part of a foot 'faces ' in any 
direction? 
In the second case 'normal curved' is open to a number of 
interpretations; does it mean do nothing special?; or curve 
your back the way you would 'normally curve it'? 
Problems like these have led some authors to resort to 
simple comparisons; 
The Instit~te of Municipal Safety Officers Booklet 
'Manual Lifting and Handling (1979) says Manual lifting 
is best achieved by bending the legs going down to 
the load and straightening them when taking the weight 
of the load in the form of a jacking action.' 
Jackson(1968)opts for a similar ploy 
•A dockworker who lifts a heavy load with the so 
called ~cantilever" lift risks injury•·: the do~k-
worker should use his spinal jib_as_vertic~lly a~ 
possible and adopt a different _lifting act1on,us1ng 
his legs like a jack to lift his .loaded body. 
Does this also mean opening the legs w1.· d t' e so oat this 
form resembles a jack? 
Simpson(1970) advocates emulating trained weight lifters 
who ... 
'use t~e powerful muscles of the legs and buttock. 
They rise from a squatting position, holding the 
upper part of the body erect and tense.' 
The following example while ingenious was not accompanied 
by any form of illustration to clarify the postures; 
'Poor lifting position is called the u7u position -
because bending at the hips with the knees ext2nded 
resembles the number seven. The weight should be 
lifted with the knee extensors rather than the back 
extensors and the starting position is called the 
-4•• position because it resembles the number four. 
Many potential injuries can be avoided through proper 
lifting mechanics.' (Logan and Dunkel berg 1964) 
King (1979) gets into trouble when he tries to clarify foot 
positions: 
'To pick an object off the floor the knees should 
be bent not the back .... Lifting a large or fairly 
heavy object should be done by placing one foot 
on either side of it and slightly behind it (one 
foot slightly in front of the other) bending.the 
knees and hip joint, not the back, and grasp1.ng 
the object with both hands. The ~bj~c~ is li~ted 
by straightening the knees and h1.p Jo1.nt, st1.ll 
without bending the back.' 
· · t t t1.·ons increase as authors The possibilities for mi.sin erpre a 
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t as the following extracts try to clarify particular concep s, -
a) - Always bend your knees... b k straight 
use your stomach mu~~les t~~~ee~ the ac undated) 
and in the pelvic tiit posi~ion. (Imrie : 
b) 
h ve two pieces of For workers doing lifting we a · 
advice 
· 1 .~t · or lowering straight ahead, 1. When i.1- ing . h f t 
ali n the feet. "When turning, have t e oo 
gh . d opposite to the turn ahead on t e si e 
. k , (Konz and Bhasin 1974) 
2. Don't be a Jer · 
c) 'The knees should be flexed 
·angle with the long axis of the 
titled forward by 20 degrees.' 
just beyona a right 
vertebral column 
{Perrott 1961) 
d) 'Duri~g ~he lifting operation the position 
th~ head is i~portant. As the object is being 
raised the clnn should be brought d · t , _k • . . own in o a 
wa..u ing position.' {British Safety Council) 
of 
normal 
Sometimes the message i3 extremely simplified Miller {1977) 
developed a training programme for his industry which was 
based on the simple message. 
'Every time you bend over - bend your knees.' 
However even these eight words tend to suggest - a stooping 
lift by using the words 'bend over'. 
The reader may well feel he understands the nature of a 
stooping lift. In which case I challenge him to follow the 
recommendation in this extract taken from a Guardian 
Newspaper 'Special Report' on back trouble. The author 
John Beard quotes ,\a leading surgeon' as saying 
'It is a matter of balance. If you are lucky enough 
to have th~ corFect strength in all your muscles, 
use them effectively and stoop rather than bend; 





NOf YOUR B.ACK 
"Ono thin9 VO" hi~• tofadn,it •bout Simkinl. H• really reads thow 
sa ety po,u.,s." 
Figur~_16: _c~rtoon - Source unknown. Draws 
a~tention vividly to the possible 
misun~erstanding_o~ the sort of language 
used in much training literature. 
14~ 1E.f'\ L.PIO'(- ,, -
1-\Q\,) (.Dr<¥;_? 
Figure 17: cartoon - source London Evening 
Standar d. Draws attention to the 'rigidity' 
of nruch lifting training. 
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CHAPTER 8: HUMAN KINETICS AND 
THE 'SIX-POINT DRILL' 
8.1 EXAMPLES OF THE DRILL 
The kinetic method of lifting is descr1.'be'd 
in detail on 
page 147. At other places I have referred to a simplif§ied 
form of lift called the 'six point d 
rill'. The reduction 
of lifting to a six point dr_;ll or 'th 
e six key factors' is 
widespread in safety training literature. Tl · k 1e six ey points 
of the title are variously described as; 
1. Correct position of feet 
2. Straight back 
3. Arms close to body 
4. Correct Hold 
5. Chin In 
6. Use of body weight 
(British Safety Council: 
Undated) 
1. Put one foot alongside the 
object and one behind 
2. Keep the back straight 
3. Tuck in your chin so the 
head and neck continue 
the straight back line 
4. Get a firm grip with the 
palms of your hands 
5. Draw the object close to 
you, arms and elbows tucked 
in to centre body weight 
. 6. Lift straight with a thrust 
of the rear foot. 
(National Safety Council: 1976) 
1. Proper Hold 
2. Straight back 
3. Chin in 
4. Proper foot positions 
5. Arms into body 
6 . Use of body weight 
(Maxwell: 195 7) 
(also Peres: 1960) 
(also Himbury: 1967) 
1. Back Straight 
2. Chin in 
3. Good grip 
4. Foot positions 
5. Arms close to body 
6. Use of body weight 
(Davies: 1976) 
Anderson repeatedly claimed that Human Kinetics was widely 
confused with the 'six point drill' methods of lifting to 
1.. n terms of acceptabili tv for industrial its detriment .J. 
training. (Anderson 40; 45) 
d by a review of the academic Thi s contention is supporte 
_. h' h reveals many instances where and training iiterature w.1.c ~ 
simplistic method s of training have six point drill or other 
Human Kinetics and attributed to been wrongly labelled as 
Anderson. 
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The British Safety Council (Undat d) 
· e state that the 
'The kinetic method 
strict attention is 
This proce.--dure can 
They then reproduce 
of lifting can be applied if 
~aid_~~ a sJ?ecial proce--<lure. 
e d~vi~ed into six par.ts.' 
the drill' shown above. 
Peres (1960) produced a drill (a.t"so 
shown above) and 
said it represented the , · • scientific lifting j_n the system 
of Human Kinetics initiated by Anders , Th - on. e same 
labelling of drill factors as kinetic principles occurred 
in Himbury (1967); Brown (1972); Jones (1972). The 
Ceramics, Glass and Mineral Products Industry Training 
Board (Anon 1974) and the Home Office (Great Britain 1977). 
The six point drill lift and the Human Kinetic lift both 
lay emphasis on using a straight back for lifting. 
8.2 JUSTIFICATION FOR USING A STRAIGHT BACK 
Anderson's rationale for keeping the back straight at the 
moment a load is lifted is that the load-carrying 
efficiency of the back muscles is reduced by the flexibility 
of the spinal level upon which they operate. Wher. the 
spinal column is .flexed and has to be extended against 
strong resistance, the back muscles are more likely to 
suffer injury because they are simultaneously fulfilling 
two conflicting functions, first moving the spinal bones 
upon each other and second. trying to stabilise the spine 
so that it may act as an effective lever. Further he stated 
that in the flexed position the stresses imposed on the 
spine are transraitted through the inter vertaebral discs. 
th t the extensor muscles Lifting with a straight back means a 
of the back are essentially concerned in stabilising the 
are transmitted more directly from spine and that stresses 
bone · to bone. (Anderson 1) 
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Kottke (1961) produces a similar a 
rgument and states that 
bend~ng from the waist with the k 
nees straight increases 
the stress on the lumbar spine beca th 
' use e centre of 
gravity of the load and body combined f~lls well for-ward 
of the 1 umbosacral joint. In common wi· th th h . o er aut ors he 
states that flexing at the hips with the k t • nees s raight 
and the arms hanging from the shoulders will produce a 
torque of over 600 inch pou~ds even though no additional 
weight is lifted. 
Chaffin and Park (1973) also demonstrate how the torque 
at the lumbo sacral joint increases as the distance of the 
load from that joint increases. 
The importance of this as stated by Perrot (1961) is tha t 
if the trunk is bent too far forwards or the knees not 
flexed sufficiently the resultant lifting position will 
increase the distance of the load from the lumbo sacral 
joint and the sacrospinalis muscles will act at considerabl e 
mechanical disadvantage. 
8.3 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A KINETIC AND A 'SIX POINT 
DRILL' STRAIGHT .BACK 
A factor common to six point drill lifts is the emphasi s 
put on keeping a straight back which results in the instruc-
tion to adopt it at an early stage in the move.ment, and to 
maintain it throughout the movement. 
As section 9. 2 shows this means that conside r a ble 
hyper flexion 6£ the knees is required to reach unde r a 
t ble postures can res ult. load at floor level and very uns a 
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In contrast, the kinetic method of lifting ensures that 
although the back is straight at th e moment the load is 
taken up, it is allowed to flex 1· n th t e sages of the lift 
immediately preceeding this, allowi'ng th e hands to reach 
under low .loads in a posture which is both balanced and more 
comfortable for the k nees. It would appear that this 
crucial difference arises from a pr bl h' o em w 1ch is well 
documented in the literature on part versus ,whole training 
when learning motor skills. Holding (1954) states that · 
'In most physic~l sk~lls the dissection into parts 
m1:1st be_approacned with even greater caution, the 
r1s~ be1n~ th~t one ~~s ~he learner practice a part 
acti?n wh1ch_1s qual1~at1vely different from its 
coun~erpart in the whole activity'. 
The 'six point drill' is clearly divided into discrete 
'parts'. 
The 'setting' of the back straight in the drill and 
keeping it that way throughout the entire lift is certainly 
qualitatively differeRt to the straight back of the kinetic 
lift which is introduced only at the moment immediat ely 
preceeding the load being taken. In the kinetic action the 
back is straightened using a . movement called the 'headlock' 
(described in detail on p~ge149 ) . This subtle movement 
introduced at the appropriate stage in the movement has been 
translated in almost every example of the drill to the 
simple and misleading instruct.ion to keep the 'chin in', often 
again throughout the entire lifting action. In other words 
the crucial sequential and interlinked actions of kinetics 
become in the drill discrete and overlapping units . 
the considerable hyper flexion of The problems arising from -
the knees demanded by six point drill techniques are 
discussed below; 
CHAPTER 9: PROBLEMS WITH ILLUSTRATIONS IN TRAINING 
LITERATURE 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Whitney (1958) used the term 'derrick action' to describe 
a stooping lift. He remarked that although this type of 
l]_.ft was possible over 1 a arge range of grasp heights and 
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foot placements a lift involving squatting is only possible 
for a particular subject over a quite restricted range of 
heights and placements. He states that in many cases of 
attempted knee actions the trunk cannot be kept erect, 
but must be inclined forwards. He also showed that when the 
trunk is bent forward in a stooping action the strain 
perceived in the hamstring tendons leads to a tendency for 
the subject to flex the knees slightly and relieve this 
strain. In practice therefore Whitney believed that actions 
which are intermediate between stooping and squatting are 
to be expected. 
Despite these anatomical considerations which seem to 
preclude the back being kept erect and straight during 
tra]_·ni·ng pamphlets and other articles giving lifting many _ 
instructions in 'correct' lifting ask the worker to do the 
name].y to keep the back straight and vertical impossible -
(erect), as the following review shows. 
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9.2 REVIEW OF EXAMPLES 
In the illustrations shown b elow (fig 18 ) the following 
points are worth noting; 
Fig (i) Note the degree of knee h 
for the hand to ·be abJ yperflexion required 
The back is erect but·: to_reach floor level . 
will suffice to show rh b~ief p~r~onal experiment 
posture. - e inSt ability of this 
(i) Hayne(1974) (ii) Great Britain 
(1977.b . ) 
(iii) Osman iltlAnon 
(1976) (1979) 
Figure 18: Four illustrations of lifting action taken from 
the lifting literature. 
Fig (ii) Again the posture shows knee hyperflexion and 
marked instability. The box is already shown 
sl,ightly off the floor and one must seriously 
question whether the fireman could have r eached 
under it using the method shown 
Fig (iii) Taken from a colour transparency and showing 
that even with the knees at maximum flexion the 
lifter can oniy just reach the conveniently 
placed handle on the box. 
Fig (·..r) D~spite the considerable knee flexion the 
anthropometric model can only reach half way 
down the object handled. 
These observations support Whitneys argument regarding the 
need to incline the trunk forward. This is necessary so that 
the hands can reach under the load. However a considerable 
degree of knee flexion is required even with a slightly 
inclined trunk. 
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A major criticism of attempting to lift wi· th an erect 
straight 
back has been that, even if it di'd 
provide some measure of 
protection to the back, it would put other 
joints, notably 
the kriee, at risk of damage, (A d 
n erson 1) and would also be 
inefficient. On this last · t poin, Carpenter (1938) in his 
experimental measurements of the power available from the legs 
when lifting at a range of angles of knee flexion showed that, 
once the angle of knee flexion dropped below 75 degrees, a 
significant impairment in lifting strength occurred. He con-
cluded that the optimum lifting strength would be available 
with the thighs and legs making an angle at the knees of 
between 115 - 124 degrees. This finding is also supported by 
Jones (1972). 
Klein (1961) conducted an epidemiological study in athletes 
who used exercises involving .deep squatting (extreme flexion 
of the knee) to determine if such activity carried potential 
for harm. He concluded that such exercises caused instability 
of the knee ligaments with additional potential for damage to 
the knee cartilage. 
Levine (1979) linked patellar cartilage degeneration to 
activities involving extreme flexion, particularly kneeling 
and squatting. Jesse (1979) demonstrated damage to the knee 
ligaments in a sample of professional weight lifters due - he 
said_ to one particular style of lift involving extreme 
flexion of the knee. 
Lowman and Young (1960) have postulated that hyper flexion of 
· 1· ted in chronic synovitis and the early the knee may be imp ica · 
onset of arthritic h -rn North America the National c anges . .,_ 
Federation of High School Athletic Associations and the 
Aspects of Sports of the American Committee on the Medical 
Medical Association have condemned exercises 
involving deep knee bends and squatt1.'ng. 
(Harrison Clarke 
1976) 
Given that lifting techniques · 1 1.nvo ving.an erect straight 
back can be criticised on the grounds that hyperfl ex ion 
of the knee produces a weaker a an potentially harmful 
action the following review of illustrations found in 
training literature proved interesting: 
The earlier illustrations shown in fig 18 can be 
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criticised on the grounds that the actions shown appear 
clumsy, but the authors a~d illustrators have been accurate . 
The illustrations which follow have been taken from a 
review of training literature available internationally and 
show a number of ploys which have been used to circumvent 
the fact that a human being of average dimensions cannot 
keep a straight erect back, keep the angle formed between 
their thigh and leg greater than a right angle and still 
manage to reach under a load at floor level. (Pages 107-9) 
A number of incidental criticisms are also included in the 
comments where it seems that the topic discussed could 
have led to the value of the training being eroded. 
a) In a number of the cases illustrated the object lifted 
has already left the ground (pictures 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 
12). This obviates the need to illustrate the preceeding 
stage of the lift, where the lifter was at the lowest point 
d Th preceeding stage would and had to reach under the loa • e 
t l f lexed knees or a more have to have shown much more acu e Y 
· to this general comment 
inclined back (or both). In addition 
Shown hovering in the air. the drum in picture 1 is 
b) .A second way round the problem has been 
to illustrate 
an object with conveniently placed handles. 
(pictures 4, 
7, 8) or to show the lifter ,iust before.he 
:J reaches the 
lowest point of the lift (Picture 6). 
c) Picture 9 shows clearly the limit which can be reached 
by the hands with the knees not flexed more than a right 
angl e even with some trunk inclination. It is not clear 
from the illustration which foot positions are recommended 
since the diagram and the photograph contradict each other. 
d) Bearing in mind the restriction shown on how low the 
hands could reach in picture 9, pictures 13 and 14 seem at 
first sight to be a nonsense. In fact the desired effect has 
been achieved by altering the dimensions of the human frame . 
In picture 13 the man's arm is impossibly long, and this 
becomes clearer in the right hand picture where it is 
shaded in. 
In picture 14 there seems to be a combination of arm growth 
and leg shortening in the left hand drawing. Picture 15 
is a line drawing by way of comparison taken from a 
photograph of a kinetics instructor attempting the lift 
shown in 14. 
It also appears that there was some lengthening of the arms 
in the first frame of picture 7. 
e) ].·11ust ... rations also show the feet as parallel Many of the 
(pictures 4, 6, 7, 8, 9). 
f) 
11 which was part of a 
One final example is picture 
Card Series distributed free to Nurses Health and Safety 
Nurs ing Mirror(1981). The caption on the with the magazine 
right hand pj_cture seems to contradict the illustration 
and in fact the distance between the centre of the load 
and the lumbosa.cral point is greater in the technique which 
is claimed to be correct. 
It seems likely that the widespread dissemination of 
illustrations like these can only undermine the value of 
movement training. and exacerbate the confusion and 
misconceptions which bedevil the subject. 
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The pictures which have been numbered 1-14 and are discussed 
above can be found on the following four pages in figures 




2 National Safet 
Council USA (1~76) 
Wrong 
al(l952) 





PICKING THINGS UP 
(and making beds) 
In this position, 
the curved spine 
takes the strain 
and ris•s being' 
damaged 
&nd knees 
with a straight 
back, so the 
';:5--:::~~-~='-----' ' Back Pain Association 
WRONG RIGHT 
6 Womans Own (1977) 
leg muscles 
talte the weight. 
Theobjecl should 
be held as close 
to the body as = possible . 
(1979) 
6 Depart ment of Labor 
(USA) ( 1 9 7 O ) 
7 EITB (Undated) 
Figure 19: Illustrations numbered ·l-7 of lifting 
actions taken from the lifting training 
literature. Source is shown after each 
of t he pictures. 
Billig and Loewendahl (1949) 
~ --·~-.. -=:~= 
. -....... 
• -o-. -A good. steady .-:: 
stance ls of the ; , ~ -. 
utmost impor-
tance, whatever 
the work · -;.c.: 
.,,::__ 
r.;:::;;E_ 





. -;~ .. 
Palmer (1979) 
Always keep your back straight 
when ltft1ng - use your leg 
muscles 
-~ I 
un,ng a 101 of 
1ghl stuff · 
o wears 
our back 
i }· . -/ 
~.:&-\ --·,. ·. i ~.,., . ' . . (. .. ,-.\ 
' ;., 
,; < r 
!, . .. ·, . 
• _- '- ,,.j 
_..; .. . y 
Figure 20 Illustrations numbered 8-9 of lifting 
actions taken from the training literature. 
Source is shown after each of the pictures. 
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THE WRONG WAY 
INJURES BACK 
10 Great Britain (1958) 
Wrong: straight legs and a bent 
back-ouch! 
11 Nursing Mirror (1981) 
WRONG 
RIGHT 
12Rack Pain Association 
( 197 5) 
THE RIGHT WAY 
Right: bending at the knees keeps the 
back straight and safe. 
u,gi.v;:e 21: 
Lifting actions numbered 
10-12 . Illustrations 
taken from the training 
literature. Source is 




13 Briti•sh Safety Council (Undated) 
14 Back Pain Association (1978) The RoSPA instructor taken from the video 
screen. 
Figure 22: Illustrations numbered 13-14 of lifting 
actions taken from the training literature. 
source is shown after each of the pictures. 
i 1 · 
- .!1. 
CHAPTER 10: 
LEVELS OF INSTRUCTION - SOME ASSESSMENT STUDIES 
INTRODUCTION 10.1 
The preceeding section (Chapter 9) identifies a number of 
misconceptions ~esulting from the training literature. 
Taken together they suggest that one problem of 
communicating lifting training has been that we do not have 
an appropriately developed and commonly known language to 
describe body postures and movements. 
However the notion still persists in industrial training 
circles that simple instructions , on posters, a simple card 
or in a booklet are better than none at all. 
For example, the Institute of Municipal Safety Officers have 
published an eight page booklet called 'Manual Handling and 
Lifting' and in this they express the view that handling 
accidents can be prevented with 'very little effort by 
personal training'. The booklet reproduces a classic six 
point drill and it is intended for use as a means of 
training per se (i.e. Handing out the booklet will constitute 
training) (Hewitt 1980). 
10.2 OUTLINE OF STUDIES 
· t of such opinions in Safety In the light of the exis ence 
f · 1 two rrurther studies were undertaken to examine pro essiona s, -
three levels of such instruction whil::::h can be found in 
factories. 
(i) Sl. mple i· nstructions su.ch as 'keep your back Extremely 
approach)and small cards summarising the straight' (the poster 
Part of the pre training six point drill were examined as 
(see page 145 ) . evaluation on ROSPA couDses 
11 , .. 
(ii) A study of a popular traini·ng 
booklet issued by the 
Back Pain Association entitled 'Li'fti·ng 
- An Instructors 
Manual' (20 pages: 1978) 
This section reports the r esults 
of the second study. 
10.3 TRAINING BOOKLET STUDY 
10.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The 20 page booklet was first issued by the Back Pain 
Association in 1978. The manual quite rightly stresses that 
lifting training needs demonstration and supervision by 
instructors, but nowhere does it say that the instructors 
themselves should have been trained on a course, and evidence 
from personal interviews in this research showed that the 
manual is being used to prepare instructors with no 
additional material. The manual is also available in a 
poster format and I discovered cases of this and the 
booklet going straight to employees as an instruction course 
in lifting. This small study therefore looked at the 
comprehensibility of the booklet on its own. 
10.3.2 METHOD 
Ten students on the MSc course in the Department of Occupa-
tional Health and Safety were given copies of the manual 
and one week to study and practice its contents. The subjects 
exposure to the subject on their course. had no previous 
h t the end of a week they would They were forewarned tat a 
d t ~ of their understanding . be given an unspecifie es~ 
At the end of the week the subjects were given a number of 
tests. 
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(i) At several points the manual refers to the 
dangers of 'an ordinary t · scoping lift' or b e nding 
down in a stooping posture. Although there is a 
common assumption in the training literature that t his 
is -a term that has only one meaning I have shown 
evidence elsewhere (see page 90 ) that there i s 
more than one interpretation. All the subjects were 
therefore asked to demonstrate their understanding of 
'an ordinary stooping lift'. The result was recorded 
both on video and 35mm still photography. 
(ii) The subjects were asked to demonstrate the 
lifting of a box from the floor to a table, following 
the methods recom.~ended in the manual. This simple 
lift was covered extensively in the manual. Again 
the resultant lift was videoed and photographed. 
(iii) The subjects were also given a written test to 
explore their understanding of some of the concepts 
in the manual. Extracts comprising phrases or 
illustrations from the manual were shown to the 
subjects on an overhead projector and they were 
asked to write short notes, or answer specific 
questions as appropriate. 
10.3.3 RESULTS: MAJOR FINDINGS 
a) The confusion regarding what constitutes an ordina ry 
stooping lift is clearly shown by the photographs (Fig 23) 
5, 
7 and 8 re-inforce.the popular ste r e otype 
Subjects 3, 4, 
to be performing a 'hybr id' 
however subjects 1 and 2 appear 
a 'stoop' and a 'squat '. 
lift which is something between 
mplete reversal. The ir stoop 
Subjects 6, 9 and 10 show a co 
The ten subjects interpretattons The same subjects demonstrate 
of an , ordinary stooping lift' their understanding of the 
lifting method they have studied 
Figure 23: Photographs showing ten subjects from the 
Training booklet evaluation study demonstating their 
interpretation of the two lifting methods. 
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is what most would call a , 
squat'. Clearly there is some 
c~nfusion about the meaning of 
this terminology. 
b) Did the subjects reproduce th e lifting method taught 
in the manual? 
' 
' : ·-- ' i:o~: I I ! \ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I : •• 
B. Foot Position 
The foot positions for lifting that 
the manual re d commen s are shown in the 
diagram on the left. The text in the 
manual reads 'Stand close to the load; 
feet apart facing the way 
you intend to move; one 
foot in front of the other 
so that the weight of the 
load is between them.' 
It is clear from the photographs that 
the subjects did not understand the 
importance of this instruction. Only 
Subjects 3, and more marginally 10 
adopted the recommended stance. The rest either kept their 
feet parallel (subjects 1, 4 and 6) or were too far away 
from the load (notably subjects 2 and 7). Subject 5 knelt 
down to accomplish the lift. 
In most cases the subjects produced considerable flexion 
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of the knee joint to enable them to reach under the load. 
In all cases the angle formed between the thigh and lower 
leg was, at the moment of maximum flexion less than a right 
angle. In three cases it was forty five degrees and the 
mean angle of flexion for all ten subjects was 65 degrees. 
The significance of knee flexion is discussed elsewhere in 
this thesis (see page 103 ). 
c) Understanding of concepts 
a) On page 8 the instructors manual discusses the 
role of abdominal pressure in relieving spinal stress 
stating that; 
'It is most effective in relieving spinal stress if the 
lower back is kept a little flexed, and least effective if 
the spine is arched backwards at the time of lifting.' 
The subjects were asked to draw a diagram of the sideways 
elevation of a spinal column 
1) 'a little flexed' 
2) 'arched backwards '. 
In the case of 'a little flexed' the subjects all agreed 
that this meant a slight (5-10 degree) inclination o•f the 
whole spine. Although it is not clear if this is what the 
manual intended, the principles 
of kinetics would suggest that it 
should be interpreted to mean 
'diminishing lordosis'. In the 
case of 'arched backwards' , 2, 
subjects admitted they had no 
idea, 1 showed the whole spine 
erect and completely straight, 
and the other six subjects 
rear front 
2 4 
split into the two interpretations shown in the diagram 
on the right of this text. 
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b) One of the actions that the 
manual advises against is 
the use of a 'static or d 1 eac lift ' , advocating instead the 
use of body weight. · The subj e cts wer e aske d to 











A dead weight which has to be level. l ifted from ground 
A very heavy load. 
Grasping the object, taking the s train and then 
actua~ly_Iif~ing as opposed to t aking the strain 
and lifting in one movement. 
Using more than one limb. 
A load which has no k.e. and is diff i cult to lift 
or has to be lifted as quickly a s possible. 
The movement of the load is not s moot h i. e. t h ere 
are intermittent stoppages b e fore it is fully 
lifted. 
Using the vertical forces to lift t h e weight, n o 
horizontal force to produce momentum. 
Making use of body weight a nd body movement and 
the momentum created by the initial lift. 
9. Straight up, no walking involved. 
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Clearly this is another example of terminology abou t which 
I 
there is considerable confusion. The e xp ressi on a static 
! or dead lift would seem to indicate an absenc e o f continuity, 
and the lift would not be a smooth coord i nated action . 
Se veral of the subjects d e finitions a g r ee with this; notably 
7, 8 and 9 , but others have no element o f thi s e . g . 1 , 2 
and 5. The subjects explanations of thi s t er m again show 
that in the absence of a share d definition there are clear 
opportuniti e s for misunderstanding . 
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c) In discussing the function of the spinal cord the 
manual describes the function of the chest wall stating 
that 'the chest wall can be stiffened by holding the 
breath' and that this would raise the pressure in the 
chest and abdomen. 
When the subjects were asked if this meant that the breath 
should be consciously held when a heavy load is lifted five 
of them said yes and the other four no (one did not know). 
The proponents of Human Kinetics would argue against 
holding the breath during strenuous activity because of the 
increased risk of injury to a rigid structure (the chest 
'cage'), the increase in blood pressure, and raising of 
pressure in intra-thoracic and intra-abdominal cavities 
to levels which may result in harm (hernia). 
d) A final area of possible 
confusion surrounded the 
manuals section of 'grip'. 
The illustrations and text 
are reproduced on the right. 
Subjects were asked to 
examine illustrations A and 
Band state if each was good 
or bad, and why. Their answers 
are shown on the next page. 
A B 
4) The Grip 
How are you to handle the load? The safest grip is 
one in which the fingers are curled into a hook. Having 
to use the fingers straight with the palm of the hand 
under the load may be safe but it is very tiring If there 
are no handles, a hook or sling might be used provided 
no damage is done to the load. 
1 
A 
Good, but load must 
be small. 
A is the best because 
B 
QQQ_g_, except for irregular 
loads. 
2 hook provides more 





Good because curled but 
area of contact is small 
therefore the p=essure 
on t~e ha~d will be high 
causing discomfort. 
Bad because edge of load is 
not close to the joint and 
therefore puts extra 
leverage on the joint . 
Both are good depending what is being lifted. 
It depends and is difficult for him to tell which 
is good or bad. 
Good, the grip forms a 
hook which provides 
adequate and safe hold. 
Bad, if the load is very 




Both A and Bare useful it depends what you are lifting. 
9 
10 
A o.k. if handles. 
Good but strap should 
be made wider and 
stiffer. 
Fingers insufficiently 
curled. Handle should 
rest on third not 
second bone. 
B would prove tiring. 
Bad, injury potential when 
setting down. 
No gloves are worn . 
Box does not get into palm . 
It was not clear from the caption to these two pictures 
whether one was to be preferred over the other. The subjects 
show a range of opinions, some more reasonable than others. 
The 'kinetically' preferred hold would be B, a broader 
more diffuse grip without the pressure resulting from the 
narrow strap in A. 
10.3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
This study adds to previous sections which had identified 
a number of misconceptions in the training literature . From 
an evaluation of one training booklet it identified some 
problems associated with using language, and sometimes 
pictures to communicate instructions for performing 
movements. 
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It is not intended as , a totally ne gati v e critique of the 
Back Pain Association's booklet. This publ i cation contains 
many good points and is more comprehensive than similar 
booklets from other sources. However a number of potential 
sources of confusion were isolated and tested . The 
terminology employed was found to be wanting and it is 
likely that these examples are only part of a very broad 
universe of potentia l misconceptions . The study adds to the 
weight of evidence from the research as a whole that we 
lack a common and well understood language to describe 
and communicate posture and movement patterns . 
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CHAPTER 11: ASSESSMENT OF ROSPA TRAINING 
QUESTIONNAIRE STUDIES -
11. l INTRODUCTION 
Earlier sections of this thes1.·s have· indicated that Human 
Kinetics~ lifting, and the aetiology of handl ing accidents 
are areas in which many misconceptions are prevalent. There 
were strong suggestions from the type of disagreement which 
existed between different authorities who had studied these 
areas that conceptual or attitude problems would be a 
fruitful area of study. Also at the level of the individual 
undergoing training it has been said by proponents of both 
Human Kinetics and other schools of thought that it is 
important to consider and to change the attitude of people 
towards movement. (Hooper and Allday 1975) (Glover and 
Davies 1961). However there were no studies to indicate 
what the original attitudes were that training should be 
designed to change . Therefore a questionnaire was designed 
as a pilot study to look systematically at attitudes to 
Human Kinetics, and movement and to collect information 
about the basis of judgements about good and bad postures 
and movements. Othe!:' sections of the questionnaire were 
designed to supply a superficial validation of the success 
of one weeks training in Human Kinetics in altering some 
of these variables. 
11. 2 DESCRIPTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
l.·n three parts (see appendix 3 The questionnaire was 
(i) Question 12: A short semantic diffe r ential test to 
global attitudes towards measure 
Human Kinetics. 
(ii) Question 13: 
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Twenty one statements of opinion or 
fact for marking on a seven point scale 
of agreement/ disagreement. The state-
ments fell into two groups; those 
designed to be part of the assessment 
of Human Kinetics courses and a 
broader group designed to explore some 
of the misconceptions about movement 
training identified elsewhere in this 
thesis. 
(iii) Question 14: Fifteen pictures of activities being 
carried out well or poorly on kinetic 
criteria. Subjects were asked to 
indicate which picture showed the 
better way of doing each activity and 
to state why it was the better way. 
The instructions to the questions 
directed them away from answering 
solely in terms of how the pictures 
differed, to an answer in terms of their 
reasons for selecting that picture. It 
was intended that this series of 
questions should yield information 
about the type and degree of 
misconceptions people hold regarding 
what constitutes 'good posture' and also 
of success of training in give a measure 
improving such judgements. 
11. 3 DERIVATION OF THE QUESTIONS 
Question 12 
The semantic differential techniqi1 e using an adjective 
1 ,., •) (.,.., 
checklist has been widely tested and 
validated (Osgood 1957). 
For the purpose of this study it ,,as selected to give a 
superficial validation of the course which could be reviewed 
immediately after the responses were collected. Any 
particularly severe problems identified could then have 
been followed up by interview before the subject(s) 
departed. The adjective pairs -were chosen as the most 
appropriate from those which Osgood had used on training 
evaluation. 
Question 13 
The statements of opinion or fact were drawn from a number 
of sources. The majority came from the content of the 
training course and other written work about Human Kinetics. 
Other training literature was used as the source of state-
ments relating to possible misconceptions about how best 
to train, or the nature of handling problems. The choice of 
making a statement positive or negative was randomis ed 
throughout the series, as was the position of the positive 
and negative poles in the order of presentation. 
Question 14 
The pictures were adapted from illustrations taken from a 
variety of publications about movement. They were double 
checked by the trainer at ROSPA to ensure that kinetic 
1 applied. In addition to this criteria were being accurate Y 
Were broken down into thirty the picture series of 15 pairs 
these were presented to a sample of separate pictures and 
ten students, in random order and 
Without any text or 
captions. They were instructed to study each picture a nd 
to describe what the person illustrated.was 
doing and to 
demonstrate to the interviewer what movement had preceede d 
the one illustrated and what movement(s) were likely to 
follow the one illustrated. 
This examination demonstrated that there were minimal 
problems with the pictures. The only major confusion 
stemmed from question 3B where two of the subjects thought 
that the man illustrated was 'peering into the drum, and 
'taking its lid off' respectively. It was felt that once 
the picture was seen in the context of its companion with 
a caption that this problem would be solved, and no change 
was therefore made. 
For the picture questions there was always the possibility 
that the subjects chose their response at random and then 
gave a plausible rationale for their choice. To test this 
assumption a Chi squared test was completed using a 
contingency table which compared observed and expected errors 
per question for all groups with the null hypothesis that 
respondents operated at random. The null hypothesis was 
rejected. 
11. 4 NUMBERS OF SUBJECTS AND THEIR SOURCE 
The questionnaire was given to the following groups 
( i) S . ten subJ'ects on each Two separate RoSPA courses. ix e 
course filled in the questionnaire at the beginning of their 
week's training and again at the end · 
{ii) Twenty nine trainee factory 
inspectors filled in 
Question 14 during their preli · 
minary training course. 
(iii) Sixty seven shop floor l 
emp oyees of an engineering 
company filled in a slightly truncated 
version of Questions 
13 and 14 . prior to being given a short (half day) 
training 
course by one of the ROSPA t · rained instructors. 
Questions F and P were not · included on the shop floor 
questionnaire, because they were not appropriate to a group 
which was not going to be given a post training evaluation 
or give training themselves. Question R was also removed at 
the insistence of the manager responsible for liaison. 
11. 5 RESULTS 
11.5.1 TEXTUAL QUESTIONS 
There are three major ways of looking at the sort of data 
generated by these scales. A mean for all subjects can show 
the position of the group on one measure. The measure can 
be split into a three point;positive / don't know/ and 
negative groups. Finally since there is a tendency for 
groups filling in such scales to cluster around the mean 
(Osgood 1957) it is also useful to look at the amount of 
times that respondents use the polar values. In such cases 
it is possible to show that not only does the subject hold 
a belief (or misconception) but that they hold it clearly 
and confidently. 
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Page 127 shows the results of questions 12 and 
13; the table 
shows how often subjects used polar values 
1 and 7, and also 
shows value for each group on the 
7 point scale, for 
the mean 
In the table a
nd the discussion of question 12 
each. question. 
the seven questions it comprises are referred to by 
th
e 
initials IU, UH, CS, UI, FU NU and ED . , respectively. The 
significances of the shifts in group opinion/attitude, 
pre--post training (indicated by asterisk.s in the table) 
were tested using a Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank 
test ~=0.05). 
Examination of the group means for the three samples 
showed good correlations (mean r=O. 9 and r for any 2 
columns= 0.8) indicating consistency of responses across 
the groups. 
In fig. 24 it should be noted that al though the columns 
for group use of polar values show actual numbers in each 
category, the group scale means enable comparisons between 
ROSPA and shop floor groups. 
11.5.1.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: 
a} Question 12: The responses to this test formed part of 
the superficial validation of ROSPA 
training courses in Human Kinetics. As 
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such the results were encouraging, but not 
surprising. Course participants came on the 
courses expecting them to be important, 
helpful, and interesting. The week's 
training re-inforced these beliefs, producing 
a significant shift for both courses on the 
last criterion, (towards interesting}. Before 
SubJ. ects felt that the subject· the courses 
f iliar one and the result area was an un am. ' 
was a significant shift to 
of their training 
familiarity. 
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Figure 24~ Questionnaire resfor. ~ach question. 
1 &• 7 and qroup scale means 
Although group 
means on the Necessary 
Unnecessary scale remained clustered at 
the positive end of th~ scale small shifts 
towards the negative occurred in both 
cases due on the second course to three 
participants shifting to the negative 
polar value. Clearly kinetic teaching has 
the potential for dividing groups on some 
measures. This was also shown by the last 
two adjective groups Complicated - Simple 
and Easy - Difficult. The group means for 
both pre and post training measures were 
both at the centre of the rating scales. 
However further analysis showed that this 
resulted from a basic uncertainty pre 
training (shown by a clustering or 
responses around the centre point in the 
scale) being converted to polarisation 
(scores more extreme). This seems to 
suggest that some subjects found it easier 
and some harder than they expected. From 
the point of view of successful 
communication of training the latter 
more interesting. The figures group are 
ber'·'een 10% and 25% of the show that _.,, 
· d as instructors subjects being traine 
the technique.as difficult at the assess 
However since end of a week's course. 
no independent measure of there was 
b . ts ability to assimilate individual su Jec 
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b) 
novel concepts it is not 1 
· c ear if this 
finding draws tt 
a ention to inadequacies 
in the course or the subjects. 
Question 13: Elsewhere in th· 
is thesis attention is 
drawn to the prevalence of a number of 
incorrect stereotypes in training and 
other literature. The responses to some 
of the questions in this section show 
t hese stereotypes are not only 
corrununicated in the literature but are 
believed. 
Questions A and D show that substantial 
numbers of people hold the misconception 
that Human Kinetics is a drill of 
movements, and adopts a mechanistic 
approach to movement. Training was 
successful in producing the desired 
shift to the negative end of scales on 
both these criteria. (At a statistically 
significant l evel.) 
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In a similar fashion the responses to 
questions G and M reflect stereotypes 
common in the literature. Both questions 
had the general effect of polarising the 
respondents. This is particularly clear in 
the shop floor sample with seventy eight 
per cent of the sample splitting themselves 
~wo polar values on question between the -
G. In the same group eighty two per cent 
of the sample were 
split between the polar 
values on question M. In short 
approximately half of 
~ny sample is going 
to c 'd onsi er that muscle building exercises 
are a good form of exercise and that 
touching the toes is a good exercise . 
Once again the kinetics training course 
produced significant shifts in the desired 
direction for both of these criteria. 
Another strongl y, but erroneously held 
belief is that Human Kinetics is 
essentially about lifting weights. 
(Question C) and about preventing back 
injury (Question 0). Both questions 
produced considerable polarity. In the 
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case of the shop floor sample 45% of the 
respondents used the positive pole on 
question C and 31% used the positive pole 
in question 0. The week's ROSPA training 
produced significant shifts to the negative 
pole in both courses on both questions. 
Question B shows the popularity of the 
stereotype that the back should be kept 
straight, with eighty five per cent of the 
shop floor group using the positive pole . 
rt may seem paradoxical that t he ROSPA post 
•training groups showed a shift to 
t que s tion B. However this disagreemen on 
reflects a ~ubtlety of kinetics training 
that the question was not clearly worded 
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enough to explore Kinetic teaching is that, 
although the back should be straight at the 
moment the load is taken, it does not, and 
in most instances should not, be straight 
throughout the entire lift. The question 
did not make it clear which aspect was 
being examined. 
Questions E; H; I; J; Kand N were 
designed primarily as validators of the 
success of training at getting over some 
of the kinetic concepts. They contained 
words which have -specific meanings defined 
by the training, and which in the absence 
of training, tend to read as truisms. 
However in all cases training produced 
shifts in the desired direction and 
resulted in all the trainees being at the 
right end of the scale. 
Questions sand U which were designed to 
give some measure of the reliability of 
the questionnaire show two things; 
(i) The pre and post training measures 
on the ROSPA courses show that subj ects 
respond reliably, and in both cases 
significant shifts are produced in the 
correct directions towards opposing poles; 
(the post training groups move towards 
·th feet remaining parallel disagreement wi 
and towards agreement that one foot 
f th other). should be in advance o e 
(ii) There is ' d wi espread confusion 
regarding the pos ition of the feet . 
Considerable polarity of response was 
shown to both question~ 1·n ~ the shop floor 
group. This is not surprising because as 
other parts of this thesis show, a 
common feature of the abundant training 
literature regarding lift i ng a nd handling 
movements available t o workers as 
pamphlets, brochures and poster s is 
conflicting or confusing adv i ce regarding 
the positions of feet during handling 
actio~s. 
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Questions F and P examine beliefs regarding 
the simplicity of teaching lifting and the 
wide r issue of the trainee's c o nfidence 
to pass on to oth ers what h e h a s learnt . 
The examination of group means for both 
ROSPA courses shows that t h e trainees were 
unsure on both these me asures; the means 
r e presenting disper s ion rather than 
polarity on each measure. In both q uestions 
the group means were jus t on the dis a gree-
ment s ide of the centre point f or both 
pre training me asures and r emained there 
post training. Before thei r c ourse the 
traine es believed th_at it was not easy to 
t e ach people to lift and nothing they 
learnt change s that vi~W - TWO of the 
the S
P-mant ic di fferential showed 
items on -
that some trainees lack confidence to 
transmit what they have learnt. This 
observation was supported by the responses 
to question P, where between ten and 
twenty five per cent of the trainees 
clustered around the negative pole. 
This could mean that not everyone will make a good kinetics 
instructor, and so implying the need for some sort of 
selection process for potential trainers, or that the 
training course was poorly executed. Given the good 
validation of the training course on other questions, and 
measures reported elsewhere in this thesis the former 
argument seems the stronger. 
Examination of the respOl\ses for 
question L showed that all the means for 
all groups lay at the negative end of the 
scale - i.e. the subjects thought that 
sustained tension was bad for muscles. 
The post training measures on the ROSPA 
courses showed a shift to greater 
disagreement, although this was not 
1 "1'"' . ., 
(not surprisingly considering significant, 
the starting point). Given the negative 
Of the word •tension' it is connotations 
Surprising that, in the shop floor perhaps 
25 cent of the respondents sample, over per 
k ~ow or fell into the either did not .. 
agreement half of the scale. 
It is possible that th 
e prevalence of 'isometric' exercise 
and muscle building regimes have led some people to 
associate tension with posit1.'vp - attributes. 
Question T put forward the belief that 
people who have been lifting for years 
resent being taught a new way. In all 
groups the mean lay on the positive side 
of the scale and training did little to 
shake their belief. However agreement 
was not complete and in the shop floor 
group 10 per cent of the respondents 
chose the extreme disagreement pole. 
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Only the two ROSPA groups completed question R. Although 
the majority disagreed with the notion that a lot of 
workers with back injury are malingerers a small proportion 
(15 per cent) agreed in both pre and post training groups. 
This is disturbing finding in a group of people who are part 
of a training process which is underpinned by the belief 
that injuries are real and can be prevented by appropriate 
re education in movement patterns. 
11.5.2 PICTURE QUESTIONS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
11.5.2.1 GROUPED DATA 
The results for question 14 are summarised in figures 25 
and 26 (see pages 141 and 142 ) . Fig. 25 
shows 
errors of omission and commision for both ROSPA courses in 
Th ~re defined as not pre and post tra~ning groups. ese w 
· the incorrect picture answering the question, or selecting 
as the better one respectively. 
Fig 26 
question 
shows the mean percentage of errors for each 
across all four · groups who completed this section 
of the ~uestionnaire (a total of 12a sul:'jects). 
Other results are given in surnmar1.·es 1.·n - appendices and 
these wil·l be explained and r,=,_feJ.-r~d to 
<c; in the text. 
Figure 25 shows that there w ere no ommission errors in the 
post training groups. 
Examination of total errors pre and post training shows that 
the training courses were a considerable success when 
judged on this measure, with 91% of the errors converted to 
correct responses after training. 
When errors per question are examined across all four groups 
pre t<aini~ the level: of failure ranged from 13% to 22%. The 
mean percentage of errors per question summed across all 
groups and questions was 18%. In individual groups some 
questions were wrongly answered by over 50% of the respondents. 
At this level the data clearly indicated that substantial 
numbers of the subjects held misconceptions about the nature 
o f these judgements. 
Analysis of the reasons subjects gave to justify their 
choice of the 'better' picture (posture) showed that they 
responded by giving differing levels of explanation. 
11. 5. 2. 2 LEVELS OF EXPLANATION OFFERED 
The levels of explanation offered were as follows: 
(i) The simplest was to describe salient aspects of the 
posture which conformed to their model of 'good 
posture' i.e. 
Back straight; head up; arms close to 
body. 
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(ii)_ A similar 1 1 eve of description involved justification 
of choice with prPdom· - inantly superficial and 
generalised phrases referring to the results of 
postures. These were repetition~ - of the concepts 
given in the instructions i.e. the subjects would state 
that the posture involved more (or less) comfort; 
strain; or efficiency The oth · er concepts they used 
were, on the positive side , balance; stability; 
relaxed; control; natural; poise; support; strength; 
work; energy; power; thrust; force; grip; and on the 
negative side, cramped; tension; pressure; effort; 
compression; torsion; and risk of injury 
(iii) A more sophisticated level of description was to 
combine (i) and (ii) and to say things like 'A is 
better because it involves less strain in the back'; 
'more comfortable for the shoulders' etc . 
(iv) The most complex level of description offered was to 
describe the position of a part of the body and its 
consequences in a cause and effect manner. 
e.g. 'The arm locked straight means more support for 
the body'; 'more thrust from a straight rear leg'. 
Pre-training most explanations fell into category (ii) 
53%;followed by category (i) 26%; category (iii) 15% and 
category (iv) 7%. However little importance should be 
attached to these r _aw figures because the questionnaire 
method of collecting information did not fully explore the 
level cf description that each subject was capable of. An 
Would ha\
,e been required to do this. 
interview technique 
All the same it was an encouragement to the ROSPA trainer 
1 ') N a ' 
and a validation of the courses that, in the post training 
groups, 92% of the subjects answers were in categories (iii) 
and (iv). 
The instances in which the subject, having made a correct 
choice of -picture gave a correct bu.t massively over simplified 
rationale for his choice were not analysed further as they 
were not felt to be very illuminating, given the limitations 
of the questionnaire format outlined above. However a 
scrutiny of the cases where subjects had made an incorrect 
choice was more revealing. Even-- though the level of 
description was often superficial (predominantly group ii) 
it still pointed to possible bases for the misconceptions 
regarding posture and movement. 
Examination showed that the subjects errors were of two 
types. 
11.5.2.3 TYPES OF ERROR MADE 
Descriptions could involve: 
a) · · i'nvolving correct identification of a Giving a reason 
criterion as 'good' but attaching it to a picture which 
illustrated a posture 'bad' on that criterion. This sort of 
Was a type of factual error. e.g. A subject misperception 
i·s better than the other because it states that one picture 
· the arm. s, but in fact the posture involves less strain in 
1 strain in the arms. illustrated would invo ve more 
b) 
was 
. where the subject said it 
A more gross misperception 
'good' 
to be at one end of a crite~ion when in fact the 
at the 
other end of that criterion, e.g. the 
good pole is 
subject says that it is good to have strain in the arms. 
Appendix 4 gives a listing of the total rationales 
given by subjects to justify incorrect choices of pictures 
and the number of times that each fault:¥ explanation was 
used per picture, surrm1ed across all groups. 
The rnaj or findings from appendix 4 are as follows: 
(i) Anderson believed that many people misunderstood 
the basis of rest and relaxation and held the belief , 
that a body which was allowed to sag was relaxed 
(Anderson 1) . He argued strongly that sagging 
increases the load on spinal joints and deeper 
muscles. decreases free circulation of the blood 
due to the increased tension in muscles which are 
stretched and also leads to an increase in static 
~1scular work to stabilise joints and the 
attachment of limbs. 
His comments regarding the extent of this miscon-
ception are supported by the wrong answers to 
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1 11,. 12 and 14 in, which sagging, · slumping pictures ; 
(ii) 
t are equated with being relaxed or slouching pos ures 
and this is labelled good. 
grPat deal of confusion regarding the There was a -
use of the arms predominantly d..u.c-J~ 
and the results showed that a 
. here is that 'a greater use of 
major misconception 
t · 1 or the arms are the arms leads to less backs rain 
I . , It .is as if the arms are 'taking the weight strain. 
th rest of the body 
seen as somehow separate from e 
fact th
at any forces carried by the arms 
and the 
the ground and that 
must ultimately be transmitted to 
the shoulder joint 
of arm · and attachment points 
muscles must be stabilised are disregarded. This 
finding is supported by th b o er o servations e.g. the 
shop floor observations ( see page_l 93.) found that 
many people work with their elbows jutting out. 
(iii) There we:r-e other misconceptions regarding the way 
that forces are transmitted through the body. 
Kinetically speaking an unskill ed movement involves 
dissipating energy in contracting muscles not 
essential for the work being done, whereas the 
skilled performer employs a minimum amount of 
muscular effort. So, for example, straight or 
efficiently stabilised limbs should be used where 
possible to transmit forces from the point of 
application to the ground, and fatiguing static 
contractions of major surface muscles to stabilise 
limbs should be avoided, or reduced. The subjects 
did perceive that in many cases more work was done 
in certain limbs (kinetically wasteful). 
However this was said to be good. They were thus 
adopting a 'brute force' approach to judging the 
quality of a posture. So for example 6A was said to 
be the better because the arms were 'more powerful'; 
Picture 8B was said to be the better because 'he is 
1 (while it may look 
applying more force or pressure 
as if he is working harder, and he may well be 
expanding more energy, the force exerted cannot be 
greater than the weight of the body alone). 15B was 
'more power from the legs' or the 'strain 
said to show 
h arms
',· 14B was described as using 
is taken byte 
'power ·from the arms' • 
(iv) It is an indictment of move.-nent patterns and postures 
commonly found on shop floor s that the justification 
'It's more natural' was chosen to explain incorrect 
choices. See for example r esponses to pictures l; 2; 
4; 7 and 13) . 
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(v) I can find no explanation that accounts for the finding 
on picture 13 that 6 subjects opted for the incorrect 
choice (b) on the grounds that i t i nvo lved 'less 
stretching or reaching ; . It s eems t hat although they 
could appreciate that raising the a r ms above the head 
was going to involve work the y could not appreciate 
that considerable static muscular work was going to 
be needed tc keep the arms extended h o rizontally . 
Figure 25. Table RoSPA questionnaire results - success of training. 
'L6977 90378 
I 
PRE POST PRE 
DON 'T WHONG ERRORS DON'T WRONG ERRORS DON'T WRONG ERRORS DON ' T 
KIWI-/ KNOW KNOW KNOW 
1 3 2 5 0 0 0 1 Lf 5 0 
2 3 2 5 0 0 0 2 3 5 0 
3 3 2 5 0 l l l l 2 0 
4 2 3 5 0 0 0 l 3 4 0 
5 0 2 2 0 0 0 l 0 l 0 
G 2 1, 6 0 0 0 l 3 4 . 0 
7 1 2 3 0 0 0 l 0 l 0 
8, 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 l l 0 
10 1 1 2 0 l l l l 2 0 
11 1 l 2 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 
12 l 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 2 l 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 
15 0 l l 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 
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TRAINEE QUESTION R26977 R90378 SHOP 
INSPECTORS FLOOR MEAN % 
No % No % No % No % 
1 5 31 5 31 12 24 15 22 
2 5 31 5 31 12 7 29 43 
3 5 31 2 1 3 3 10 13 19 
4 5 31 4 25 12 24 22 33 
5 2 13 1 6 4 14 12 18 
6 6 37 4 25 15 52 20 30 
7 3 19 1 6 0 0 2 3 
8 3 19 0 0 8 28 9 13 
9 2 13 1 6 4 14 · 9 13 
10 2 1 3 2 13 0 0 4 6 
11 2 13 1 6 2 7 4 6 
12 1 6 0 0 2 7 4 6 
1 3 3 19 0 0 7 24 13 19 
14 0 0 2 1 3 6 21 6 9 
15· 1 6 2 1 3 7 24 8 12 
NUMBER SUBJECTS 16 16 29 67 
ERRORS/SUBJECT 2 . 8 1.9 3.2 2 . 5 
Figure 26: Table of questionnaire results showing 
number and percent of errors on eac11 
question for RoS?A , trainee inspector 
















CHAPTER 12: ASSESSMENT OF ROSPA TRAI NING _ 
YIDEO ANAL:(SIS 
12.1 IN'rRODUCTION 
The questionnaire results reported i n Chapter 11 
provided a superficial val idation of kinetics c ourses 
and demonstrated the ability of s ubjects to understand 
some kinetic concepts and recognize the differen ces 
between good and bad move ment s whe n judged visually on 
certain kinetic criteria. 
The purpose of this sectio n was t o provide an assessment 
of the subjects' ability to l e arn kinetic movement skills. 
The primary method used to meas ure ski lls acquisition was 
to video record the subjects prior t o t raining and again 
at the end of a week's training and score them using a 
specially designed scale and slow mot i on analys i s . 
12.2 CHOICE OF TASK STUDIED 
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The activity chosen for analysis was that of lifting a box, 
which was selected for the followin g r easons: 
(i) it requir€s minimum space and e quipment and is 
therefore ~asily standardis ed. 
(ii) It is a single activity wh:i.ch cover s a broad 
range of important kine tic c r i teria . 
(iii) Earlier sections of this thesis have questioned 
h methods used to train this the e fficacy of ot e r 
. moveme nt. Although it seems to b e a simple act there 
is still much uncertainty a nd co;,trov'ersy surrounding 
the rival me thod s advocated . A question which runs 
s the q uantity and 
beneath all such argume nts c o nc e rn 
quality of training required to produce any 
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demonstrable change in th e trainees' skills . By 
choosing a lift as the t d 
s an ard activity to assess 
kinetics it was 'b possi le simultaneously to collect 
answers to a number of subs 'd' . . i iary questions relating 
to the quality of industrial tr . . . aining. These results 
are described in section 12 _5 _ 
12.3 METHOD 
The subject's task was to lift a smooth faced 351b tote box 
(25 x 25 x 30 cm) from a standard position on the floor, 
and place it on a table 96 cm high. 
Using available light the subjects were video recorded using 
a Sony Rover Camera. Additionally a black and white 
photograph was taken using a Minolta SRTl0l camera and HPS 
film, as the box left the floor. The cameras were to the 
subjects' left at right angles to t he plane of the lift . 
Behind the subject was a white screen and under their feet a 
sheet, both with a black 25 cm grid on them. This was to 
give the recording vertical and horizontal axes and scale 
ana to facilitate analysis of body segment movements . 
The video tapes were r e played on a monitor using a 'National 
Panasonic' video edit unit. This had a slow-motion facility 
capable of a continuous range of settings, from normal 
spe ed to frozen frame . Most of the analyses were carried 
out using the setting whereby 1 frame bar at a time was 
fed to the mon itor. 1 fr ame bar is equal to two complete 
scans o f the picture, which in turn equals one field and 
there are 50 fi e lds a second. This effectively puts a time 
base on the picture , allowing the time for a particular 
t . of an obJ'ect to be measured . movement, o r the accelera ion 
12.4 CRITERIA FOR ANALYSIS 
Fo~lowing a pilot study on 15 b 
su jects pre and post training 
recordings were made on f 
our courses covering 60 subjects. 






11 criteria derived from the content 
kinetic lift. of the 
Distance of th~ load centre of gravity from the 
base of the spine. 
Angles of body segments. 
Sequence of movement of body segments. 
SUBSIDIARY STUDIES 
Before describing the analysis criteria in detail it is 
necessary to introduce some of the subsidiary studies 
which were performed on the training courses. 
Other parts of this thesis have identified a continuum 
of training complexity in lifting and handling, ranging 
from posters, through booklets and pamphlets to instructor 
based training courses of varying length. One of these 
levels has been examined already (the Back Pain Association 
lifting manual study; see page 112 ). 
Two further levels of training were examined in this 
section of the data collection. In addition to the pre 
training measures of naive lift, and post training 
measures of kinetic lift the following measures were taken 
on two of the four ROSPA courses. 
Immediately after the naive lift had been video recorded 
the subjects on one course were instructed to lift the 
box again keeping their back as straight as possible. On 
the other course the subjects were handed a six point drill 
card of the type: normally distributed in wage packets 
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(shown below ) given five minutes to study it , a nd 
asked to lift according to the instructions shown on t he 
card. In both cases the resulting lifts were vide o r ecorded 
and photographed according · to standard protocol. 
Lw,,...,.. P.'" 1~ trMurH.,i DRntl 
SIX RULES FOR SAFE EASY LIFTING 
1 CJJ1~;,,..M'l ~. • SIZE UP THE .!0 8 Obstructions, greasy floors? 
Sharp edges. nails? If too 
heavy, get help. 
~ 
i~ 
d. ST AND flR~\LY 
Close to load, feet about 
12 in. apart. One fool ahead 
of the other in direction of 
move. 
BEND TH E KNEES ~-
~ ep your back straight. · &~•f:\ 





-=J GET A FIRM GRIP ~~""' 
~se whole of fingers. not w 
to body. Grip diagonally , 
Just the tips. Keep load clo►•• ; .. -\ ·· •. ..,\ 
5 LIFT WITH YOUR LEGS 
Lift by straightening legs 
Use impetus of lift to mo~e 
oft in required direction. 
► 
r- PUTTlNG T~tNGS u DOW~ 
Back straight. Legs bent 
Avoid trapped fingers-put 




CARRY THIS CARD UNTIL 
SAFE, eASY LIFTING DAILL 
COMES NATURALLY TO YOU 
The drill card used. Both sides are shown actual 
size. It is a plastic backed card designed to 
go into a wage packet or overall pocket. 
12.6 KINEI'It CRITERIA 
In order to explain the 11 criteria used to evaluate the 
video recordings of the box lift, a summary of a Kine tic 
Lift is given, followed by a detailed description of the 
criteria. 
12.6.1 SUMMARY OF A KINETIC LIFT 
1 4n ~ i 
In accord with other kinetic :r.iovements the first principle 
of the Kinetic Lift is that it is a base movement. 
Movement towards the object begins by relaxing both knees 
and advancing one foot towards (or past) the object to be 
lifted. As the hands are lowered towards the object 
relaxation spreads progressively to hips, trunk, shoulders 
and finally to the neck. The final lowering of the head 
causes tension in the spinal muscles and thus stimulates 
a stretch reflex which leads into the first stage in the 
lifting action which is the raising of the head, followed 
by the shoulder and trunk and finally straightening of the 
knees. Thus the whole movement consists of smooth and 
progressive relaxation from the base upwards (ankles and 
knees), followed by progressive elevation of head, shoulders 
and trunk, hips and knees. 
12.6.2 DETAILED DECRIPTION OF KINETIC LIFT 
All kinetic actions are 'base movements'; these are defined 
as:-
'Actions which begin by relaxation of the knees and 
Of the feet, so that balance is automatic adjustment 
· d eff1.'cient adJ'ustment of the maintained by relaxation an 
body weight. ,r (Anderson 45). These are the opposite of 
'top-heavy' actions which can be defined as actions 'in 
l]..mbs, head or upper part of the body which the upper 
knees are 
relaxed and the feet move so that 
bend before the 
d by St].
'ffening of the lower limbs and 
balance is maintaine 
back. ' (Anderson op cit) • 
14 8 
The drawing below illusttates _ 'stages' of the 
ll'ft as demonstrated b h 
Y t e ROSPA instructor , together 
with descriptions of the lift. This figure fulfills two 
functions. First it helps to explain what a kinetic lift is. 
Second . it shows how the eleven criteria u sed to assess the 
subjects' acquisition of this skill were derived. The 
criteria used for analysis are represented by the letters 
A - K shown in brackets and the numbers link the text to the 
frames shown in stages of the lift. 
The line drawings which illustrate this section of the 
thesis were achieved by attaching an acetate overlay to t he 
video screen and accurately tracing the outline of body 
segments. The acetate was then transferre d to positive 
copy and photo-reduced. This technique was used to avoid 
the potential of distortion of body shape and limb size 
found in some training literature which had used freehand 
illustrations (see page 102) 
(A) 
2 3 
l·~•base' the head and trunk are erect, the The approach -
to adjust, forming a base knees relax allowing the feet 
itself in a balanced into which· the body can lower 
fashion (1). 
(B) One foot is behind the box and one to its side, both 
feet pointing forwards (2). 
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(C) The rest of the body begins to lower in a base fashion 
(from the base upwards) ankle and knee flexion (2) are 
followed by flexion of thigh and back (3) and finally:-
(D) The head is allowed to drop, allowing the shoulders to 
sag and thus the hands and arms to fall lower (4); the 
left hand can tilt the box and:-
(E) The right hand reaches under the box, the grip is· 
oblique, ~nd- palmar (not just 
finger ends used). One hand is 
under the box supporting its weight 
(the right hand in 5) . The other is 
ready to pull the box into the 
body (left hand 5). The head is the 
last part to drop, and therefore :-
(F) The upward movement 
-I begins with the head and 
the 'headlock' is used. 
\ This is assisted by a 
smoother reflex initiated 
d (6) . The 
I headlock' is as ~ he head was dropped own 
of the head and 
achieved by gently raising the top 
tucking the chin in, 
straightening the whole spine and 
I t further automatically raises the not merely the neck . 
the shoulders for more efficient 
chest and conditions 
arm action. (Anderson undated) . . 
(G) The back should therefore be straight throughout the 
UPWARD MOVEMENT (6). 
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(H) The load bearing arm (right in 6) is straight to transmit 
force rather than to raise the box independently and the 
left as straight as possible but beginning to bring the 
load towards the body. The upward movement is therefore 
the reverse of the down and there is prog~essive 
extension of the body (7). 
(I) Thrust from the rear foot (right in 8) begins the 
follow through as the subject moves in the direction 
in which he is going to walk. 
(J) There should be no marked unstability of the box, 
(K) or the person during the movement. 
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Criteria Band E. Hand and 
feet positions were recorded for 
quick reference, on coding forms (see below ) : - showing 
on the left a skeleton box and on the right a plan of the 
floor markings. Coding was based on 
the following rules. 
>< 
(ii) Foot position >< = 
-+- = 
~ = 
12.6.3 ADDITIONAL NOTE : 
(i) Gr1.· p solid line shows 
pa.rts of the hands in view 
dotted parts out of view 
(coding was supplemented 
by notes taken during 
I 
the session to check on the 
hand away from the camera.). 
centre of foot if pointing 
forwards 
for feet not pointing forwards, 
the cross is the foot centre, the 
long arm showing the direction of 
point 
on 'tiptoe-' (heel raised). Point 
shows direction. 
CRITERION C 
In assessing whether or not the body lowered in a base 
fashion the following criterion was adopted; in order for the 
movement to be classified as 'base' the knee relaxation 
(flexion) had rto begin before the hands were lowered by other 
means (back inclination/ flexion). However using this 
dichotomy (Top heavy/ Base) it was realised that a lot of 
subjects failed .on it at the end of the course although many 
of them showed a marked improvement. An index of 'Top-
heaviness' was therefore devised and this consisted of the 
number of degrees that the trunk inclined from the vertical 
(thus lowering the hands) before the knees began to flex. 
I 
12.6.4 VALIDATION OF KINETIC CRITERIA (A-K) 
A pilot study was made by doing a post training video on 
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one course of fifteen subJ'ects. In addition to the standard 
lift the pilot study examined a pulling acti· on, a pushing 
action, and another form f 1 0 ift which was much faster (one 
handed lift picking up a light object such as a duster). 
A total of 40 criteria were examined, the 11 A-K criteria 
shown here and another 29 criteria for the other actions. 
The results were scored by me and one month later by the 
ROSPA instructor. Comparison of scoring showed good inter-
rater reliability. Out of 600 observations (equals 15 
s~bjects on 40 criteria) there were only 30 discrepancies. 
The majority (25) of the discrepancies occurred on the 
29 criteria which did not subsequently appear in the main 
study because the movements they related to were not 
used in the final validation. 
The other five discrepancies related to criterion C and 
concerned the decision about whether the body lowered in a 
base fashion or not. The introduction of the 'index of top 
heaviness' referred to above resolved these discrepancies. 
The dropping of the other three movements did ~ot come about 
because of the discrepancies in scores. ROSPA could only 
make a thirty minute period available pre and post training 
which restricted the recording to one movement and the lift 
was selected for the reasons enumerated on page 143 • It was 
necessary to record the subjects pre training to see if any 
of the 'kinetic criteria' were exhibited in 'naive' groups. 
In the summary of results which follows both pre and post 
training groups will be described. 
12.6.5 RESULTS: KINETIC CRITERIA 
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The results are summarised in Figure 27 {o/leaf) 
In the table kinetic criteria A-K are shown in the circles, 
and the numbers in the boxes refer to the nur:iber of 
subjects who failed or passed on tha.t criteria. In cases 
where the improved box is filled in this indicates that the 
subject had moved towards the positive pole of the criterion 
on that measure (post training compared with pre training} 
but not far enough to justify a pass. 
(i} On criterion C; of the 55 subjects who were top heavy 
at the start of the course the mean index of top 
heaviness (angle of inclination· of back from vertical) 
was 45°. The 9 who improved moved from a mean index 
55° to a mean of 35°. 
(ii) The recorded changes in kinetic criteria show an 
overall improvement o ·f 70~~ of the failed criteria 
converted to passes. However, the criteria which 
showed the least improvement , C (53%} and t (45%) 
(the top-heavy/base criterion and the head-lock} are 
two of the most important criteria of kinetics, which 
are fundamental to its whole philosophy; while criteria 
B and E, the foot and handpositions, which show most 
l
·mprovement (B, 74%} and (E, 86%} are static percentage 
and easily corn.~unicable criteria. 
h Passed on all criteria at The number of subjects w o 
the end of training was 6. A further 4 can be added if 
-j. least showed improvement on 
those subj.ects, who a~ 
they d
id not pass, are taken into account. 
all criteria 
Figure 27: Table showing Video anal . res ults; 
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- - ysis 11 c r iteria . 
@ BEFORE TRAINING AFTER TRAINING 
I 
@ BffilRE TRAINHt WTER TAAINl~1j 
FAILE). C C2'J ll'l'P!MD. FAllfD.t IT] IM'flD'IE'l. 
_[ID Pl\SSED. rn:J__ PftSSED. 
. 
I 1 I FAILED. I 3 I FAILED. 
P/\SSED.~CCJ PASSED. 
c:>'1 FAILED. ' -
PJ\SSED.~O?Cl PA$SE!). 
c;:>'I FAILED. 
@ BEFORE TRAINIMS AffiR TRAINING @ BEFDRE TRAINlt-¥3 AFTER TRAINING 
FAILED. c CT7 IM'RMIJ. FAILED. C C2'J l,'l'RO\i8l. 
, OD. PASSED. [El_ PASSED. 
1 11 !_FAILED. I 21 l FA!L:!). 
PASSED. C:0-C 07 PASSED. 
{Z1 FAILED. 
PASSED.~c::::====,_ PASSED. 
c:::->t FA ILED. 
@ BEFORE TRAINING AFlER TRAINING ® BEFORE TRAIN! ~ AFTER TAAINING 
FAILED. C 07 1 i'PRlllfll. FAIL£D. C C?1 (ll'Rmli:!l. 
D7J P,l\SSED. : . PoJ-PASSED. 
I 2 I FAILED. I 26 J FAILED. · 
PASSED.~OD PASSED. 
t7' I FAILED. 
P,\SSED. ~ra:J_PASSED.. 
. · c:-> i FA I LED. 
@ BEFORE T!¾ I NI NG AFTER TRAINING @·BEFORE TRAINI~ AFiER TRA l N HKi 
FAILEJ.CIZJ IM'RfMJJ. FAIL£D. t c:::::'l IM'R!MD. 
· Q3:LPASS8J. : _GD-PASSE!). 
l73J FAILED. I s :J FAILED. 
PASSED. I 11 I 
1 
· : CTD .. .PASSED. 
c:;:;::iFA I~-
PASSED.~[F]_DA$SED. 
f 4 Lf'A!CTD. 
0 BE!=ORE TPM NI t'f AFTER TRAINING Q) BEFORE TAAlNit{; AFiER TRAlN'.''2 





P~.SSED. ou-c 0"6J PASSE]. PASSED.~ 00-:ASscD. 
I 2 1-FAIG . 
CCLr-All.8. 
·- @ BSC:ORE TRMNUS ~~. T~l lli'lj @ BEPJr~ TrAl 1\ I :{G 11FTER TRAINING 
FAILD-~OD.- ,,Pc1u/2l. 
FA!L':!l. CG?'J IIPf!J'iEJ. 
DIJ_P/\SSED. 
@D..P;\SSEJ. 
TOTALS · , 
. [Tl_FAILED. \ 
all criteria. OTil_rAILED. 
•-. 
PASS8). 0£:t [FL?ASSETI. j P/\SSED.om-c0¥J_PASSED. . o:J-FAILED. ,. 
o:LFA!ill). 
i 
Pre and post train ing mea s u res 
tota l f ai l ures and passes . 
15 Of the remainder, the number of subjects who at the 
the end of training: 
failed on one criteria was 16 
failed on 2 criteria was 14 
failed on 3 criteria was 14 
failed on 4 criteria was 4 
fail.ed on 5 criteria was 1 
Thus after one week of training there are clear and 
highly significant improvements in subjects movements, 
but many trainees are still showing some fundamental 
errors. 
(iii) 80% (22) of the subjects who failed on criterion D 
post training had considerable prior exposure to six 
point drill training techniques. It is impossible to 
quantify the amount of exposure that they had had, 
so this observatton must remain anecdotal. It does 
however re--inforce the link between six point drill 
techniques, ridgidity of movement, and interference 
with the 'learning of kinetic techniques. Because they 
had always been taught to lift by keeping the back 
and head straight as one rigid unit they therefore 
found it very difficult to consciously drop their 
heads as required by the kinetic lift. 
(iv) On Criterion F, the 26 who failed at the end of the 
course did so because, instead of performing a 'head-
lock' and gently elongating the neck and spine they 
'threw' their heads back, thus .causing an acutely 
angled neck and cervical compression. The prevalence 
of this mistake was .partly explained by a slow motion 
analysis of the instructors movements. He had always 
been video taped on each kinetics course and the 
. 
analysis of his tape showed this 
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manouevre to be the ' · 1 · weakest link' in his 1ft, there being a 
tendency to 'throw' the head 
back rather than execute a good headlock. 
(v) The marked improvements on m easures J and K (instability of 
box and person respectively) confirm th b . 
e o servation made at 
normal speed that a kinetic lift is sm th 
· 00 er and more stable. 
l2.7 OTHER CRITERIA: 12.7.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The criteria 2, 3&4 were used_ to assess not only naive and post 
training lifts, but al so lifts following the simple~ straight back, 
instruction and the drill card presentation. (Called 'straight back' 
and 'six point drill' lifts respectively in the following discussion) 
The basis of these criteria are explained below. 
12.7.2. CRITERION 11 2 11 DISTANCE OF LOAD 
The amount of torque at any joint is dependent on the amount of 
force multiplied by the moment arm of that force, (Chaffin;l973) 
several workers have demonstrated that this maxim means that 
the bending moment at the lumbosacral joint, and corresponding 
forces required on the muscles of the low back to counteract this 
torque ,·will increase as the distance (measured in the sagittal 
plane) between the load centre of gravity and the 1.umbosacral 
joint increases. Tichauer (1971) (1976); Park (1975). 
A series of measurements were therefore made (criterion'2') 
of the distance between the load centre and the lumbosacral joint. 
This distance is j s illustrated by ·.measure dl in figure 28 {o/leaf). 
Scaled measurements were made from the video replays along 
the horizontal line which joined a point vertically over the 
load centre ( indicated by cross lines and a contrasting spot 
marker) with a point formed where an imaginary line in the 
sagittal plane coincident with the anterior surface of the 
flexed thigh intersected the surface of the back. This latter 
point normally falls between the skin overlying L3 and the palpable 
tip of the sacrum. In an ideal experiment external anatomical 
markers would have been used but time restrictions precluded this· 
A trial using such markers to compare. video measures with physical 
measures using calipers demonstrated that the mean error in this 
measure did not exceed 5~. Repeat video measures confirmed this. 
12 · 7 -3 . CRITERION'3' ANGLES OF BODY SEGMENTS. 
Th the box left the floor e video replay was frozen at the moment 
and th · the continuous e angles 1-3(fig.28) measured using 
protractor shown. 
This protractor consisted of a fixed outer scale with a datum 
. 0 
line for O degre es, and a second datum capable of moving 
through 3 60° attache d at a c entral reference point. With 
the aid of this d evice, a nd marking the video screen with 
water soluble pens the following angles were measured . 
(1) The inclination of t he trunk axis from the vertical. 
(2) The angle between t he t r unk axis in (1) and the thigh 
mid line. 
(3) The angle between the t high midline in (2) and calf 
ankle mj_dline at the knee joint (knee flexion}. 
Angles 1 and 3 (in which I was \!"[\Ost interested} could be 
measured with an accuracy of :3° . The thigh angle 
measurement (2) was less robus t. This was because filming 
was only done from one side, and ot her observations showed 
that subj ects kept right and l e ft knee flexion the same, 
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at the expense of different right and l eft thigh and ankle 
angles in assymetric lifting actions. Fo r this reason thigh 
angle was discarded in later 
12. 7. 4 CRITERION .' 4' SEQUENCE OF MOVEMENT OF BODY 
SEGMENTS 
1 !:: 8 - v 
This criterion evolved from the b 
o servations that a kinetic 
lift was smoother and more stable than other types of lift. 
It seemed that in some lifts, notably those in which the 
knees became hyper flexed at the lowest point of the lift, 
most instability occurred at the point where the knee first 
tried to extend from this position, often seeming to cause 
a delay in the lift. To test this further a series of 
measurements were taken of the time (in 1/50 second units) 
for the box to be raised through the first 50cm of the lift. 
The hypothesis was that a six point drill lift involving 
considerable knee flexion should be significantly slower 
due to the limbs (predominantly the knees) attempting to 
extend from the extreme inner range of their flexion. On 
this criterion the six point drill lift did prove to be 
significantly slower than the naive lift, and the Human 
Kinetic lift was significantly faster. 
However as the counts were made of frame by frame movement 
it became apparent that in many cases the knees were 
extending but no appreciable movement of the box was 
occurring. The initial speculation was that the inefficiency 
of a joint like the knee starting a movement from its 
extreme inner range led to extension of the knee before the 
lift proper began. Criterion 4 was devised to study these 
11 Its protocol follows. phenomena more systematica Y· 
Of t he tapes showed that the movement of Further analysis 
d ~y various combinations in the box could be achieve ~ 
different orders of : 
(i) h 
naturally is accompanied 
. of the knee, whic Extension 
(ii) 
(iii) 
by extension of the leg on the thigh (to prevent 
the subject falling ,over forwards), (L) 
Extension of the thigh on the leg ( indicated by the 
trunk inclination moving towards the vertical), (T) 
Extension of the back (1.'f 1.· t was initially flexed) 
(B) 
(iv) Flexion of the arms at the elbows. (A) 
A Classification shorthand was devised, based en the order 
in which these four factors operated. They were represented 
respectively by the letters L, T, B, and A. The following 
rules were observed: Actions which took place together (at 
the same time) were put in brackets together. Any action in 
which the joint(s) concerned passed through 50% of thei r 
range before other joints were mobilized was not bracketed . 
(This is a conservative c _riterion as in almost every case 
of independent action the joint(s) passed through more than 
70% of their range before other actions started). If the 
actions could not be separated by the above criteria, but 
one, or one set, was still slightly ahead, linked brackets 
were used. 
12.7.5 RESULTS FOR CRITERIA 2: 3 AND 4 
12.7.5.1 CRITERION 2 
An additional piece of evidence supporting Human Kinetics 
is results O f this section. The table furnished by the 
on the foll owing page (fig 29 ) shows that in the Human 
:W 
Kinetic lift the distance , d,' is significantly smaller than 
( 0 .005). No such reduction is in the subjects' naive lift P 
· t d ·11 method (p = N. S .) . evinced by the six po1.n r1. 
* . - R131178 & R26379 to compare 
Students t t est; Grouping dat~ for cour~es data for courses R80578 & 
pre training and six point dril l. Groupi~g ·ning and Human Kinetics. 
Rl0778 & R131178 & R26379 to compare pre rai . 
Figure 29: Results for cri·t · erion 2 . 
· COURSE CODE SUBJECTS N 
Distance (d~ ems 
x S.D. 
PRE TRAINING 
R80578 33 - 47 15 62 5 
R10778 63 - 77 15 61 6 
R131178 78 - 89 12 64 9 
R26379 90 - 108 19 62 6 
SIX POINT DRILL 
R131178 78 - 89 12 61 8 
R26379 90 - 108 19 61 6 
POST KINETIC TRAINING 
R90378 (pilot) 17 - 32 16 57 8 
R80578 33 - 47 15 53 8 
R10778 63 - 77 15 55 6 
Rl31178 78 - 89 12 58 4 
R26379 90 - 108 19 61 7 
KINETICS INSTRUCTOR* D.P. 5 50 4 
*The last result reported in the table is that of the 
instructor. Over a two year period he was videod on 5 
courses. His skill at this particular movement is reflected 
by his relatively small measure for 'd,' . 
12.7.5.2 CRITERION 3 
All of these measurements were taken at the moment of the 
box left the floor. A great help in this stage of the measure-
ment would have been a circuit which used a small switch 
underneath the box to fire a motor driven camera at the 
instant the box left the floor and simultaneously flash a 
bright light-emitting diode in the visual field of the video 
camera. Unfortunately this equipment was not available at the 
time the data was collected and the moment of leaving the 
floor had to estimated from visual examination of the video . 
Gf 
The results are summarised in 
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fig 30 shown below and in 
the graphs of simultaneous 
frequency distribution (fig 31 ) 
The numbers in each ~ell f ~ o the mat · r1x on fi'g 31 f re er to 
the number of subjects who showed that 








AFTER ' SIX POINTS' 
DRILL TRAI NING 
NUMBERS 
N 
33 47 15 
63- 77 ].5 
78- 89 12 
90-108 19 
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R2-3 79 31 61 
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on all 5 courses 
17- 32 16 
33- 47 15 
63- 77 15 


































Back , thigh and. knee angles , means and standard deviations. 
Figure 30 shows the means and standard deviations of angles 
in naive (pre training) , six point drill a!'ld post kinetic 
training. In the six point drill section course code 
R26379 was given the more si)mplistic instruction 'keep your 
back as straight as possible and the course coded R1311 78 
was given the full drill card. These two groups are combined 








Figure 31 Simultaneous fre!=J.uency d . 
of BACK and KNEE - - istributions - angles. 
I 
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Analysis of variance on the data presented i·n p· 
igure 30 
comparing inclination of the trunk from t · 
' ver ical for naive 
•six point drill' and human kinetics gro h . ups sowed highly 
significant (beyond 0.05 level) differences b t e ween both 
methods of lifting and subjects. The analysis of variance 
table is presented below; 
Source of variation Sum of squares df Variance F 
Between m.ethods 3645 2 1822.5 16.6 
Between subiects 14889 28 531.75 4.84 
Interaction 6152 56 109.9 
TOTAL 24686 86 
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A Tukey test confirmed that the significant between group 
difference was a result of the ' six point drill' lift where 
angle of inclination differed from either of the other two 
methods of lift. (which did not differ significantly from each 
other on this measure). The finding of a between subject 
difference confirms observations made of lifting behaviour that 
subjects produce widely different responses to the treatments. 
The frequency distributions (figure 31) suggest a linear 
correlation between degree of trunk inclination and degree of 
flexion at the knee. This was indeed the case and for this 
reason AOV was not repeated for knee flexion in criterion'3'. 
The coefficients of linear correlation were as follows; 
(i) Naive back inclination/knee flexion .... r= 0.67(p=0.01) 
(ii)6PD back inclination/knee flexion ..... r= 0.88(p=o.001) 
(iii)Kinetic back inclination/knee flexion.r= 0.8l(p=0.001) 
The increased significance levels of r in (ii) and {iii) are 
because the back is straighter and the feet and arm positions 
are more standardised. 
These results confirm that to reach under a load at floor 
level subjects ha.ve a choice of either flexing their knees or 
inclining their trunks. The 6PD training results in a trunk 
inclination which is significantly more erect,and hence more 
acutely flexed knees than either namive or kinetic lifts. This 
supports the contention that 6PD training may increase the 
risk of injury to the knee while trying to protect the back 
(see page 103). The results also contradict the common 
stereotype that a subjects naive lift will be performed by 
keeping the legs straight and 'stooping'• In fact as figure 31 
shows the range of behaviours is much wider with approxiA.ately 
40 per cent of the subjects performing a naive lift with 
considerable flexion of the knee(between 42 and 49 degrees of 
f
. d by reference to figures 32 and 
flexion). This can be con irme 
. six point drill. 'straight 
33 which show photographs for naive, 
back' and Human Kinetic l ifts for 
two complete ROSPA 
courses . The subjects a umb re n ered 1-16 and Al-A8. 
With reference to the h t p . o ographs the following points are 
worth noting: 
1) The red line on each photograph 1.·s drawn vertically 
through the centre of the box in its restj_ng position. This 
line was also used on the video overlays and was a 
considerable aid in determining criteria like kinetic(I) . 
The static nature of many of the naive and six point drill 
lifts is shown by the fact that in many cases the box 
moves up and backwards, whereas in the kinetic lifts the 
subjects tend to get much nearer to, and over the box, so 
that it moves forwards when lifted. 
2) The simple instruction to keep the back as straight as 
possible does not seem to have much influence on the 
straightness of subjects' backs. However it does have a 
number of other results. In some subjects it produced 
bizarre results e.g. subject 16 . In others it resulted in 
a more erect back, for example subjects 5, 8, 9, 10, 13 
and 15. In some subjects it seemed to 'switch on' their 
memories about the way 'they are supposed to lift' and they 
perform the stereotyped 'good lift' e.g. subjects 6 and 11. 
3) As an instructional device the six point drill card 
seemed to produce a good improvement when scored on its own 
internal criteria, with 50% of failed criteria converted to 
passes. The passes and failures pre and post training are 
shown on five criteria (de f i ned in the way they are 
described -on the drill card) in 
Figure 34(page 171) 
BACK STRAIGHT 
AFTER ONE WEEKS 
KINETIC TRAINING 
65 
Figure 32: showing sixteen subjects ·Ql-4 on this page) 
on one RoSPA course (1979) three methods of lifting 











Figure 32: showing sixteen subjects (5 -8 this page) 
on one RoSPA course (1979) ;three methods of lifting. 
16 
PRE TRAINI NG : BACK STRAI GHT 
AFTER ONE WEEKS 










Figure 32: showing sixteen subj ects (9-12 this page) 
on one RoSPA course (1979); three methods of lifting . 
14 
PRE TRAINING! BACK STRAIGHT 
I 











Figure 32; showing sixteen subjects(l3-16 this page) 
on one RoSPA course(1979); three methods of lifting. 
. _?RE _ TRAINING I AFTER SIX POINT! 
.. DRILL CARD 
AFTER ONE WEEKS 
KINETIC TRAINING 
"\ 
Figure 33: Photographs showing eleven subjects 
A(l-5 this page) on one RoSPA course (1978); 
three methods of lifting. 
16!} 
PRE TRAINING AFTER SIX POINT 
DRILL CARD 
AFTER ONE WEEKS 
KINETIC TRAINING 
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Figure 33: Photographs showing eleven subjectsA<6-ll this 
page) on one RoSPA course (1978); three methods of lifting. 
All the subjects had s d - ome egree of prior exposure to six 
or similar tech . point drill - niques a nd this is reflected in 
the finding that summed over the whole group the pre 
training pass rate on th . . e criteria examined was 42%. 
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SUBJECT A; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 Totals 
CRITERIA 
Stand N X X X X 0 0 0 X X 3 
Firmly p 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 6 
Straight N X X X X X 0 X 0 0 3 
Back p 0 X X X X 0 0 0 0 5 
Bend N 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 6 
knees p 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 I 0 0 8 
I 
Chin N X X X X X 0 X X 0 2 
In p 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 6 
Firm N 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 X 5 
grip p 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Total N 2 2 1 5 3 3 3 19 
nasses: p 5 2 2 2 2 5 5 4 5 32 
Legend: N= Naive lift; P= After reading card 
X= Fails on that criteria; O= Passes on that 
criteria 
Figure 34. Table of results for evaluation of'six point . 
drill ' instructional card scored on its own criteria. 
It must be stressed however that 'improvement' on six point 
drill criteria may be compatible with getting worse on 
kinetic criteria. 
4) Subjects who had been exposed to a considerable amount 
of kinetics training in the past showed little change on 
'straight back' and 'six point drill'. Examples here are 
subjects 5; 12, 13, A6. subjects A8 and A9 who also had 
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considerable kinetics training refused to attempt the six 
point drill believing it to be dangerous, which is why there 
are only two photographs shown for them . 
5) However as shown by the final section of the video 
analysis (criterion 4; which follows ) a purely visual 
assessment based on any one stage of the lift, or even on 
the whole lift can be very misleading. Even the subjects 
with prior kinetic training who seemed to show little change 
over the three photographs are demonstrably different when 
analysed on other c~iteria. 
12. 7. 5. 3 CRITERION 4: SEQUENCE OF MOVEMENTS OF BODY 
SEGMEN'rS 
Application of the shorthand described on page 159 resulted 
in the identification of 27 types of lift and these are 
shown in figure 35 together with the number of subjects 
exhibiting that type of lift in each of the categories 
'naive', 'six point drill ' and 'kinetic ' . 
12.7.6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: CRITERION 4 
The occurrence of 27 types of lift indicates that classifi~ 
cation of a lift by body position at the lowest point of 
the lift is a gross oversimplification. 
There were 23 types of naive lift, 16 types of six point 
drill lift and 7 types of kinetic lift. 
The coding fo
r a good kinetic lift would b e (LT). 
and the 
•second best' kinetic lifts which 
Summing these • 
involved some back flexion and are coded (LT B) reveals 
that ?S % of the subjects achieved these types post training, 
compared with (15%) pre training . 
.. 
No of subjects 
Shorthand 8 u 
notation: lil 
z H 
H E-< ::> 0 lil 
'fype of H p.. z 
lift action ~ 
H 
\() :::.: 
(L T) 6 4 36 
(L T B) 3 3 11 
L (T B) 8 3 3 
(A L) (T B) 4 6 -
(L T A B) 2 2 4 
A L (T B) 4 2 -
(A L T) 2 - 4 
L T 3 1 1 
L (T B A) 4 1 -
A (L T B) 3 1 -
L T B 3 - 1 
(L T) B 3 1 -
(B T) L 3 - -
A (L T) 1 1 -
A B (L T) 2 - -
A L (TXB) 2 - -
L (T BXA) 1 1 -
A L T B 1 - -
A L T 1 - -
A (T B) L 1 - -
A (T B) 1 - -
(L):A) T B 1 - -
(L TXA) 1 - -
L T A - 1 -
(LXA) (T B) - 1 -
B (L T) - 1 -
A (B TXL) - 1 -
Figure 35: Table showing application of shorthand 
notation and the identification of 27 'types' 
of lifting action. The right hand column 
shows the humber of subjects who manifest 




In this analysis over 50% o f the naive lifts and 40~ of the 
six point drill lifts involved an action where the legs 'led' 
significantly. That is, e xtension of the knee significantly 
preceeded any other s t ages of the movement and transformed 
a posture which on a crude dichotomy ('stoop versus squat') 
appeared to be a squat into a stoop . To make this point more 
clearly figure 36 is included . This illustrates one subject 
following six point drill traini ng . The picture series was 
drawn b y placing acetate ove rlays on the video screen and 




. 1 . drawing showing one F · 36. Illustr ation - a ine • 
igure . ' squatting' lifting action into 
s ubjec t wh o convertsa 
a •s t o o p i ng ' liftin g action. Taken from video. 
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The subject attempts to keep a strai'ght, and in this 
case almost erect back : · (l) causi' ng hyper-flexion of the 
knee. However the back sti l l flexes J·.n the cervical region 
(2) to enable the sub j ect t o get his hands under the load. 
The lift begins with arm fl exion lifting the box just clear 
of the floor (indicated by a dot under the box), and in 
(4) the box is slightly highe r (indicated by a second dot). 
The box remains in this positio n while the legs are almost 
fully extended (5), and finally the back straightens and 
the trunk returns to the v e rtica l . 
A group of five phy s iother apists who were conversant with, 
and using ,six poi nt dri l l training watched a video of the 
a c tion illustrated i n fi gu r e 36 a number of times at 
normal speed a nd o n b e i ng asked for comments remarked that 
it was a good exa mpl e of a straight back or 'squatting' 
lift. They were surprised t o watch it in slow motion and 
observe what happened . It s eems that the point in a lift 
when the body is stationary or slowest moving (normally the 
l owest point o f the l i ft , just before the upward movement 
begins) is the one commonly u sed by judges to classify a 
movement on the crude dic hot omous classification so often 
found. 
The fac t that t he s ix poi n t drill method is referred to as 
a 'leg-lift' as opposed to a ' b ack-lift' (The slogan 
'use y our legs for lifti ng ' is c ommonplace in industrial 
training.) and the resulting concentration on the leg 
moveme nt ma y r e inforce the already existing bad movement 
patte rn wher eby the legs extend first. 
A final example which supports this argument, and shows 
the movement pattern in an occupational setting is 
demonstrated in fig 37. 
The instructions on the left of the figure are from the 
Fire $ervice Drill book used to train firemen. When access 
was granted at a local firestation for a practical test, 
photographs were taken, using a fastwind camera to see if 
the two firemen shown in 'On the order five' were going to 
be able to stand up and maintain their trunk orientation 
as instructed. These firemen had received comprehensive 
training in the method illustrated in A. However their 
trunk inclination tended to increase throughout the lift 
until the final stages 'When a 'stoop' was effectively 
performed. The use of kinetic techniques with the head 
leading the movement would have obviated this tendency. 
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',- -----, 
On the order 'Five' 
'Si.t' Nos. 1 Jnd 2 grip No. 3 unc..!i.:r th\! armpiu. 
and oround the ch~st resp.:cuvely then, 
s1multJnc:ously ... ,<lopt a _~tJ.nJing p_us1t1on 
kcep111g rheir buc:ks s1rur-slu anJ lt1ung No. 
; bt:t \H!t:n t:iem lO verttcal po:rn1cn. 
figure 37: Firemen after
1
their
1 training showing how the squat 
of the booklet gets transf~rmed 
into a 'stoop' in real action. 
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A final comment on the ~overnent patterns revealed by the 
shorthand classification (fig 35 ) con c e r ns the number of 
subjects who use their arms for lift ing i n the early stages 
of naive and s.ix point drill lifts. If kinetic principles 
are a<3:hered to the coding A should not be appearing in any 
of the notations because forces should b e t ransmitted down 
straight arms . Any muscular work in using the a rms 
separately is wasted energy. In fact over 50% of the naive 
lifts exhibit this fault. This finding links in with other 
discussions of faulty arm use elsewhere in the thesis 
(see pages 138 & 203 ) 
12.7.7 CONCLUSIONS OF THE VIDEO ANALYSES 
The section examined the application of four ma in g r oups 
of criteria 
(1) a series of 11 criteria (A-K) d e rived from the 
content of kinetic training 
(2) Distance of the load centre of gravity f r om the 
base of the spine 
(3) The angles of major body segments 
(4) The sequence of movement of major body s e gments . 
The broad findings £all into 
two main groups . 
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(i) Those which provide 
further validation for kinetics 
training courses 
(ii) Those which identify misconcept1· ons regarding 
~ovement, simple methods f 
o training and classification 
( i) 
of lifting styles. 
The kinetic criteria h d s owe that the training courses 
resulted in a marked improvement. Notably 70% of the 
failed criteYia were converted to passes. However, 
only 15% of trainees pass~d on 11 · · ~ a criteria. Against 
this background of significant improvement the 
analysis identified areas where more could be 
achieved. The training failed to produce much change 
in limb and trunk angles when compared with the pre 
· training iifts. This was because the naive lifts were 
already like a kinetic lift rather than the stereo-
typed 'stooping' lift. An important finding in the 
post kinetic training groups was that the distance 
between the box centre of gravity and the base of the 
spine was signficantly reduced compared with naive 
groups. Work reported elsewhere in this thesis 
suggests that the torque forces acting on the lower 
spine would thus be proportionately reduced. 
While the changes are encouraging in their magnitude, it 
must be reemphasised that the measures were taken immediately 
after training finished, and hence there is no assessment 
of the durability of the changes. Also the validation is 
based on one movement pattern, and no data could be collected 
on the other patterns which were covered on the course, still 
less on the extent to which learning might have generalised 
to movem;nts not~ covered specifically. 
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(ii) The results of criterion 4 revealed major inadequacies 
in the classification of lifting movements. Any attempt 
to dichotomise into 'stooping' or 'squatting' lifts 
seriously misrepresents the true complexity, by using 
a static description of a dynamic movement, and by 
ignoring the very great scatter of lifts in between 
these extremes. Studies in the literature based on 
such simple classifications are likely to be 
unreliable in their findings. 
The results also have implications for evaluating 
the success of any industrial training programme 
involving lifting (and possibly other movements)~ 
Trainers who rely on observation of the resultant 
movement may be mislead into thinking they have 
.. achieved their objectives. A slow motion analysis of 
video recordings may well prove these conclusions 
unwarranted. 
CHAPTER 13 
How applicable is Human Kinetics in practice? The shop 
floor evaluation package. 
13.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The retrospective analysis of handl ing accidents completed 
as part of the statistics s e ction of this thesis suggested 
that the potential for kinetic training to prevent 
reportable injuries would be limited to a maximum of 60% 
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of lifting accidents to the back. No estimate of its 
potential value in respect of other accidents was possible. 
This raised the question of general limits to the 
application of kinetic techniques to all movements, and the 
factors which would determine them. 
Other studies have looked at the possible contributions 
of both worker behaviour and workstation design to the 
causation of handling accidents. Van Wely (1970) examined 
all the workstations in a factory employing 8,000 people 
which gave rise to musculo-skeletal problems requiring 
physiotherapy. He tried to make a division between cases 
where the workstation design was open to criticism on 
ergonomic criteria and those cases where the station was 
ergonomi'cally sound but the worker did not use it properly. 
In the latter group he felt that expert guidance on 'correct' 
working postures might have obviated the problems. 
He found bad design to be a factor in 80% of the cases 
studied and bad posture under the control of the worker in 
58% of the cases. rn 38% of the cases it was clear that both 
design and behaviour played a part in the problem. 
Van Wely's 
clear from 
criteria for correct 'postural use' were not 
his study. H~wever hi's f ' indings add weight to 
the supposition that a limitation on the value of training, 
may be that the design and layout of the workplace will 
constrain the application of kinetic movements. 
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A study was therefore designed with the following objective: 
To evaluate the extent to which layout and design 
of a sample of workstations, and/or characteristics 
of objects handled prevented the application of 
Human Kinetic techniques . 
The people sent on the one week's training course at ROSPA 
were being trained to act as instructors in Human Kinetics . 
One of the objectives of training was to encourage them to 
do a broad review of handling practices at their own places 
of work and to sort out priorities for training . 
They were therefore interested themselves in making an 
assessment of the potential for training in any given task, 
and the extent to which design precluded improvement in 
posture or movement patterns. 
Since early attempts during the research had shown that it 
was difficult for me to obtain access to companies to make 
studies of jobs in progress , it seemed politic to take 
advantage of this commonality of interest and to use the 
instructors to collect data. 
It was therefore decided to organise this section of data 
collection by training volunteers from the ROSPA courses to 
act as investigators. 
13.2 METHOD 
In order to make the 
process as systemati· c as possi ble an 
evaluation package was d . 
esigned which drew on the sections 
of ROSPA training dealing with analysi·s of 
priorities in 
traini_ng. 
An important objective in designing the package was that 
the volunteers should accrue benefi't from 
participating in 
the study and that its final design would help to 
consolidate their background knowledge of Human Kinetics, 
encourage them to structure pre training analysis in their 
own companies and develop appropriate training criteria i n 
their own teaching programmes. 
These considerations therefore imposed the constraints on 
the package (and the study) that it must be easy to apply 
in the industrial setting and that personnel could be 
adequately trained in its use in a period of no longer than 
1½ hours (the extra time that ROSPA could make available 
to train volunteers). 
The limitations imposed meant that the primary research 
objective of the evaluation study had to be subordinated 
somewhat to practical considerations. It was accepted that 
the evaluation could not be controlled as tightly as if one 
person had carried out all of the study, but the advantages 
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of the increase in the number and range of jobs studied and 
the circumvention of the problem of research access outweighed 
the disadvantages . Every effort was made, as described below, 
to overcome shortcomings in standardisation of the r e sults, 
through the training of volunteers and the detailed monitoring 






THE EVALUATION P~CKAGE DESCRIBED 
An explanatory introduction 
Supplementary Human Kinetics Information 
Job description listings (C and D) 
· Human Kinetics Checklist (B) 
(v) Design Layout checklist (E) 
{vi) Assessment forms (F) 
Figs 38 and 39 t se out the instructions (i) and the check-
lists and coding frames (iii - vi). The latter have been 
reduced to quarter size in order to show them all together 
on one page for convenience. 
13.4 INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE GIVEN TO TRAINEES 
(i) The trainees were instructed to make a list of every 
work station or job in their works which involved systematic 
manual handling of goods. They were asked to complete an 
assessment on at least one person working at each work 
station, and if that proved impossible because of time 
restraints to choose a random sample (I did not want to alarm 
them with random number tables so they were asked to pick 
the amount of jobs that they could analyse from a hat 
containing numbers from their lists). 
While the main focus of the study which concerned this 
research was the design constraints it was not feasible 
with the type of instructor encountered on the course to 
train them to recognise these directly. Ergonomics courses 
devote considerable time to the training of graduates to 
carry out the task with acceptable accuracy. I had only 
1½ hours. ~lso I was not interest~d in all design 
constraints, only those which constrained posture and 
• 
INTRODUCTION 
The object of this checklist is to enabl -
As you go around yo r f . e you ,o ma~e the following assessoents; 
. u own actories you · 11 . . poor. Firstly you should be abl wi spot handling which is kinetically 
k . t. l e to say why it . . in~ ica ly. Answering this question . is poor i.e. ;,hat is wrong 
merit most attention when you co t wdill help you to sort out the areas which 
me O o some training. 
These cond question is what rea 
that the workers involved do nots~ns are there for these poor movements? Is it 
moving, or is it that the design 0 ;
0
;h:~~t there a~ le7s harmful ways of 
do any other way. There is another lt wo:k station is such that they cannot 
th h h a ernati ve here but · t · • , at t ey ave some physical disab'l• . , l. ~s rare, and it is 
i ity which prevents them moving kinetically. 
In some cases it will be obvious that the work 
you may have to pose a question e g "H 
d 
• . ave you 
an see what their response is . 
This booklet is in six parts: 
Introduction 
station design is poor, in others 







Supplementary human kinetics information 
Job description listings 
Human kinetics checklist 
Design layout checklist 
The assessment forms 
It all looks complex but once you get used to ·t be _ i assessment can made quickly. 
The assessment forms are used as follows: 
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1) Name and Department, this is so that the success of training may be evaluated 
or further measures taken. If you are not happy about sending me names, just' 
number the forms and keep a list of names yourself. 
2) Try to give a brief description of the job . 
3) Under action code (A - I) as appropriate. 
4) Under object handled code (J - Z) as appropriate. 
~nderneath this are some boxes which you should try to complete whenever possible, 
or appropriate. They are for recording; The WEIGHT of an article handled, the 
number of times such articles are handled per shift (or the amount of times any 
handling operation is repeated.) and lastly the heights from and to which objects 
are handled and distances carried. 
The most important section is the next one . There are ten spaces available for 
" Kinetic Faults", refer to check list and fill in codes . 
Next to each of these boxes is another in the "F.eason" column, refer to your 
11!:>esign /Layout" checklist and enter the appropriate code, if any of these factors 
would prevent the job being done kinetically (try doing the job yourself , applying 
your training) . 
Finally tr<J to assess the probable site of cumulative strain (if any) and scope 
.for training ( ring your response. ) 
Figure 38: 
The instructions which accompanied the shop 
floor evaluation package. 















Is the act.ion: 
(l:l} 9ue 
(l:2l Tep Heavy 
{l: )) Impossible to tell (h.ilf..,ay ) 
'!'ho six key analysis factors {-,aqt:lli 40-•M) 
wrong Foot. Posit..!.ons 
One foot. is not advanced !or bal 4ll.ce 
Inadequal:e t..t>:rust. f=om the r~cr.r :'cot 
Sideways movement. •,n.thout. pol.r.t1ng of aC.vanced foot 
I~ 
Concent:ration of pressure on finger ends 
One ha.nd !'I.Ot below anicle carr.1.ed 
Ar~i::le not resting C.own on bociy (held away) 
Hold :i.ot. broad or diffused 
Sold tuen in tha wronq way (skin t.ont!) 
~ 
Head loc:.k not used 
Straiqht Back 
aad< bends or 'ciou.cloas u.p' 
aack !.s i(.ept. consc1~usly ~t.raiynt (as in drill tn.1n1n9 ) 
~ 
Works wi til el~ows out from the body 
Bod"/ Weiryht 
2:13 Body weiqhc could 'oa used ::t0re eft'i::1.entl:, 







Act.ion is no~ s~o~"\ ¼lld :hyt..'lm1c (page L9-20J 
::xcessivo :.orsion or t·.risting or spine (;,age 29) 
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Figure 39: 
The c ontent s of the shop 
eva l uation package 
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movement. However the instructors 
had spent a whole ~eek 
learning to recognise good 
a nd bad posture directly and to 
practice good movement. It h 
t erefore seemed reasonable to 
expect that they would be able to approach the design 
constraints through a consideration of posti.ire and 
movement. 
The instructors were therefore told to examine tasks for 
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all aspects of kinetically poor ·posture and movement and to 
note these first. They were then asked to make the judgement 
as to the reason for the fault , and to decide whether it 
lay in the design of the workstation or in the worker's 
I 
lack of knowledge or skill. 
The literature on attribution of respons ibility (e . g. Jones 
et al 1971; Ross 1977; Buss 1978) shows that such attributi ons 
by an observer are subject to a clear bias towards over-
estimating the responsibility of the actor and underestimating 
the influence of the environment (in this study under-
estimating the importance of d esign constraints). An attempt 
was made to overcome this bias by telling the instructors 
to place themselves (either mentally - but preferably 
physically) in the position of the worker and to try to 
carry out the movement kinetically. It was hoped that this 
judgement as 'actor' which has been shown to produce an 
opposite bias to the 'observer' bias would cancel the latter 
out and result in a fairly objective assessment . 
(ii) supplementary Kinetic Information 
The instructors normally leave ROSPA with a 102 page training 
· t publications (Anderson 45:46) . 
manual and other supplemen ary 
"\.. 1 tary Human Kinetic information in the T1:1e supp emen 
Cross-referenced all the terms employed evaluation package 
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in the codin_g -1;,o eh k d 
ec efinitions. In addition some of 
the more complex concepts in th 
e package were directly cross-
referenced to assist the instr t • . uc ors in making their evaluation 
decisions; for instance the judgement B3:1 'Action is not 
smooth _or rhythmic' which requires a complex integration of 
factors is referenced to pages 19 and 20 of their manuals. 
All of this information_ was intended as a backup to the 
special short course instructors were given on the use of 
the package as part of their ROSPA training. 
(iii) Job descriptions 
The evaluator was asked to code the action which was being 
performed, the object handled, its weight, the amount of 
times it was handled per shift, and, if it was carried, 
how far this was . If it was lifted , the heights to and from 
which -it was lifted were recorded . The coding terms for the 
actions were explained in the notes and during the training. 
(iv) (v) The checklists 
The lists were designed to enable the evaluation to say what 
kinetic faults were present in a particular movement and to 
identify any workstation design criteria which would prevent 
that movement being performed kinetically. 
(vi) Assessment forms 
These were summary forms for recording all the data generated 
for each job. In addition to the above information the 
evaluators were also asked to make a subjective assessment 
of the possible scope for training on a five poinc scale and 
'bl · t of cumulative strain. This latter to record possi e si es ~ 
d d t help C onsolidate their background judgement was inclu e o 
in Human Kinetics and is not included in analyses. 
13.5 
(a) 
. ORIGINS OF DESIG~ AND KI NETIC CRITERIA 
The design criteria were drawn 
from two sources: 
(i) 
Spending one day moving round all the manual 
handling jobs in a large engineering works, 
attempting to do the tasks kinetically, and 
making notes on any design problems; 
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(ii) A review of the 11.·terature describing workstation 
design criteria for manual handling tasks 
(Chaffin ·and A.youb 1975) (Fitzgerald 1969) . 
(b) The kinetic criteria were developed from the criteria 
used in the video assessment of ROSPA courses, (see page 146 
and the criteria used in t he pic ture q uestionnaire to 
separate kinetically good from kinetically bad movements 
(see page 226 ) . The criteria were made as explicit as 
possible; for example the third category in criterion 1 was 
,. 
added because it was sometime s f ound difficult to tell 
whether a movement was top heavy or base without the 
assistance of slow motion vide o analysis. 
The lists were left open ended s o tha t the instructors were 
not inhibited from noting any fault s t hat they found hard to 
categorise. 
13.6 TRAINING INSTRUCTORS IN THE USE OF THE PACKAGE 
The package was explained in de tai l t o trainees participating 
by me aided by the ROSPA ins tructor. I t was emphasised that 
it was d e signe d to cover more than just lifting tasks and to 
S ho"ln a c: e ries of thirty slides of a this end they we r e . -
variety of tasks, plus a specially prepared video tape on 
which each of the following tasks was repeated four times:-
18D 
(i) removing boxes from 
low a nd high stacks and turning 
to load them onto a conveyor. 
(ii) d · ipping and agitating baskets 
of product in a 
cleaning solution. 
(iii) 1ising an abrasive hand grinc.er to smooth a weld. 
(iv) operating a bench type ring-forming press. 
(v) a lift in free space. 
The subjects were 'talked-through' activities (ii), (iv) 
and (v), to illustrate where problems were occurring. They 
were allowed to freeze, or replay portion of the tape if 
they wished. They were then required to fill in the test 
package for activities {i) and (iii) in order to examine 
their cor.ipetence in its use. ( i) had many design problems 
and (iii) none. The results of this exercise were collected 
and collated to determine their reliability, and ensure that 
subjects were completing the packages correctly. The 
omissions and mistakes that were made were then explained 
to subjects before they departed. 
On the two tasks there were 12 major kinetic faults and 
12 more minor faults. The omissions on major faults across 
the 25 subjects were 2%, with 7.5% classifying design/layout 
constraints incorrectly. The omissions on minor faults rose 
to 26% with 9% incorrect classifications. These errors on 
minor faults seemed to be the result of paying too much 
attention to the multiplicity of major faults on task (i): 
While this level of reliability was not as high as desired 
it was felt that the good agreement on major faults warranted 
proceeding with the study. 
13.7 THE SAMPLE STUDIED 
A total of twenty five volunteers received training in the 
use of the packages on ROSPA courses R30679 and R15679. 
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Six sets of results were returned in the 6 month follow up 
period~ Telephone checks on the subj ects who had not returned 
the packages revealed that in all cases this was because 
line management would not allocate time for them to complete 
the analysis, or indeed to do any training. (It is noted 
elsewhere in the thesis that the majority of people sent to 
ROSPA are not full time training staff.) The six packages 
returned covered 82 handling tasks carried out by 
approximately 1,000 people out of a total factory_population 
of approximately 4,000. 
once the returned packages had been scrutinised the 
respondent was telephoned to double check the basis on 
which h~ had sa.~pled job, the number of workstations 
covered by each of his analyses and also to clear up any 
apparent discrepancies. 
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Totals for parts C and D 
o f the package, object 
handled and actions 
p erformed for the 82 
h andling tasks 
* greater than 82 because 
38 jobs involved more 
than one action 
The handling tasks reported c overed a broad range and a 
complete list is given in appendi x 5 (page 231) 
50% of the jobs involved some carrying of the object 
handled. In these cases the ave r age distance carried was 
4m. The average weight handled , summed over all 82 tasks 
was 21kg. 
13.8.1 TOTAL FAULTS 
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A total of 371 kinetic faults were discovered <..n the 82 jobs, 
268 of which (72 ~~ ~1 were soluble by training and 103 of which 
(28%) could not be solved by trai n ing because of design 
or layout constraints. It should be n oted at this point that 
because of the way in which the data were collected there is 
no indication of the ext ent to which changes in design might 
have made people more 'naturally' i nc lined to lift kinetically. 
Data are limited to estimates of t he number of faults where 
design ruled out a kinetic way of moving . Thus the potential 
., 
19 .. 
contribution of design 
may be unde r estimated by these 
figures. 
Fig 41 shows the distribution of number of kinetic faults 
per job, and fig 42 
of 
faults ·constrained 
the distribution o f percentage 
by design among t he total number of jobs. 
When the jobs were · a consi ered individually 35 (43%) could 
have been done completely kinetical l y within the existing 
design or layout, while on 6 jobs (7 %) none of the faults 
could be removed by training because o f bad design or 
layout. 
In between those two extremes the distribution is roughly 
normal, showing that most of the r emaining 41 jobs could 
be substantially improved by design changes and/or by 
training, with a slight 'sk ew' towards the training solution. 
The histogram (fig 44 ) shows t he r elative frequency of 
each ki~etic fault in the total s ampl e, and further shows 
the proportion of times for each f ault for which it can be 
eliminated by training and the proportion for which design 
is a bar to impleme ntation of t rai ning . 
The matrix (fig 43 ) shows the interac tion between specifi~ 
kinetic criteria and layout crite r i a. The figures to the 
right of the matrix are summa r ised in the histogram referred 
f . 39 for the mean ing of the criteria codes. to above. See ig -
are an indica t ion of the more important The total figures 
kinetic criteria on which fault s o c cur and the major design 
constraints for this sample of j ob s . 
13.8.2 KINETIC FAULTS 
The findings support observations 
made elsewhere in this 
thesis regarding the 
percentage of people who do jobs in 
a top heavy fashion. Th e results showed that almost all 
operators were clearly or probably top heavy movers (1: 2 
and 1: 3) 75 out of the 82 jobs studied showed this, of 
which 61 (81%) could have been corrected. 
The commoner faults tended to be the ones which were 
considered more amenable to training . Of the top five 
criteria (taking 1:3 as part of 1: 2) which accounted for 
205 (55%) of the faults 162 (79 %) were judged as soluble 
by training compared to - 106 (64 %) of the remaining 166 
faults. 
The results of the section of this thesis which· used the 
picture questionnaire to examine beliefs about posture 
1 r " I oJ 
and move~ent noted that a major set of misconceptions 
centered on the use of the arms. Postures showing inefficient 
use of the arms with the elbows jutting out were often 
incorrectly labelled good. 
The finding from this shop floor study that the kinetic 
fault 2:12 'works with elbows jutting out from the body' 
is the second largest category of fault confirms the 
prevalence of this particular misconception and movement 
error. 
The other most common kinetic faults were: not ad•,ancing 
one foot to form a stable base for balance (part of the 
reason for the prevalence of top heavy movement patterns) 
and working with the back either 'doubled up' (2:10) or used 
. or twisting is concentrated in 
iri such a way that torsion 
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13.8.3 DESIGN FAULTS 
The design faults w· . h nic. contributed t 0 top heavy movement 
were mostly lack f o room, and obstruction to good foot 
positioning. 
The commonest d · esign faults come under the category of badly 
(Rl --4 • S1 2) Th designed reach envelopes ' ' · ese constituted 
45% of design _faults and prevented the application of a wide 
range of kinetic criteria 0th · er recently published research 
has also implicated reach envelopes in many 
handling tasks (Stubbs and Nicholson 1982). 
badly designed 
Design faults were particularly apparent in relation to 
faults in 'holding' (C t a egory C design constraints on 
faults 2:4 to 2:7). 57% of such kinetic faults were not 
soluble b y training because of a~s1.·gn " constraints. 
_ an aw war shape) The prevalence of category C3 (obJ'ect k d 
suggest~• the need for particular concentration on design 
of handling aids and handling points for objects of this 
sort. 
13.9 VALIDITY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The eva.luation study cannot be claimed to be a fully valid 
or reliable one. While every attampt was made to standardise 
the way judgements were likely to be made within and across 
instructors, the task presented to them was a difficult 
one given the amount of training they received, particularly 
in the recognition of design constraints. They were asked 
to make dichotomous judgements about whether design did ~r 
did not constrain movement, rather than judgements of the 
extent to which design was a constraint. This, coupled with 
the 'Observer' bias discussed above and their greater 
familiarity with moveme~t analysis than with design 
analysis would, on balance, probably have made them 
underestimate the design constraints somewhat. However, 
despite these reservations the results support studies 
such as Van Wely's and the statistical analysis reported 
earlier in this thesis in demonstrating that the majority 
of jobs in industry cannot be carried out completely 
kinetically because of design constraints. On the other 
hand there is also room for improvement from training in 
the majority of jobs. The best estimate from the 
available data is that the contribution of each is about 
equal. 
The detailed data on kinetic and design faults also 
support earlier parts of this thesis in identifying the 
prevalent problems in posture and movement. 
Finally the feedback from the respondents confirm~d the 
I 
training objective of the package; that it had provided a 
useful and relatively simple tool in aiding training needs 
analysis. 
1U7 
CHAPTER 14: CONCLUSIONS 
FURTHER RESE~HINDICATIONS FOR 
14.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This research sought to 





to examine the t po ential contribution of training 
in general and H uman Kinetics i·n particular to 
the problem of handling inJ'uri·es in industry; 
to assess the validity of the concepts upon 
which Human Kinetics training is based; 
to examine the success of the R OSPA courses in 
teaching Hu.~an Kinetics and to assess the obstacles 
to teaching; 
(iv) to assess the applicability of the Human Kinetics 
taught on the courses to the problems encountered 
by the instructors in their companies. 
The findings of the study are grouped and discussed 
under these same headings, dealing with (ii) to 
(iv) first. 
The concepts which form the backbone of Human Kinetics were 
found to be valid. Although support from the literature 
falls short of proof, the kinetic model of chronic and 
acute pathology developing via the mechanism called cumulative 
strain is vindicated by current knowledge regarding the 
adaptability of connective tissue. Excess static muscular 
work has been implicated ln many similar explanatory models 
of musculo-skeletal deterioration , and its reduction in many 












ROSPA courses achieved considerable 
success at turning 
trainees into potential instructors 
of Human Kinetics. The 
results of the picture questionnaire provi'ded a superficial 
validation showing that the courses succ~eded "' in getting the 
trainees to understand kinetic concept_~ and recognise the 
differences between varying methods of performing tasks 
which could be dPfi' ned as I d - goo ' or 'bad' on kinetic criteria. 
In making such judgements 90% of pre training errors were 
converted to correct responses after training 
with no omission errors in the post training groups . 
Using video recordings, slow motion analysis and a scoring 
system deri.ved. from kinetic criteria to evaluate the success 
of training courses to alter the movement patterns of trainees 
it was clear that one week of training produced clear and 
highly significant improvements in subjects' movements . 
On kinetic criteria there was an overall improvement whereby 
70% of pre training failed criteria were converted to 
passes. However, many trainees were still showing some 
fundamental errors and the written questionnaire had raised 
the possibility that some trainees lacked confidence to pass 
on what they had learnt to others. The implications of this 
latter finding are discussed in the section on future work 
(see page 208 
h · analys1·s of statistics reported in Te retrospective 
Chapter 4, and the results of the shop floor evaluation 
package clearly demonstrated that the majority of jobs in 
be Carr
ied out completely kinetically because 
industry cannot 
or otherwise interfered with by 
the movements are hampered 
h 
·s scope for Buman Kinetic training 
d~sign constraints. T ere 1 
1 bl data shows that 
J




any training effort must be rnatcheo~ by 
improvements in 
workstation layout criteria if this 1.·s 
to be implemented 
on the shop floor. The results show that it is possible to 
p~oduce a comprehensive and valid set of criteria for 
studying these interactions and so to plan for improvements, 
and that it is possible to prepare a viable evaluation 
package for industrial use. 
Chapter 1- introd-.iced this thesis with a quotation from 
Brown I s 1972 review. The fu.11 text of B 1 rown s conclusion, 
based on an extensive literature search was as follows : 
:rn the 1930's a considerable body of opinion 
reached a conclusion that there was only one 
possible means of lifting an object whether 
this be heavy or light. This method has been 
variously described but can be simply stated 
as lifting with a straight back and bent knees. 
So enthusiastic have the advocates of this 
method been in regard to training programmes 
that nearly every major industry has adopted 
this method to the exclusion of any other 
regardless of the size, shape or weight of the 
object to be lifted. In spite of this intensive 
and almost universal programme, the number of 
back injuries in the terms of the percentage 
of all reportable injuries has remained the same .' 
Brown's has been widely regarded as an authoritative review 
of the subject and yet it epitomises the misconceptions 
which this thesis has shown to exist and to confuse the 
discussion of the scope for training, and in particular for 
Human Kinetics, in reducing handling injuries . There are 
here the assumptions that: 
1) t'raining in lifting could be expected to reduce back 
2) 
injuries significantly; 
Of ll..fting, in which Brown includes that techniques 
Can be S implifiei· in the way he Human Kinetics 
describes. 
The nature of Brown's 'intensive and almost 
universal 
programme' was examined in the op . 
ening chapters and it ~as 
overstrong links had been fostered in people's 
minds between handl" ing accidents l"ft " · , i ing and back injury 
found that 
and that this had led t 0 simpliSt ic solutions . This thesis 
has discussed these simple methods under the broad heading 
of 'six point drill' techniques, which , in general take as 
their model a lift of a compact box-like object in free 
space from floor level. 
Chapter 4 showed that even if training in these techniques 
was completely successful and they did indeed prevent back 
injuries they would not eradicate handling accidents . 
Available figures showed that the best estimate of lost 
time accidents caused by lifting and resulting in back 
±njury is 25 % of handling accidents or 5% of total three 
day lost time accidents, and that the number of these which 
are likely to be straight lifts of compact objects from 
floor level is likely to be much smaller . 
The thesis showed that a further set of reasons why six 
point drill, and other simple training techniques which 
concentrate on lifting, are likely to undermine the value 
of all handling training is that they cannot be performed 
as instructed without inst.ability and without 
t t he knee joints. This is discomfort and possible damage u 
them are 1·nterpreted as an erect, straight because many of 
the 11.ft. The illustrations which accompany back throughout 
such instruction have also had to b e distorted or presented 
these S hortcomings are disguised to the in such a way that 
casual observer. 
When this is added to the semantic and conceptual confusions 
in the literature and illustrations 
surveyed, and in the minds of th 
which were shown to exist 
. ,e subjects studied, it is not 
surprising that Brown should be so dismis3ive in his 
conclusion. This 
as the six po~nt 
thesis has sh . own that simplifications such 
drill should bed" 1.smissed as largely useless, 
and, worse, harmful. Where Brown is wrong is in his equation 
of Human Kinetics with the six point drill. 
The true_. scope for Human Kinet1.· cs 1.· s f ar wider than Brown 
implies, since it concerns itself not only with lifting but 
with all postures and movements concerned with handling 
(and indeed with all other aspects of work). Hence it could 
contribute to the reduction of all 1 muscu a-skeletal injuries 
during handling (still only a subset of total handling 
injuries) and during other activities. This thesis has not 
been able to explore this scope in full. What it has shown 
clearly are the obstacles to the realisation of this scope. 
The first, implied above is the large investment of time 
necessary to produce even the incomplete modification in 
movement patterns of the instructors trained on the ROSPA 
courses. The second is the limitation imposed by workplace 
design constraints on the application of kinetic movements 
which was demonstrated in the final part of the research. 
The third, and an obstacle of general relevance for all 
movement training, is that we do not have a commonly 
understood language to describe postures and movements. 
There is a lack of shared definition for terms commor.ly 
employed in training literature and this implies the need 
for a carefully considered approach to the design of any 
training literature in this area. This, coupled with the 
inadequaeies found in static illustrations•of postures and 
stages of movement, calls · into question the value of any 
training which relies 1 1 so e Y, or even largely on words and 
static pictures. 
In considering positively the scope and required focus of 
training, the research identified a number cf movement 
patterns or faults which were evident in significant 
numbers of the subjects. These included; 
a. Top heavy movements: The majo~ity of people studied 
exhibited this fault, tending to initiate bending 
or reaching movements with the head, arms and hands 
in such a way that the body's centre of gravity 
moved to the limit of, or out of its base of support 
and considerable static muscular work was required 
of major extensor muscles to prevent the person 
falling over forwards. 
b. Foot positions: In lifting actions or handl ing 
movements performed in the upright position there 
was widespread confusion about the positioning of 
c. 
h f t th m.ost common fault being to keep a t e . ee , e 
na~row stance with the feet side by side. This was 
where the training literature gave examples of 
conflicting methods and sometimes advocated such a 
stance. 
use: -of the arms: 
The questionnaire results, RO SPA 
Shop floor evaluation package video analyses a nd 
results all showed 
that a common movement fault was 
to use the arms in 
a physiologically inefficient 
keep the arms straight and 
manr~er. Rather than 
transmission of 
efficiently stabilised for the 
flex them, work with 
forces there was a tendency to 
the elbows 'jutting' 
out, and stabilise them with 
excessive static muscular 
work, or use them 
independently in 1 . ifting actions. Chapter 11 examined 
some of the rationales that subJ'ects 
gave to justify 
such movements, and also 
examined a number of other 
misconceptions_ regarding the nature of relaxation and 
the power available from muscles. 
In addition to the conclusions 
relevant to the four main 
objectives of the thesis there was a further major 
methodological and theoretical conclusion . 
It is commonplace in th8 training literature, and in 
academic investiga.tions of liftlng actions to dichotomise 
actions into groups labelled 'stooping' and 'squatting' 
(or synonymous terms) which are then compared on 
physiological or electrophysiological criteria. The 
results of the video analyses reported in this research 
show that division into such groups is such a significant 
over-simplification that doubt must be cast on the validity 
of any such study. There are in fact not two but a large 
number of distinct types of lift, and, without the use of 
slow motion video gross misclassifications are likely to 
occur. Broader implications in the same vein are that 
ergonomic or other studies which compare movements or 
postures need very closely defined terms to describe the 
movements studied if the results are to be capable of 
replication by other experimental workers. One solution 
would be if all such work was accompanied by photographs, 
drawings or other recordings of all the crucial stages 
· a group of movements . This also necessary to discriminate 
above that training cannot be reinforces the conclusion 
done with the written word alone. The time taken to 
define fully terms used to describe movements would 
probably be less than that to produce good quali y 
photographs, video tapes or other illustrations . 
.. 
14.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The nature of the thesis 
presented here was a broad 
survey of Human Kinetics 
and its context. A number of 
areas had to be 1 ft 
e unexplored in detail for two 
reasons: 
(i) h Te literature reviews revealed shortcomings in 
certain area ff so undamental knowledge which it was 
outside my c t ompe ence to rectify 
(ii) h Ot er gaps in current knowledge were revealed which 
may well have fallen within my competence to explore 
but where the amount f · · o empirical research in terms 
of time or facilities required placed them outside 
the scope of this project. However some of the 
avenues were explored via pilot studies and these 
are reported in appendices. 
20 t, 
A major need for further work which falls into the first 
category above r egards the role of connective tissue 
metabolism in the aetiology of chronic muscle skeletal 
disorders. The mechanism proposed by Pickup (1978) and 
reported in Chapter 6, which implicate changes in the 
behaviour of fibroblasts as a result of tension in the 
pathology of connective tissue would reward further 
examination. In the brqad area of chronic musculo-skeletal 
disorders an important need is commonly agreed classification 
of disorders which avoids some of the imprecise diagnostic 
labels such as 'fibrositis' or 'lumbago'. 
"0 .... (., I 
Another area which would b 
enefit from improving 
definition3 is 'handling accidents• 1.·n h 
t eir broadest 
sense. A comprehensive well d · d 
' es1.gne, prospective 
statistical study is needed to sort out the causes 
of these 
accidents. 
lrn interesting area for further work , d b h wou. et e develOPment 
of measures capable of making more direct evaluations of 
the deleterious effects of poor working postures or 
movement patterns. Two possible techniques were piloted as 
part of this thesis. The first was collecting subjective 
measures of discomfort via a technique called 'body mapping' 
and the second using measures of intra abdominal pressure to 
compare four lifting techniques. The body mapping studies 
while interesting, had to be discontinued due to a difficulty 
in obtaining access to factories to make observations. The 
intra abdominal pressure studies seem worthy of further 
exploration. Experience with both techniques is reported 
in appendices 5 
and 235) 
and 6 respe ctively . (pag$ 233 
It would be useful if the shop floor evaluation package 
h · could be linked to other measures developed in: this t es1.s 
f body mapping or measurements of such as the technique o 
11 three techniques stern from intra abdomina) pressure. A 
J.·n producing tools that will provide a common interest 
are appl].·cable in industry . The whole area of answers which 
bl ould benefit 
.J..
,1·ft1'ng and handling pro_ ems w research into 
formed between parallel studies. from links being 
The thesis identified a number 
of obstacles tote h' ac 1ng 
and showed that problems . can arise f rom the use of 
inappropriate illustrations to 
describe movement. Other work 
has indicated that Video makes 
a usefu l aid in training 
novel movement p .... t a~ erns by prov ·d· 1 1.ng trainees with feedback 
on their skill d 1 eve opment. A pilot study ( see appendix 8 
(page 244 ) suggested th at this may also be true for 
Human Kinetics training and this are a of skill development 
would merit further study. 
Further work is needed to pursue the l imitations on the 
applicability of Human Kinetics in t he workplace, not only 
on design constraints but also on the possibility that 
anthropometrics, the 'design ' of t he k wor er, may be a 
limiting factor. A short pilot study r eported in appendix 
7 · (see page 242 indicated that a n thropometric 
variables may modify lifting styl es. 
A final area which needs further work i s the next stage in 
the kinetics training link. The vas t majority of the work 
reported in this thesis has depended on the ability of one 
person to get across kinetic concepts. What s ort of person 
is required to make a good trainer in kinet ics? Some results 
presented in appendix 9 (see page 246 
) demonstrate 
, that the sort of person normally sel ected t o attend ROSPA and 
be trained as an instructor is not necessarily a training 
specialist and does not initiate, or is not a l l ocated the time 
t 
· · · · plant training. The communication of Human 
o initiate, any in 
Kinetics from the ROSPA traine d ins truc tors to groups in their 
own factories requires more follow up studies . 
. 
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~he 2 3 posters shown on this page and the next are all the posters· 
in the RoSPA sales catalogue in the section for ' manual handling' 
They are numbered in rank order of numbers sold to industry over 
a 27 month period and the actual sales and average sales per month 
are shown in the tabie overleaf. The rank order of the poster in 
terms of sales was not influenced by its position in the catalogue. 
The top three. sellers were positioned 14th; 15; and 10th respectively. 




2( 21 WI~ \It GU)\'l~S 
POSTER Average sales Total Poster 
Average Total 
rank No . oer month . sales rank No 
sales s ales 
1 138 3727 13 
19 510 
2 86 2318 14 
18 497 
3 60 1510 15 
17 459 
4 36 97 2: .• 
16 16 444 
5 34 918 
17 16 430 
6 33 879 
18 15 396 
7 29 787 
19 13 349 
8 27 725 
20 12 324 
9 25 661 
21 8 204 
10 25 679 
22 7 193 
11 22 585 
23 3 87 
12 19 507 
. ' . . . - ·, 
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1-~uman l(inetics and Good Pvlovam9nt 
T. McCLURG ANDERSON 
1 •..l. VARIOUS inte~pret~tions of good body move-
; ment have arisen in the absence of an agreed 
I. definition of what constitutes a good movement. The resultant confusion can only be dispelled by 
establishing a yardstick by means of which a 
movement can be judged. Traditional ideas of 
movement in this country derive from the old 
Swedish type of physical exercise, in which the 
; main emphasis was upon what were considered 
1 O . ! good positions and the powerful contraction of 
muscles, with little consideration for the quality 
: of movement or the condition of the body tissues 
I before, during, or after movement . . Although the 
' approach to physical exercise has been modified 
· somewhat in recent years, the same conceptions 
of position and strength still seem to influence 
popular ideas of good movement. On the other 
hand, some favour rhythm as a basis of good 
movement without any clear definition of this 
2 0 .i term in a physiological sense. It would appear 
- to the writer that the re-assessment of many terms 
employed in relation to physical activities, such 
as strength, relaxation, rhythm, speed, and 
; stamina, is essential as a basis for proper under-
standing of the subject. 
· The physiological maxim, ' Structure and 
: function are subservient to each other', must 
' surely be a prime consideration in any attempt to 
define good movement. Since every movement 
3 0 .'. involves structural changes in the body tiss_uas 
; recognition . should be given to both immediate 
. and long-term reactions to movemen_t~, ~oth 
structural reactions and possible mod1f1catIons 
of sensory and motor nerve patterns. Conse-
' quently one must recognise that the basic 
' ' b't both . patterns of normal day-to-day muscle ha I s, 
· II · fl ce the con-active and postural, matena y In uen 
' dition of the body tissues and therefore the 
: detailed manner in which they fulfil their 
functions. For the same reason, day 10 day habits:_ 4 0 · 
determine to a considerable extent the d1s:ib1l,h s 
likely to affect the tissues. For cxnmplc, wh n 
muscles are sub;ecl to excess! ,o tonsIon tn r st 
ing, postural or acti'le functions, their natural 
elasticity and sensitivity will be reduced, with 
deterioration of blood and lymph circulations. 
Cumulative Strain I 
It is unfortunate that, like so many other! 
functional aspects of the human body, cumulative 
strain is most difficult to demonstrate by means SO 
of laboratory experiments, otherwise many exist-- • 
ing conceptions of physical activities ,,ould 
probably have been altered many years ago. 
There is, however, ample evidence that structural 
deterioration of the body tissues results from 
excessive tension in different parts of the body. 
While improved working conditions have made 
less obvious many characteristic occupational 
deformities there are many examples to be found 
in the • flat back ' of older miners, tho Dupuytren·s 
60 
. 
type of palmar contraction among steel\·,orkers,_ 
and the lopsided shoulders of many professional 
boxers. Mechanisation in industry hall reduced 
the amount of hard labour bu t 11 h.1s increased 
the tendency to cumulative strain, as well as tho 
types of occupational disabilities. Older farm rs. 
for example, tended to develop ostooarthr,tI., in 
the hips due to constantly leaning forward and 
twisting, on the left hip in particular, in such 
actions as shovelling and ploughing The mod rn 70 
farmer rather tends to develop strain and some•_ • 
times arth11t1s at the lumbo-dorsal 1unctIon in the 
. when a deeply bucketed scat hxes tho 
spine b d d , ' sts elvis and lumbar spine as he en s an •., 
~is upper trunk to look backward o,er his 
tractor. 
Immediate , .,action to cxcossIvt r.1uscul,11 
47 f the thesis Anderson always 
* As is made clear on page O . interpreted by other 
mal·ntained that his work was ~is o f his more concise 
· f this - one 
th 5 The inclusion ° tun ity to look at 
au ,or . . the reader an oppcr • i· nteroreta tion of it. papers - gives _ tly rather than rny • 
W rk direc , Andersons O e of r e f erence . 
•1umbered for eas The 1 ines are • 
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I t;:nsi.')n and its relation to cumulntive st1 ain can te demonst1ntcd by p1actical experiments. For example, when the list is clenched as firmly as l ion so thnt. for exnmplc, both llexor nd xt sor 
80. possible, with forearm flexed, for about 30 
-I second~ an~ the lingers are then allowed to relax 
slowly, It will usually be found that they remain 
more flexed than normal. Some of the tension 
1 
remains as a • hangover', and if this type of 
action is reP.eated constantly from day to day, 
without ever stretching the tissues, normal exten-
sion of the fingers will become more and more 
restricted. Connective tissue as well as muscle 
fibres will become shortened and it is then 
9 0 .' reasonable to expect that some capillary occlusion 
- · will occur in the tissues con ~rned. It is, in the 
experience of the writer, deterioration of this 
kind occurring in neck, shoulders, and lower back 
that accounts for the frequency of disabilities and 
restricted movement in those areas. 
'j Definition of Good Movement 
The views expressed in this article are based 
l upon the author's definition: 
\ • A good movement is one which fulfils its 
' function efficiently with the minimum of effort 
1 0 0 .l _  and the minimum of cumulative strain.' 
, Minimum effort refers to the type of muscle 
' work involved in producing and regulating move-
'. ments, as co-ordination of muscular action should 
; relate to reciprocation between: 
(a) muscles which contract and actively shor-
ten to · produce movement and those 
muscles which must elongate to allow it to 
take place; 
: (b) muscles concerned in maintaining and 
11 O . !. -~- _ re-adjusting balan_ce throughout move-
ment; . 
( c) muscles which stabilis~ the spi_nal joints 
and the bases of the limbs dunng mov~-
ment. / 
. The most expensive form of muscle work, _in · l terms of energy expended and cumulative strain, 
' is that which involves sustained contract10~ of 
muscles. It is for this reason that housew1~es 
find the most tiring jobs in the home _are w_orkrng 
12 0 .I at the sink and ironing, when standing with the 
--fec;t side by side and bending the upper trunK. 
In this case the lower-limb and back muscle_s a'.e 
in a state of sustained tension to maintain 
balance and movement is more or less restncted 
· . t k When move-to th') upper limbs and upper run • 
m,:r,t of the trunk or lower limbs does occur there 
f · rocal relaxa-is ::lmo:;t complete absence o rec1p 
muscles contract strongly nd r st eh ot r 
Habitual perlormnnco ot this t)p of act on 130. 
results in gradual burld up of cxc .. s1 c t ru o;'° 
and stiffening of the body tissue -cumulaltvc 
strain. It is lot this reason too that the mI .. gu1d d 
idea of developing · strength· by •lh t hns n 
referred to at different periods during the past 50 
years or so as ·static·, 'dynamic·, • syn rgIc ·, 
and 'isometric' muscle work Is In the long term 
harmful, as it encourages excess, 10 cllon In 
normal day-to-day actions and ·1111 do clop cumu• 
lative strain in neck, trunk, and the bases of the 140 • 
limbs. This type of misguided idea in strength n1 
ing muscles, rn the experience of the \'lflter. 
predisposes to many In1uries and other d1sab1li• 
ties in sports circles. 
Over forty years ago, for example, the writer 
investigated a large number of exp rt cricketers 
who had suffered from 'cricketer's ltnger •, in 
which there is partial avuls1on of the long exten• 
sor tendon attached to the base of the distal 
phalanx of a linger. Without exception. every_ 15 0 • 
player concerned received the injury when trying I 
to catch a ball following a spell of batting. 
Intense gripping of a bat resulted in a · hang• 
over' in which the ltngers were less extended 
than the player thought they were, so that the 
ball impacted on the end of a finger, usually the 
fourth finger. It was also found that a consider• 
able number of the players involved were in the 
habit of strer,gthening the grip by means of • grip 
dumb-bells·. Other examples of in1ury sltmu:]60 • 
lated by misguided efforts to strengthen the grip 
are the strained .wnsts and • tennis elbows ' 
afllicting many golfer~. 
Body Balance 
Obviously, the question of good balance sho.uld 
be considered in relation to physic3I actIvItIes, 
not only in regard to maintaining statIonnry 
positions but also the re-adjustment of balance 
while movements are actually taking place. Even 
the slightest movement of a limb will change th 7 0 
centre of gravity so that balance has to be rQ:...l • 
adjusted accordingly, and it is in this connection 
in particular that conf~sIon anscs: If we accept 
the principle of , minimum ellort in ralallon to 
good movement, then the same pnnc1ple should 
apply to balance, and again we must hava a clear 
definition of what we mean by good balance 
Fundamentally, there are two w,1ys of ma1nto1ning 
( ) by Sl·mply stiffening th lower limbs balance: a b 
and back, or ( b) by relaxing the lower ltm .. so 
18 0 : that the feet can adjust themselves to 1 · Th , sa eguard balance. e authors interpret t 
bala11ce is: a ion or good 
'A controlled condition maintained ·th 
/ Uf · w, out 
muscu a~ s , en,ng and efficient adjustment of 
body weight by muscular relaxatio , n. 
In view of the above definition the . 
1 
• • . . g1r 1n Fig 1 
I 1s not m a good balanced cond·it·io b · . n ecause 
: excessive muscular effort is involved . . . 
: . th . . hi . . 1n maintain-
! mg e uprig pos1t1on, as is reflected . th 
190 '..! stiffened lower limbs. This girl is of in e , . . course con-
' forming to certain 'positional, rules, but function-
ally she would be better balanced by el . h . . . r axing er 
: knees as 1f sitting straight down In th· h . . · 1s way er 
1 ~nees could be stabilised without general stiffen-
! mg and she would then be adaptable to h 
, f b I . h c ange I o a ance w1_t out undue muscular effort. 
! The skater m Fig. 2a is ' overbalanced , so that 
I needless muscular stiffness prevents good move-
. ment. The skater in Fig. 2b is well balanced 
2 0 0 J because there- is no unnecessary muscular ten-
i sion and for this reason he is capable of good 
'. movement. 
i First Principle in Good Movement 
1 Fundamentally, all movements performed in the 
[ upright position are either top-heavy or base 
.! movements (Figs. 3a and 3b). Top-heavy move-
\ ments are those which begin by bending of the 
. head, upper trunk, and upper limbs, so that the 
'. lower limbs and back stiffen to prevent the body 
I falling. This leads to a rather staccato type of 
21 0 ,._ movement which concentrates stresses in the 
, shoulders, neck, and lower back, with resultant 
I cumulative strain in those areas. At the same 
; time, sustained tension in the lower limbs leads to 
: circulatory deficiency, loss of resilience, and pre-
; disposition to injury in the lower limbs and back. 
i The first principle in good movement is that: 
'A good movement always begins as a base 
movement and is segmental in character.' 
; In contrast to the initial stiffening of the lower 
2 2 0 J limbs in a _top-heavy movement, a good movement 
; begins by relaxation of the lower limbs so that 
, one foot can move reflexly to safeguard balance. 
i It should be appreciated that merely bending the 
i knees is not necessarily relaxing the lower limbs 
and it is in this distinction that the trained person 
i can tell the di fference between one ~vho imitates 
' good movements and one who is actually capable 
: of performing them. In the first case the knees 
: tend to bend excessively and there is obvious 
2 3 0 .[ awkwardness in the movement, as in contrast to 
I the smooth diffusion of movement throughout the 
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Fig. 1: Girl gymnast, balance maintain d by o~co.u,vo 
lowor•l1mb tension 
Fig. 2: Skaters with (a) unbOI/Jncod th roloro p:,or 
movement; (b) good balance Dnd good m:ivcm,nr 
Fig. 3 Box lrom ocnCII (a) lOP IIClhY 






Fig. 4: Lift from llo~r, key stages: (a) initial lower-limb relaxation· 
(b) progressive relaxation; (c ) initial elevation phase ' 
whole body in a good base movement. In a good 
movement the action in the knees is rather a 
• giving ' or unlocking of the joints, and the extent 
to which the knees bend is determined reflexly 
by the nature of the action taking place. The 
, quicker or more vigorous the action has to be 
! the more the knees will bend as the limbs relax. 
! The distinction between top-heavy and base 
2 4 0 ~ actions is most obvious when moving to one side. 
: In the top-heavy action the lower limb on the side 
j to which movement takes place immediately 
i stiffens so that the body has to pivot round the 
! stiffened limb. This, in fact, is the main cause 
of so many ankle, knee, and groin strains in 
football and other sports. Initial relaxation of 
the lower limbs in a base movement permits the 
, foot on the side to which movement takes place 
2 5 0 
I to move and point in that direction. The effect 
:l of this is that the turning action is accomplished 
more quickly· and with less effort than is possible 
in a top-heavy movement. although it may appear 
i to the untrained eye to be slower. The more 
· 1 vigorous, unbalanced bending and twisting action 
I of the upper trunl<; in a top-heavy movement gives 
I' a false impression of speed. It is in fact the smocthness of the base movement that leads to 
I 
all good movements being characterised by the 
ease with which they are perforl!led. 
2 60 ·-l 
Segmental Character 
The key facto r which differentiates the muscular 
reactions in top-heavy and base movements Is I 
that in a top-heavy movement the 1n1tial h ad• 1 
bending action causes concentration of pressure 
on the toes when moving forward or laterally, 
and this stimulates a chain of stiffening reactions 
throughout the whole body. In contrast, one hns 
the feeling of sitting straight down on the hee:s 1n I 
a base movement (without bending backwards), 
and there is progressive relaxation from the feet 
upwards. It is this progressive relaxation that_270 -
gives a good movement its segmental character, 
in which each part of the body comes into action 
at the correct time and in the correct sequence. I 
For example, when lifting a duster from the floor I 
there should be progressive relaxation of th!. 
knees, hips, spine, shoulders. and finally thl' 
head. As the hand nears the ground. final bend 
ing of the head stimulates a stretch re:iclton in 
the trunk extensor muscles which results in the ·
280 head moving upwards to start the elevation phase_ • 
of the movement. At the same time, in the final 
stage of the lowering phase of the movement a 
stretch reaction in the rear Achilles t ndon 
stimulates a continuous forward and upward 
movement as the hand take., holcJ or tha dust r. 
Those reactions of calf Md spinal muscles load 
to smooth continuity in the whole movement, 1n 
which there 1s p1ogressive relaxation from the 
feet upwards in the lowering phase :1nd progres• 2 00 . 
sive segmental elevation or the he:id. shoulders. T 
upper trunk, hips, and finally tho knees Jn the 
A. B. 
I 
F(g. 5: Golfers: (a} top-heavy swaying due to 
simultaneous muscular contraction; (b) good seg-
mental movement 
1 upward phase of the movement. It is the fact 
\ that this segmental feature of good movement 
i appeared to be so commonly ignored that caused 
i the author to stop the issue of his instruct ional 
· material some years ago, unless to people he had 
trained personally. Illustrations in this material 
showed the stage at which the hands took the 
3 0 0 
• l load, and at this stage the back was straight, as 
it should be. Because the actions preceding 
,
1 
this stage were ignored the idea arose that the 
back should be straight throughout the whole 
l 
movement. This leads to a stiff erect back and 
excessive strain in the knees, conditions which 
l 
a good movement would prevent. This misinter-
pretation brings out the difference between 
: imitating positions occurring during movements 
il and really understanding good movement. 
, j Fig. 4 shows the three key stages in the kinetic 
.:i 10 ·j_method of lifting a box from the floor, in which 
, there is: 
j (a) relaxation of both knees as the movement 
·1 begins; 
(b) the hand reaching its lowest level as a 
, result of progressive relaxaiion, including relaxa· 
I tion of head and back; 
1 ( c) start of the upward phase of the movement 
I in which initial raising of the head automatically stimulates straightening of the back at the correct 
3 2 0 -~Jim e. 
i The principle of base and segmental move-
1· ment should operate in all circumstances, even 
in an unnaturai movement like the golf swing, in 
which the feet must remain more or less side by 
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side. The •d~a. popular o ~ 
head should be 1-:cpt down to P 
body mo•,cmcnt actually rc~uns n 
;nudscular contraction throu;hout u \',I 0 
causes the top-hr:a·,y s:1aym9 ac on of 
~h::~rnliiclaly(;b•r 1· (Fig Sa) In top class Pay rs. ) 30. 
. 8 ::cc:n top-heavy bending nd th 
ess_enlial wide s·:,ingIng action of tho hand,. I:s 1h 1 
main fa_ctor in producing the very frequent b ck 
com_Plaints among professional golfers S1t1tng 
straight down on the heels before looking c!own 
would allow a stable base mthout sullcn,ng of 
the lower. limbs, and a free segmental ac: on In 
a full swing. In this case. the left hand c n 
stretch back successively the arm, shoulder, 
~p~er trunk, then pelvis, to produce an ellectlv 3 4 0 • 
wind-up ' followed by a segmental recoil in the -
forward swing ( Fig. Sb). 
Analysing Movements 
Most common errors in trying to assoss move-
ments are presuming that various parts of the 
body should be in certain stereotyped posItIons 
and thinking about the body merely in terms or • 
mechanics. Certainly positions are important in 
s_:i far as they reveal the cond1t1on of tho body 
tissues, but to set what might be called a • pos. 
tional • standard of right and wrong Is misleading_ 3 50. 
and often harmful. The old ide3 ol · brace back 
your shoulders and slick out your chest • may 
appeal to some, but it leads to stereotyped strut• 
ting which is the antithesis of good free mo\'e• 
ment. 
While the body could be considered primarily 
as a mechanical structure It commonly reacts in 
opposition to mechan1c3I principles, and rt Is 
those reactions with which we should be con• 
cerned in assessing movements. For examplo 3 60 . 
if an inanimate structure becomes unbalanced 11 
will fall in the direction in which It is unb:ilanccd, 
whereas the human body usually does the 
opposite. This can be seen in the c:ise ol a 
child making its early efforts to walk, with fuel 
widely spaced for balance, it has to look down 
because it has not yet acquired the muscle sans 
which enables it to reel that its loot re m:,ving 
in the right direction. By looking do~·,•n at 11 
feet the child becomes unb:llanccd forward, but_3 7 0 · 
unlike an inanimate structure 11 usu.1lly fall.,. 
backward because of the pro1ectIve roac1Ion of 
its muscles. II Is signilic.:101 100 that when the 
child does fall its legs · gIvll · so th t 11 sI:s d:>wn 
on its bottom, whereas most adults h,we I long I 
fall and risk of head I111ury bec,,use their le. s 
stifien. The d1fft?rence .rnses oecause most 
Fig. 6: Down-pressing, undue strain and lack of control 
c? 
A. 
Fig. 7: Foot positions determined by objective of 
movement; (a) standing still-bad position; (b) 
lateral movement-good position 
A. 
B. 
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adults ha e acquired tho h b11 of top vy • 
bend1ny. \'lllh et llen1119 of the lo t r I m s, co lh t 
the naturnt prot ct1vc reactions of muse , 380. 
inhi~1ted. II 1s interesting to r c I m th., con 
ncct1on that ·drunk· men arc le s h cly to 
hurt because they • buckle • th n t II no 
When the bod, becomes so o 1b I nc d t t 
most of the body-:r 1ght L I anlng yond th 
feet, ii does tend to fall 1n the d1rec:t1on In heh 
it is unbalancc:d, because prot 11 c muscul r 
reactions cannot operate elfect1, ly. In this c s 
the feet will tend to slip, and excess v 1111 n ng 
of_ the lower limbs will be neccs.,.iry to pr nL39O • 
this from happening. The do\•,n•pro sin ctlon 
in Fig. 6 is a particularly bad mov cnt from th s 
point of view and, apart from the I ck of control 
in the down-pressure, there is excessive str 1n 1n 
the chest, abdomen, and back. In this case the 
danger of slipping is great, and this typ of mov • 
ment would not be acceptable In 1ndust11al 
circles. 
The ditrerence between good and bad mov • 
ments is frequently subtle and the distinct1ori_ 4 00. 
often cannot be made without knowing· (a) the 
purpose of the action involved; (b) how the 
movement was initiated. Take tho positions of 
the feet shown in Fig. 7 for example. Is this good 
or bad? Actually it can be both good and bad, 
depending upon the reason for the feet being 
placed in this way. If the feet have assumed their 
positions lo allow the hands lo move from ide 
to side, then the positions are good! If tho same 
positions are adopted when the person 1s gain 410 · 
to stand still then they are bad! 
The pushing action in Fig. 8 may be good but 
it may also be bad, according to how the move, 
men! started. If th~ pushing action started by 
top-heavy bending and leaning forward as the 
hands reach out, then the action is wrong, as 
the object would tend to be pushed into the 
ground so that resistance would be incroas d 
At the same time, excessive effort vould be 
20 expended in safeguarding balance and in pr vent•_ 4 • 
ing the spinal and upper-limb 101nts from ' buck• 
ling ·. When the action begins as a base 
movement the ob1ect tends to be pushod over th 
ground, while both spinal and upper-limb joints 
wou ld be more stable without st1ffcnin9 of the 
muscles controlling them. This princ1plo applies 
to all pushing actions and is an iMpOrtant po nt 
when teaching industrial movements, 
Fig. 8: Pushmg-m,t,al phase of movement d let· 
mines ellic,ency: (a/ top-heavy mo,om n:, (b} bas 
movement 
; . When analysing move~ents one should rccog-
4 3 0 .:L n_1se the key factors which determine the inter-
! actio~s of diffe_rent parts of the body, to avoid 
I creating confusion by trying to correct an obviou 
fault without first dealing with the fundamenta~ 
cause or the '.ault. The action of the girl perform-
ing th~ stepping ~p exercise in Fig. g is obviously 
imposing excessive strain in her lower limbs 
, because her toes are pressing on the edge of the 
I stool ~nd _s~e is bending in top-heavy fashion; a 
; most inefficient method of stepping up, either as 
4 4 0.::.. an exercise, climbing a ladder, or any other 
I stepping-up action. Telling the girl to put her 
1 whole foot on the stool would tend to increase 
; the general strain unless she stood nearer to the 
stool. The key factor is that she started the 
-exercise by top-heavy bending so that her stand-
ing foot was too far from the stool. 
The fact that the advancing foot comes to the 
, ground too soon · in top-heavy movements to 
I safeguard balance is a characteristic reaction 
4 50 · which shoµld never be overlooked as a probable 
7 cause of movement faults. This is often a prime 
factor in many occupational disabilities, such as 
• housemaid's knee· and · beat knee' among 
miners and asphalt workers. When the advanc-
ing foot comes to the ground too early while 
getting into a kneeling position, pressure tends to 
be concentrated on the toes alter the kneeling 
: position is assumed. Not only does this create 
1 excessive tension in foot and calf but it also 
4 6 0 . [ concentrates pressure on the rather pointed apex 
of the patella (Fig. 10a) . If working with the 
hands while in this kneeling condition stiffness in 
the lower limbs and back necessitates reaching 
out with the hands, which then imposes an exces-
sive load on the shoulders and back. When the 
I inltial movement in kneeling is a base movement, 
i better balance allows the rear foot to be placed 
; so that the backs ( dorsum) of the toes rest on 
1 the ground and the advanced foot moves further 
APPENDIX 2 
Fig. 9· Stepp,ng exerclse-excoss/ve to pr s u•t 




4 7 0 - ' forward than it would do in a top-heavy move-1 ment. Kneeling in this way not only prevents 
' strain in foot and calf but also prevents concen-
! tration of pressure on the apex of the patella, 
i which in this case is quite clear of the ground. 
: Further, strain in the shoulders and back . is 
1 reduced when working with the hands while 
: kneeling in this way, because more movement of 
i the lower trunk can take place to allow the hands ,-., 
d --\'-.) • to be closer to the body. The further the han s 
4 8 0 . i have to reach out from the body the more in· 
-I efficient they become, especially when perform· 




49 0 . ! 
Upper-limb Movements 
1 he nature of uppcr-lilllb movcmc t d 
· ·1 n s · pcnds primari y upon whether the bod -
Y as a whole 
operates on top-heavy or base pr· . 
1 ' tncIp cs In 
top-heavy movements the shoulders s~g d. 
f u an are there ore unstable while the hands p . ' ronate, the 
arms rotate inwards and the elbo . . . ' ws Jut out-
wards. This imposes excessive load O th . n c neck 
and back and Is the most common f t . . . ac or in 
producing shoulder disabilities II the h · t t d · · umcrus 
JS ro a e inyrnrds while the hand is raised, the 
greate_r tuberos1t_y tends to be pressed against the 
1 overlying acromIon _process and this is the main 
cause of, subacrom1al bursitis and , spring-clean 
shoulder . In a base movement the shoulders 
arc better ~alan~ed; there is less tendency to 
hand pronat1on, inward rotation of the hume 
d . tr rus, 
an JU mg out of the elbows. Outward rotation 
50 0 · ~f the ~umerus means that the greater tuberosity 
Is relatively clear of the acromion as the h d . ans 
are raised and, while the shoulders are more 
stable, there is more free movement as the hands 
move upwards. For this reason, it is most 
important that when raising the hands they should 
start the upward movement before the elbows 
move, so that the humerus is rotated outwards. 
A simple experiment of holding a coat out in 
, front of the chest with the palm facing downwards 
51 0 ~ and the elbow out, and then with the palm 
'· d i . upwar s and the elbow in, so that the humerus 
· i s rotated outwards, gives the impression that the 
coat is lighter in the second position, provided 
the coat is not resting on the ends of the fingers 
in the second position. Having the elbows close 
to the body, so that the arms are rotated out-
wards, should be a basic principle in teaching 
hand movements.· 
Teaching Movements 
When teaching movements attention should be 
5 2 O • focused upon contrasting physical sensations 
J resulting from good and bad movements, rather 
1 than visual impressions of positions assumed 
I
. during movements. Certainly, pupils have to see 
the movements to be acquired in the first 
1 instance, but in the author's experience a more 
effective method of teaching is to have the bad 
movement performed first and get pupils to feel 
, where excessive tension is created. This is fol-
1 lowed by good movement so that the different 
5 3 0 .:. physica l sensa tions can be appreciated distinctly, 
1 and in th is respect the teacher must make sure 
I 
that there is no compro;nise between the con-
trasting movements. This, in the author's experi-
APP DIX 2 
ence. is the most cllccti c 
muscle habits, as pupil., then 
going wrong instead ol trymg 
the good mo~'-?ment look d I 
. Conditioning for Movement 
Training for. good movement u .. u lly r 
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some re-~ond1t1onin9 of the body tissue .. , n m 
comparat'.vely young people. Unfortun ly, oven S O. 
~chool-ch1ldren tend lo dov lop lop h avy b nd• -
mg movements which lead to stlllenlng of th 
spine and the bases of lho hmbs. Th s i In p rt 
due to unconscious im1letton of older pcopl but 
also to the fact lhat the importance ol good b s 
and segmental movements has not y t rec ' d 
adequate consideration m physical education In 
the cu ltivation of good movement, ha ·In9 In ~ nd 
l~e definition given previously, tho author c' ssI• 
l ies movements as: ., 550. 
( 1) specific movements; 
(2) pattern movements; 
(3) objective movements. 
Specific movements are movements sp c h• 
cally designed to relax and gently stretch specll1c 
bod~ structures so that elasticity and sensIt,vI1y 
~re increased. Having In mind the prim prot c-
tIve function of muscles, specific mov m nt 
must be performed quietly and slowly, wI1h a 
definite pause Just before the final stret::h Is 560. 
introduced. One must always remember that -
soon as a muscle tends to be stretch d a sir tch 
reflex reaction Is likely lo take place and r sIst 
the final stretching phase of the movement, h nc 
the need for the pause 10 allow the muscles to 
· give ' and so prevent discomfort. 
It has also to be recognised that muscl s hs~e 
to operate upon a more or less stable bas , and I 
this usually leads to stiffening of the mi.:scl s 
controlling the spine and the bases of the I mbs_S 7 0 • 
before the usual type of movement b gins. 
Since it is those muscles in particular v,hlch 
require to be stretched the type of movem nt 
required to bring about the desired struc:ur I 
changes appears unusual lo most people. 
Pattern movements usually follow sp c he 
movements and as they are introduc d to eh ng 
or consciously regulate sensory and motor n rv 
patterns they also have to be porlormed qi. tly, 
gently, and segmentally. 
Objective movements refer to all mo cm • ts m 
wh ich the thoughts of the performer re c,reclcd 
towards some obIect1ve external I::> th body 
itself, such as playing v11th a ball, ·1Jlo\10ij, nd 
performing some form of v,ork. 
o. 
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Position in company 
Who originally made th d 
in human kinetics? e ecision to send you for training 
Why was it felt that kinetics would be useful? 
What are the major handling problems 1·n your own company? 
With in your own company who do you think it is most 
important kinetics should be taught to, and why? 
When you have been trained here, and go back to your 
company, how long will it be before you start training 
employees? 
Have any other methods of lifting/handling been taught 
within your company? 





Her~ are some shorter q uestions 
a ring around one of t he ' on each line , pl~ase put 
about human kinetics at t ~:'bers according to how you fe 
For example on the first lin;~ment . 
If you feel human k ' t · . ' 
ine ics is very impor tant ring l ; 
Important ring 2; F . 
1 airy I mpor tant ring 3; 
Neither important 
nor . unimpor tant ring 4; fairly 
unimportant ring 5; \l!limportant 
r i ng 6; very unimportant ring 7: 




~1 ___ 2 __ 3 __ 4 ___ 5_ ~ 6- ~7~ UNIMPORTAHT 
~1 __ 2 ___ 3__ 4__ 5 __ 6 ___ 7 HELPFUL 
COMPLICATED l 2 3 q 5 6 7 SIMPLE 




l 2 3 4 5 6 7 UNFAM ILIAR ------------------
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 UNNECESSARY ----------------- -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 DI FFICULT 
13 Here are some simila r q uestions , but t h i s time there a r e a 
series of statements f o l lowed by a scale ; r epresenting 
strong agreement at one ex t reme , and s t r ong disagreement at 
the other. The mid point of the scale (4) means you neither 
agree or disagree. 
PLEASE RING THE NUMBER WHICH REPRESENTS YOUR STRENGTH OF 
AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH EACH STATEMENT . 
. STRONGLY STRO •I' 
DI SAGREE AGREE 
(A) Human kinet ics is a drill of 
movements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(B) During a ll li f t ing the back 
1 2 should be kep~ straight 3 4 5 6 7 
( C) E3sen tially h uman k i netics is 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 abo ut liftir:g wei ghts 
(D ) Human kinetics considers the 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bodv as a ma chine 
(E ) Th e essenti a l part of any . 








( F) It is easy to teach people 
how to lift 
l . 2 3 4 5 6 7 
( G) Muscle building exercises 
such as weight lifting, are 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a good form of exercise 
(H) In a good movement as much 
muscular power as possible 
should be used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(I) Human kinetics is a method 
of thinking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(J) The form and structure of 
the human body is determined 
by day to day activity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
( K) A good muscle is a big muscle 1 2 .. 4 5 6 7 ) 
(L) Sustained tension is good for 
muscles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(M) Touching the toes is a good 
exercise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(N) Strength is produced only by 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sheer muscular effort 
( 0) Essentially human kinetics is 
about stopping back strains 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
( p) I should have no trouble 
teaching employees what I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 learn here this week 
( Q) The leg muscles are more 
the powerful in lifting than 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 arm amd back mus cles 
( R) A lot of workers with back 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 injuries are just malingerers 
( s) When standing, bending or 
looking down the feet should 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 remain parallel 
(T) People who have been lifting 
_for years resent being taught 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a " new way " 
( u) Whe n performing most handling 





The instructions for u s e o f the · are shown below; picture question 
14) In this · finul series of questions , two nictures urc sh n for c eh 
q uestion. Euch pi cture sho11s cl different way of 1:JOifY:J o.'?out c eh 
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acti. v i ty. Would you, in eac.l-i cuSe indicute \vhich n thocl you f cel is 
rn::sr , .md record your uI1.SWer A or B on dotted line .ivili.l<'ililc. '!hen 
S<1Y why, in your opinion it is better th.:m tJ1e other, trokc yow: 
answers as dct.:1iled as possible don' t just "c;pot the c.liffercnces" . 
Ww.t c:rre the ronsequences for the people involved in terms of cx:mfor , 
s trc:u.n, effic; "3ncy? Feel free t o arro,. or shade in purts of the 
pictures to illustrate your answers . 
In the picture questions whic h follow the kinetically 
preferred a11.3wer has bee n f i lled in . 
The overlay of small type g ives the l~inetic justification 
for the choice of that pic t ure as the more appropriate 












~~?BEST POSTURE FOR 'RlTlfG IS •• ~ •••• 
Doubllnq up over the pen as ln A leads o 
elbows be1.11g pushed out !r~ 1d c:austng 
wr 1st to be extcr.ded, th1 in '11.r~ ana h t 
~he fen is held more with the tips oft ftno r 
nd ,humbs. Therefore th gripping r i 
smaller.the pen is qrtpped more 1qhtly, and 
as in other case the excess fing rend pr saur 
leads to excessive te:uion in nd1ng (flex1on) 
mus led throuohout the body. 
THE BEST POSTURE FOR SCRUDBU:C. THE FLOOR 
IS . ~ •• • • 
The hand lock action tn A (aup1nation) tak a 
the load off the arm muacl sand leado to a 
direct transmission of weiqht by s abil isinq r 
(left arm in B constantly trying to coll pa ) 
in muscular terms the tric pa and brac:h1al a 
no longer need to sta01l1ze the elbow, 17/ 
extending the clbo·.- and .supinetinq the for a.::r:i 
the elbow becomes hyp~.:: xt :'lded. Stobilia tion 
i s thus by body weight and sec tched for a.::o 
f l exors . 
THE BEST WAY TO TILT THE OIL ORUM c., .. ~ .. , 
WHY? 
The doubled up position 1n B incr~a•e s ra1n 
on arms, shoulders, and abdom n. The arm 
muscles are doin~ work which could b done 
more effectively by body we1qht. Th re 11 al o 
needless abdominal strain and risk of hernia. In 
A the straight arms permit ~ffec:tive transmisa1on 
of body weight. 
B 
THE BEST WAY TO EMP'fY THE oo:< ONTO Tt!E 
BENCH IS •• ll . . ... 
WHY? 
A is working with elbows ju t1nq out and thl 
puts excessive load on arms, shoulders nd back. 
In A the the shoulders nr• in v~ry 1o ak pos1t1on 
to take thi. load . In B should .rs re in 
stronger poSLtion and the bod)' WLll move inor 
naturally with the load 
THE BEST WAY TO MAtlIPtJLAT£ THIS LAR~ 
SPANNER IS •• ~ • •• • • 
WHY? 
a risks abdominal stra1n end also damao to l qs 
if the spanner slips. Putt1nQ one foot.., 11 
back ;rnd allowinq ! ront l(neo o bend 1ncr IU • 
use of body weiqht and nllows a be ter ea( ou rd 
for balance . 
THIS ELEC':'.'RlCI,\N STRIPPWG A WIRE WOULD 
BE WISE •ro USE ~11::THOO ••• .ll .... 
WHY? 
·h - the tendr.nc·, o bnnq 1oork clos to he 
A s ow., • · nd h f ~ h sc:l eyes. chc elbows JUt out a t er o. 
of arms and should~rs arc under cons nt ~oad nd 
and the wrist extcnd1On means th t v n t • s 
are strained unnccf'SSd:-1.ljl. Th tcndene)• ~ d:h 
this is oft •n greater •;1th hqht obJ c •.:. \ 









WHICH IS THE BeST POSTURE FO OOI :c; 
THIS HEAVY FIL!? J ? • {i ••.•••••••• 
WHY? 
A is working t~ foshion which v1ll prod c 
maximum Cu:nul1tt1ve utra1n. In s op :- :fr 
rais~ng the vice the st nc hea Den a~ju •~ to 
produee a 'base• rather th ~ 'top vy • (A) 
action. Also in B he 1s clo r o h1a rk 
and elbows are in to sid . 
A subsidiary point 1s the index f1no r poa1t10 
In A it is poor because 1 .eaus a mor fo:- cful 
action of the ams 1n~ard rot 1no i::uscl s. Hold 
is more pall!l<tr' 1n e. 
WHICH IS THE BEST WAY OF PRESSING 
DOWN ON THE LEVER BAR? •• \ ••••• •• 
WHY? 
When pressing muscles alone c n n ver apply a 
force equal to that of th~ body ve19ht. 8 
may feel that he :s putting 1n more f:fort but 
most of it 1s wasted, ~so in B th d no of 
losing balance means that muscles w1ll b 
reflexly stiffened to safeguard balonc . A has 
feet ,,_.el-1 placed and thercfor u■o■ body w 1Qh 
(it is a base ~ction) Also th use of 'he d 
lock' in A straightens sptnc, and aids atra19ht 
ams in direct transm1sst~n of w 1ah . 
THE BEST WAY TO CARRY A BOX IS.,ij,. , 
WHY? 
Elbows into side, stra:~ht arms, dir t 
tra~smission of wP.1ght jown onto body. P lc:ar 
hold pulling box ~nto body . 
THIS MAN IS LIFTING MATS FROM THE 
PILE ON HIS RIGaT, INSPECTING THEM, 
THEN PUT'!'ING THEM ON THE PILE ON HIS 
LEFT, THE BEST WAY TO 00 THIS IS 
.. \ ...... 
WHY? 
e turns and reaches over r1Ql l ft 1 Q, th1a 
increases torsion on low"r spin . In A t.he too 
turned to l ft l d1ny 
ural follow hrouqh, 
load so much on xtend 
placement ( left Coot 
movement) allows a na 
Also no n~ed to carry 
arms . NOT TURNING ON A RlvIO BASE LEG, 
THE BEST "IAY OF LIFTNG WI~H A CROW-
-BAR IS ••• U ...•. 
\IHY? 
Tl":e leg muscles 3re more pow ~ful t!!:n d 
. b3ck mus.cles. A lS unt»lanc he 
or • d .... k as tl":e load co • up 
on arm an ,.,,.,c ·• d ha& ac ion, nd 
will increase. B has o gooire<:tlY ov~r th bllr 
less risk of sl1pp1nQ, isf dl n ~u cl•· Alo t 
•·inq "ood use o ... 1 , and 1s 111q, .. dir~c rana salon q. 













THE BEST WAY TO THRUS 
SHELF IS 8 • THIS BOX ONTO A HIGH 
WHY? . • ..... 
One foot d • a va:1eed for bel 
s traight for good thrus:. 
t he legs and not the tack 
nee and re r !oot 
Pov r ls c in; tro~ 
nd a:-ris. 
THE BEST WAY OF DOWN PULLING ON THE CHAIN 
IS . .. . .'~ • . . 
WHY? 
A is star ting with thP. arms well ov rh ad and 
placing one foot well 1n advancr this nllows h 
movement to be accomplished oy relaxing the 
knees and us1113 body•.eight. 
THIS ENGINEER TAPPUIG A IIOt.E \,OULO BE BETTER 
OFF IN POSTURE ••••• ~ •••• • 
WHY? 
A has provided a so(~ surfac to kn 
means less concentrated preasur 
less stiffening. The :-iQht foo UI 
give :;tab1l1ty to the body and eh c b 1 nc 
should the tool sli;> or bL· ak. B 1.11 makinQ h 
hand and forear-m mus.:las do wor-k .,;J,ich 1n A 11 
done by the b1g9or a:-::i and shoald r mu1cl tr, 
Ba great deal of e~ :-gy 1 dis 1p3t 1n 
stabilising elbow anc shoulder joins cau1 oC 
t he outstretched ar~3 . A 1s clos r o th Job, 
f or ce~ pass down a stra1ght for arm. 
THE BEST WA¥ TO PUSH THIS HEAVY BOOX CASE 
I S .... ~ .. .. 
WHY? 
B leads to severe strain in 
a bdomcn'and r19ht foo . ln 
straight, one foot is ad\.'a 
the ch1n 1s tucked in (Had loc:k) o ltabl 1G 
s houlders and str~\ htcn the spin. 
In A the 'arm lock' 1s us d. outward cota 1or. 
of the arms auto::iattc lly atabilia ahoulter 
girdles ( by f 1ro cor.-.pr 1s10n of t.h scapulta 
ag.anst the.posterior cheat w 11) Th r for 
body we1~ht and le; ct1on r pl c G usc:ula: 
work of arms and shoulder muacl •· 
APPENDIX 4: 
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Ap~endix 4:. A listing of the total rationales 
(misconceptions) given by sub' . . 
an incorrect choice of pict J ects to Justify 
times (subjects) that each ~~~1~nd the n~~er of used per picture surnm d Y explanation was 
e across a l l experimental groups. 
Question 





Less strained .........•. 6 
More relaxed ...••.....•. 9 
More natural ............ 4 
More comfortable .••....• 3 
Arms take body weight ... 2 
Closer to work .......... 2 
A better posture ..•..... 1 
' Easier ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
B_ is; 






natural ........... . 
support ........... . 
strain ............ . 
body movement ..... . 
comfortable ....... . 








Body over job ........... 6 
Better use body weight .. 5 
More muscles used ....... 2 
Better use of arms ..... 1 
Less back strain ........ 1 
A shows; 
More control ............ 9 
More effective use arms. 7 
More use arms/ less back 3 
More hand pressure on box 2 
Less tension in arms .... 2 
More natural ....... . .... 3 
B shows ; ~ 
Better (firmer) foot 
position . ....... . .... . .. 7 
Uses strength legs/back. 2 
More control ......... . . ~ 2 
More use arms / less str ain 
in the back .............. l _ 
Back straighter/ less s train 2 
More muscles used ... ••··· 2 
More leverage ............ ~ 
Not reaching ..•... . .. . .. d 
Even transmission of loa 
1 . . . 1 to the egs ..... . .. . . 
6. A shows; 
More control ............ 6 
Arms more powerful, 
efficient/ stronger . .... 10 
Better leverage ......... 3 
Easier use of arms ...... 4 
Less strain in arms ..... l 
More comfortable ........ l 
Uses stomach muscles as 
well .. . . ............... - 1 
CJoser to vision .... . ... 1 
7 A is; 
More natural ............ 1 
Less strained . ......... l 
More comfortable ....... l 
Less body movement ...... l 
Body weight over vice .. 1 
8. B can; 
Apply more force. . . . . . . 9 
Makes better use of 
body weight. . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Can apply more pressure 3 
Less strain .. on back .. 2 
. . on stomach .. l 
9 A shows; 
' Better' use of arms .... 1 
More use of arms relieves 
back strain . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Arms take rrain weight .. 3 
Whole body support ..... l 
10 B shows; 
Feet more apart ....... l 
Less back strain with 
the arms more bent ... • 1 
11 In A the; 
Body is more relaxed ... 1 
Better use body weight. l 
·Better balance ... •····· 1 
A would be OK if feet 
1 were together ........ . 
1 2 . In A; ed l 
The body is more relax 
There is less strain .... l 
Appendix 4 continued ... 
13. B shows; 
Less stretching(or reaching) .... 6 
Less back work (strain) ......... 2 
Better balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
More natural...... 1 
More force can be ~~~ii~::::::: 1 
More control. . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 
Less strain on shoulders ........ 1 
Body weight on both legs ........ 1 
14. B shows; 
More power from the arms ........ 3 
A better view ................... 3 
More relaxed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Uses more muscles ............... 1 
Full use of shoulders ........... 1 
More comfortable and efficient .. 1 
15. B shows; 
Better use of(more power from) legs 3 
Strain is taken by the arms ...... 3 
More muscles share the load ....... 2 
Less muscle tension .............. 1 
Uses shoulders as well as arms to 




The 82 Jobs examined in the shop floo~ 














































Moving coils to store using a barrow. 
Offloading empty fibre kegs from container to warehous . 
Moving parcels to a stationwagon . 
Donning a BA set. 
Loading frozen food parcels to a van . 
Loading frozen food parcels to 3rd level of van. 
Offloading empty 45g drums from lorry to stack . 
Offloading empty 45g drums from lorry to storage rack . 
Loading sacks of product to a 20' container wagon . 
Filling sacks with product and moving to pallet . 
Filling sacks with product and moving to pallet 
Filling sacks with product and T1Dving to IBllet. 
Loading 4 1 foam bundles to 40' container. 
Loading 4 1 foam bundles to 40 1 container. 
Loading kegs of product to 20' lorry 
Loading reactor with sacks of raw materials. 
Lifting sacks of raw material to reactor traw- way . 
Loading sacks of raw material to lift from pallet . 
Loading container wagon with bagged product. 
Loading empty cartons into skip. 
Feeding foam to grinder. 
Moving kegs of product to pallet from roller conveyor . 
Loading 8 1 lengths of foam to container. 
Moving a gas cylinder. 
Loading steel flat strip to rack: 
Removing and replacing footwear in racks. 
Packing meal containers into boxes. 
Lifting a man-hole cover. 
Hatch loading (emptying bags down a chute). 
Feeding a machine with boxed product. into racks . 
Lifting boxed product from a bin.and sorted . 
Removing bags from machine, sealing , and dragging away . 
Filling a cleaning machine w~th dirty bags . 
. 1 n bag from a skip, and examing. 
Removing c ea h. transport system. 
Lifting full sacks ont~ :o~ ~~~o an elevator. 
Pushing a large wheel~ sacks on a conveyor. 
Leaning over and cuttin~hop~:ck of a cehicle . 
Dragging heavy bags tot feom test area to bench . 
Moving trays of pro~uc rl box for despatch. 
ts into a arge 
Packing componen ales for weighing. 
. k d boxes onto sc h 
Loading pace t ke samples from eac • 
Moving piles of trays to af shelving to truck. 
k f granules rom ~ Removing sac s O • ·th product from sac~s . 
· machine w1. · 1 t Loading a drying to automatic plating P n · 







































Lifting machine vice f 
F · · rom rack to ni lling - iling of corresponden . . machine . 
cabinets . F·i· ce into high ling of customers correspond 
St k · • ence ac ing timber (2 men). on low shelving . 
Bandsaw as· d · . - i ing cut pieces of timber 
Cutti~g blocks on a dimension saw. . 
Remo~ing assembled furniture from bench to ground . 
Pulli_ng to tension and stapli"ng 
to secure webbing . 
Cut~ing cloth using a vertical elect r ic knife . 
Sewing a bag cover. 
Inspect and bundle sewn cover. 
Assembling wires to form a coil spring unit . 
Fitting fabric onto a frame. 
Drum sanding pieces of wood. 
Spray polishing wood, 
Filling small bags with packing. 
Securing crates in a container for transport . 
Wrapping a drum with waterproof covering . 
Liftihg and locating a bar into take- up roller . 
Positioning tension wheel straps to a bar . 
Rolling up a large blanket of material . 
Rolling up blanket (with front r ollers) . 
Washing a large blanket. 
Pushing drums into an oven. 
Locating track into an oven. 
Lifting lumps of viscous material out of mixing tanks . 
Cutting up raw materials and feeding to machine . 
Pushing boxes of scales into stacking machine . 
Carrying boxes 140 yards. 
Lifting lumps of raw material to a machine . 
Lifting lumps of raw material to a machine . 
Lifting lumps of raw material to a machine . 
Removing job from a machine. 
Locating and lifting a take up bar on a machine . 
Positioning wheels on a machine. 
Buffing finished pieces of work . 





APPENDIX 5. BODY MAPPING 
In U1e original plan for the 
project it had been propos d to 
use the technique of body mapp' ( ing Corlett and Bishop 1976) 
to plot the areas of 
the body which suffered pain o~ 
discomfort after periods 
working in particular postur s or 
with particular handling methods. 
The objective of the body mapping study was to try to 
examine directly the deleterious effects of postures and 
movements which were defined bv kinetics as 
.1 ~ l::e.d, compared 
to those defined as good. Th h h e ypot esis investigated was 
that bad kinetic movement"' ld 1 d .. ou ea, after a period of 
work, to aches, pains or discomfort which the subject 
could record on a body map. The body map used was one 
designed by me for the purpose. It is shown at the end of 
this uppendix. Its two parts were designed to collect 
information about subjective feelings of discomfort and the 
second any existing chronic musculo-skeletal disorders. 
The b9dy map was distributed and individually explained to 
a sample of 15 hairdressers, 10 cleaners and 20 firemen at 
the end of their respective shifts to examine the potential 
of the technique. The results from these pilot studies w re 
proillising in that the technique had good face validity and 
some correlation between poor movement and localisation of 
mapped discomfort was shown. Further analysis showed however 
that this correlation was confined to younger and less 
experienced operators. With older workers and those who had 
spent a number of years on the same job no such discomfort 
relationship was found. 
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In any event it proved imp . b . oss1 le to pursue this line of 
enquiry as the necessary access to carry out indus ri l 
studies was not forthcoming. 
The results of the pilot study, if accurate, do how vcr 
cast some doubt on the value of body mapping as a techniqu. 
Currently it is cee u n as a way of providing 'direct evid nc 
of the benefits of ergonomic changes' in for example 
machine design (Corlett and Bishop 1976). It has been used 
iru .shop floor studies, although its validation as a tool has 
been largely based on laboratory studies {Kirk and Saoyama 
1973) using naive subjects. It is likely that use of th 
technique with subjects habituated to one working task will 
produce results which underestimate the problems of the 
habituated task in relation to those of the new one . 
It had been hoped that the technique would throw light on 
the early stages of damage due to cumulative strain . In so 
far as the hypothesis upon which this hope was based remains 
va1.Ld, it would appear that poor movement produces pain and 
discomfort within the first few weeks of starting to use i . 
After this it would seem that the discomfort disappears, 
but the damage process carries on until, usually a numb r of 
years later, it manifests itself again in chronic musculo-
skeletal disorders. whether this disappearance of pain is 
a 
'pai·n threshold' which is raised by habitu ion, 
explicable by 
or whether it is a short-term adaptation of the muscles which 
leads on to the irreversible stiffening process, remains a 
question for further study. 
[)f,I'AH'f Y.Ef;·r •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • 
J (.)B , •• • • , •••••• , •• •••••••• ":': ":':' •••••••• 
ACE •• , ••••• •• • • • LENGTH OF SERVICE.,, .. , ... . , •• 
1~<!lv1.1 i, a li~c of •,1,,r·~s l.1~elled ,\- J , _ these .::re cor=ionlv used co 
Jcsc r ibe fe~ltngs of d1scornfo:c. C~nbtned 1Ji.th chis list is a scale 
of numbers tn. orde r c~.:ic ~h o! ~ of each feel in~ lll.ly be recorded 
\n extre~ely tntense !eeltn~ ,..oul<l be 7, .'.Ind :l bJr@ly nocice,lble one • 
~"~!~ ::o~; e!~/he ri ~h t 1,H ~hcse .lre outlines ot the h.1.111t.1n body 1,rith 
The purpo~e o f al~ this iS, co enable_you co record hov \'Ou feel J.t 
the ,rnd o t the sh if t. Looit .1c the tut .\- J , do anv ot chue words 
.ics..:r i be how .iny o~ your musct~s feel? If so sh.:lde in the Jff~cced 
1rca .Jn the bndy ,.h~gr:lm, It 1s ~ imporcanc eh.it you onlv 'ih.Jde 
the ~_a r e~ ..if d1sc~':1fort •..• :ry rnoving the :iffecced p-Hc, .or 
jlrcssing 1t 1.11th your ttni,t<!rs to ftnJ the exact bounJ.Hi<!.i. , .. "hen vou 
h.ive done this l.:ibel ea.::h sh.'.ldeJ 3.re:i in the fotlovine; w:iv:- tn the 
; 1bel ling boxes put .t fi~ure :rnd :i number co represient each sh:iJed Jt<!J 
inJ dr:i..., a line fro:"l the I 1hel co t ht! shaded 3.rc.1. for ex:imple i.( vou 
.~ It th.H a ::iusde 1:i your .1rr: .,..,1s extrcr.ely stiff y('lu would sh:,Je it 
anJ t.1b.d ic (i:-) for sci.ft" anJ 7 for ii!xtrie~1:,ly , che l.1bel woutJ th..-r~fore 
~ ► .7. in lhe b1Jx nbovc the pictur"' sh.1Jcd. ~i mil.1rlv ,1 sli.;ht p.1in 
.... 1uld be Al , or medit1::i ,;orcn<!sS c.:. . 
EXTREiiE 61\REL Y 
NOT I CEP.BLE 
A. PAltlFUL 7 t 5 4 3 2 l 
B. AChlilG 7 E 5 4 3 2 l 
C. SuRE 7 6 5 4 2 l 
D. TEilDER 7 C 5 4 3 2 l 
E. TEIISE 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 
f .STIFF 7 6 5 4 2 l 
G. UiiCOi·'.FORTABLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 
H . CRAMP 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 
I . P lllS AND NEEDLES 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 




This diagram shows both sides of the 2 port 
for the body mapping study. The first part 
immediate d i scomfort and the second chronic 
skeletal pa in . The examples shown here hav 
to one quarter of their actual si~e. 
ihe second pa!"'t of this questionnaire is coe;,leted !n 
r=.1..ch the sarr:e way to the !!!"St. This ti~e the question 
as:.C.~.! i~ ... Ha,.·e :,ou h.id O:" Go you su.:'fer- frcm ar.J .:,f 
the dison:!ers in the list .". - L? If so shai!e in the part 
of :,our !,oJy affected on t~e body diagr-d!C and lahel it 
:.,ich the appropriate letter in the labelling box. To 
com;,lete the ldbel would 'JOU indicate next to the letter, 
when .ind for ?,cw !.or.5 you \./ere affected . This co~ld be 
phrast!d started 19 ••• .md cleared u;, :9 ... or, interoitter:t 
sir.ce f eb, l<l ••• , or st.J:-ted July 19 • . . and.still s1.tforirg. 
fin3.!.ly so::ie of the ice:-:s i:l tt:e list (eg . stNins JJ!C 
sprdins) could hdve been caused by a specif:c ir,ci.!ent c:-
accidenc and ir. si.;ch a c ase coulJ you a!.so say ::1 :,01:.r 
label what this was . 
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APPENDIX 6. INTRA ABDOMINAL PRESSURE 
Davis 
(1977) proposed that during a g i ven manual effort, 
intra abdominal pressure measurement s can be used 
0 gi 7 
an accurate indication of t he spinal stress induced by h 
activity. This technique has been used to study the 
relationship of spinal s t r ess and position of the load in 
relation to the body (e . g. Stubbs & Ni cholson 1982) . A pilo 
study was undertaken during this research in co-operation 
with the Materials Handling Research Unit at Surrey 
Univers ity. The study aimed to combine their expertise 3t 
using intra-abdominal pressur e transducer s with my own 
experience of training i n Human Kinet i cs and the use of 
video analysis. The overall objective of the study was to s e 
if Human Kineti c lift ing produced significantly lower in ra-
abdominal pressures when compar ed with other methods of 
lifting. 
METHOD 
As this was a pilot study the number of subjects was Jmall. 
d a ll.' ght (6 . 4kg) and heavier (16kg) Four male students lifte 
r,25 x 25 x 30 ems) from a stand rd smooth faced tote box 
bl The pressure in their . . on the floor onto a t a e . position -
Usl.·ng a ' radio pi ll' . This is a small abdomens was me asured 
, 1 designed for pressure measure.men radio transmitter specia- Y 
in the gastro i ntestinal t r act of large mammals . Con inuous 
· t~ed intra- ~bdomi nal pressure w r rec ordings of the transrni ~ 
Pen and paper chart which recorded on a 
al so recorded a t·rn 
video r ecorded and a tim 
base. The subj ects movements were 
the video r ecording by base was adde d to 
including a digit 
A meter placed next 
l a of the camera. the v isual fie 
clock in intra-abdominal pressure on 
k al so showed to the digita l cloc 
APPENDIX 6 
the video tape The 
. . re were thus t WO systems for lin~in 
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preisure changes to · .d 
• VJ. eo rec a or ed movement. Fire 
linked time bases on b th 
th 
o paper and video record an 
the direct appearance of the 
cond 
pressure meter in the v ual 
field .of the video camera The b. 
· su Jects were also pho o-
graphed at the moment th b 
e ox left the floor. 
Each subject lifted each box three 
times under each of th 
following conditions: 
(i) Their 'naive' lift 
(ii) A full stoop (legs kept as straight as possible) 
(iii) After ' · six-point drill', 'back erect', training 
(iv) After a four hour intensive training in kinetic 
lifting from the R0SPA instructor. 
The six point drill lift was accomplished by referring the 
subjects to the drill card discussed on page 146 of the 
thesis. The Human Kinetic lift was the same as that dcscrib d 
on pages 14 7-50 of this thesis. Due to the nature of the 
tasks performed and the need for training it was not possibl 
to randomise the order of presentation. However lifts (ii) 
and (iii) were repeated in the afternoon session, aft r h 
final kinetic lift, as a check. Trunk inclination, thigh 
and knee flexion, and the distance of the box ccntru of th 
gravity from the base of the spine (measured in the horizon l 
plane dl. and the actual diagonal distance d2. (see fig 28 
were measured fJ~om the video recordings (as performed on 
page · (t) taken in 1/50 second units .or h 157 ) . The time 
50 Cm Of the lift was also measured. box to move the first 
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RESULTS 
The results are summarised in 
graph (figure 46 
figure 4S nd 
). The tabl e shows time (t), the 
h 
1 s 
of back, knee and thigh flexion 
the distances dl and d2 
and the· intra abdominal 
pressure . These are means for all 
three lifts of each subject under 
each condition . The ri 
of photographs in figure 4 7 1 
a so shows one exampl of 
each type of lift for all f our subjects and the peak in ra 
abdominal pressure for that lift. The digital clock and 
pressure .meter can be seen in the lower right of these 
photographs. 
DISCUSSION 
The results did not show that a kinetic lift produced 
significantly lower intra-abdominal pressures thun other 
methods of lifting. One surprising result of this s udy is 
that the supposedly extremely harmful 'full stop' lifts 
produced relatively low IAP's. 
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It was possible that the peak intra-abdominal pressur may 
be correlated with any of the following variables.Sped of 
lift (time, t); Distance of box centre of gravity from base 
of lumbar spine (dl, d2) ; Angles of flexion of back, kn or 
thigh; or type of lifting action. Nicholson my co-worker 
with the Surrey group used a computer programme (The 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences - SPSS) to 
search for significant interactions between the seven 
dependent variables, for all ninety lifts individually. 
P
airs of variables in sequence and test 
The programme took 
1 t . n using Kendall and Spearm n for significant corre a 10 
found to be correlated with 
si'gnificance tests. IAP was 
Figure 45: Table of results for the intra abdominal pressure $tudy. 
Intra 
time Back Knee Thigh distance distance abdominal 
t angle flexion angle d2 dl pressure· Type of li f ting action a n d we i glt 
l /50sec (degrees ) (degrees ) (degrees ) ems ems mm . 
units mercury 
15 53 45 45 57 50 16 Na ive Light 
16.5 55 43 36 55 50 22 Naive Heavy 
1 5 45 35 37.5 40 40 26 6 .P.D. Light 
14 43 43 40 46 41 32 6.P.D. Heavy 
23 106 132 94 84 46 11 Stoop Heavy 
'14 47 88 83 54 42 9 Human Kinetics Light 
14 66 70 52 57 40 24 Human Kinetics Heavy 
9.3 68 85 35 70 53 87 Naive Light 
10.7 72 87 37 69 50 117 Naive Heavy 
20 60 77 35 64 50 56 6.P . D. Light 
16 52 68 33 63 45 50 6.P.D. Heavy 
11 103 14 3 40 90 48 38 Stoop Light 
16 102 153 53 89 47 64 Stoop Heavy 
10 52 60 37 49 38 45 Human Kinetics Light 
11 58 60 33 52 41 77 Human Kinetics Heavy 
l'O 89 113 28 68 45 61 Naive Light 
14 87 113 27 68 45 86 Naive Heavy 
13 47 55 33 48 38 45 6 . P.D. Light 
17 50 55 23 50 40 61 6 . P.D. Heavy 
14 95 172 68 85 48 30 Full Stoop Light 
17 100 170 60 86 45 63 FuH Stoop Heavy 
15 60 . 82 50 64 54 52 Naive Light 
19 60 80 52 68 56 63 Naive Heavy 
15 42 65 53 59 47 40 6 . P . D . Light 
17 42 62 50 60 50 44 6 .P~D- Heavy 
18 100 140 40 98 48 32 Stoop Light 
15 100 137 47 95 53 40 Stoop Heavy 
11 57 57 40 59 40 45 Human Kinetics Light 











































A L L SUBJECT S 
"tio><Ei3 cur 
"L" DENOTES THE LIGHTER BOX I '14 lbe. > , " H " THE H EAVIER BOX (35 lb■.) 
Figure 46 : Histogram- showing results for intra abdominal pressure 










































Figure 47: Reproduction of photgraphs showing one example 
of each of the four lifting methods for each subject. 
The peak intra abdominal pressure for that lift is shown 
in the square underneath it. · (m..'11. Hg.) (The number in 
the circ l e is just the lift sequence number.) 
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( ~ -= 0.001), every v · b.l 
ar~a e other than angle of knee 
flexion. However there wa 
s no systematic correlation 
between IAP and type of lifting 
action. This is mainly for 
reasons discussed e lsewhere in 
this thesis (see page 172 
namely ~hat the . classification 
of lifts into groups such 
as 'naive' a nd •stooping' does not accurately reflect the 
true complexity and range of possible actions . This pilot 
study was completed bef th ore e s horthand notation described 
on page 172 had been developed. When the video recordings 
for the IAP study were re evaluated using the shorthand 
notation the four broad cateqories of lifting could be 
further subdivided. For example the naive lifts of the 
subjects were coded as follows: 
Subject 1 (L T X B) or (LT) (B) 
Subject 2 (A) (L) (TB) or (AXL) (TB) 
Subject 3 (LT) (B) 
Subject 4 (LT) ( B) 
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Subject 2 (as can be seen from the photographs) exhibits the 
common fault of using the arms independently in lifting actions. 
The trunk has to form a stabl 2 base for the action of the arms 
by stabilising the shoulder muscles and their attachments. 
It is possible that this stabilising action could have an 
effect on intra abdominal pressure, as trunk muscles are 
contracted. This implies that, if this technique is to be 
used for the comparison of complex movements like lifting, it 
may be necessary to control carefully the contribution of 
· h c·ould modi· f'.i' intra-abdominal pressure in each component whic 
a series of trials. 
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With such a small number of sub · t • 
_ Jee s showing such a wide 
variety of lifting actions it is i mpossible to draw any 
firm conclusions from this study. However the technique 
would seem worthy of further explorati on and a number of 
incidental methodological conclusions arose from this 
study. Once again the value of slow motion video analysis 
was proved, especially linked to the IAP measurements . It 
has been the case in past studies o f physiological 
measures linked to specific movements t o assume that the 
peak measure occured at the stage of the movement commonly 
assumed to be the most stressful, i.e. in lifting actions 
to assume that the peak intra-abdominal pressure recorded 
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on the paper trace coincided with the moment that the box 
left the floor. While our study showed this to be true in the 
majority of examples there were notable exceptions . The 
subject mentioned above who used his a rms to lift indepen-
dently rather than to transmit forces showed a small peak in 
IAP at the moment the box left the floor which was almost 
doubled half way through the upward movement (presumably 
associated with his arm use). In the s ame s ubject and in one 
other the first step which immediately followed the lift 
produced a peak pressure higher than that from lifting . 
Although this may have just resulted from a ' shock wave' in 
l.· t would have been difficult to separate the abdominal viscera 
from the lifting peak without the slow motion v ideo analysis . 
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ANTHOPOME'l'RIC CRITERIA - THE CORMIC INDEX 
Observations made during ROSPA training courses suggested 
that it . ht b 
mig e easier for some peopl e to perform certain 
kinetic movements on account f h 
o t eir body build. A short 
pilot study based on some of th R 
e OSPA video analysis data 
showed that anthropometric criteria may influence lifting 
styles. 
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A number of indices are used in anthropometric literature to 
produce single ,figures which combine two or more body 
dimensions. One such is the Cormic Index (eg Croney 1971) 
which relates sitting to standing height. 
The Cormic Index= seated height x 100 
standing height 
An answer of 45% would indicate a short trunk and relatively 
long legs and one of 55% a longer trunk to relatively shorter 
legs (Croney op cit). 
The Cormic Index was used to look at the relationship 
between anthropometric dimensions and angle of body segments 
during different methods of handling. 
A pilot study was carried out on one ROSPA course (R26379). 
Unfortunately the derived index range wa3 small. (51. 6% · 
56 %, x = 53.8, SD = 1.19). However the correlations 
between the index and the following were calculated for naive, 
six point drill and kinetic lifts. 
( i) f k ax; 5 from the vertical inclination o trun. ~ 
. 
(ii) the angle ' between the trunk axis 
and the thigh mid line 
(iii) the thigh mid 
line and the calf ankle 
the ang l e betwee·n 
mid line at the knee joint. 
Of these the Corrnic Index was found to have a positive 
correlation with inclination of the trunk axis from the 
vertical for (a) naive and {b) six point drill lifts. 
(a) r = 0.5(p < 0.1) 
(b) r = · 0 . 6 8 ( p <. 0 . 0 0 5) 
This suggests that subjects i,rith longer trunks and shorter 
legs tend to incline their trunks more from the vertical 
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than subjects with longer legs and a shorter trunk, regardless 
of leg or thigh flexion. It would be interesting to examine 
this more closely over a wider range of each measure . It may 
simply be that subjects with short legs also have short arms 
and so need to incline their trunks more to get their hands 
under the box. It does however indicate that anthropometric 
dimensions are a further variable which complicates analysis 
and modification of handling patterns. 
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APPENDIX 8 VIDEO AS A TRAINING AID 
Sections of this thesis have 1·ndi·cated the difficulty of 
communicating movements t 
or pos ures using just language or 
static pictures. Trainees on courses need to be able to 
practice· movements and 5e~ f eedback about their performance. 
A short pilot study was performed to evaluate the effective-
ness of video as a training aid. 
Trainees on ROSPA courses where I had used video to study 
movements were enthusiastic about the use of video for feed-
back and said that they found it invaluable in practising 
movements. ~n order to quantify its 'usefulness' courses 
Rl31178 and R26379 were subject to the following trial . 
On the Thursday preceeding the final Friday assessment all 
the subjects had their normal practice session recorded. 
Approximately half of the subjects in each group were shown 
and 'talked through' their video recordings , the rest 
receiving only verbal feedback from the instructor (they 
were allowed to see their recordings after the final Friday 
assessment). on course R131178 five subjects received video 
f eedback (FB) and seven did not. Ou course R26379 seven 
subjects received video feedback and eleven did not. The 
over the course on the improvement scores of the two groups 
kinetic crite!"ia were compared. The results are presented 
below: 
No Feedback Video Feedback 
11.1 12.4 Failures - Passes 
1. 3 2.2 Failures - Improvements 
Failures - Failures 4 . 1 1. 9 5 . 6 5.1 Passes -- Passes 
0 0 . 2 Passes - Failures 
Meah Scores for 2 groups 
summed over 2 courses. 
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The differences betwe en groups are in the p redicted 
direction but fall well short of significance . However it 
would be interesting to complete a larger more carefully 
controlled trial of thi s hypothesis . 
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APPENDIX 9 
ROSPA TRAINEES & FOLLOW UP TRAINING 
In the conclusions it was mentioned that some subjects may 
lack confidence to pass on the teachings of Human Kinetics 
to third parties. This may to some extent reflect the calibre 
of trainees selected, to go on Human Kinetics courses. The 
general questionnaire reported on page 121 of this thesis 
asked all the subjects to state their normal job titles. 
The results of this are shown below. 








Area equipment inspector 
Physiotherapist 
Supervisor 


















Manual handling instructor 








Manager fire/security dept. 
Security sergeant 
security officer 
Staff s upervisor 
Labour (Safety rep) 
Senior plant operator 
Night manager 
Stores controller 
Personnel services supervisor 
P.E. instructor 
Loader instructor 
Medical attendent/welfare officer 
Labourer 
Assistant plant manager 
Branch manag~r 
Works supervisor 
It is significant that Of 
the people selected for only half 
i·nstructors mention training as 
. i·ng as one of their train -
h do learn functions. Even if t ey 
major mmunication skills 
Human Kinetics from 
the ROSPA instructor they may lack the co 
to effectively pass 
others. It w.is on the teaching to 
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originally proposed to follo~ up che second stage of the 
ROSPA training and see h , • • 
- ow a s artp ~e o f instructors inte rpreted 
the techniques and theory to third parties . When I tried to 
pursue this it had to be abandoned a s a full study because , 
over a £ifteen month period regular phone call checks on 
25 instructors revealed that none had been able to do any 
follow up training in their own place of work because line 
management would not allocate tlme for this to be done . 
It did prove possible to sit in on one set of training courses 
provided by a major service industry who employed two ROSPA 
trained instructors. In each case the instructors ignored 
most of their ROSPA training and produced a classic 'six 
point drill' training session. Howeve r to be fair to them 
they were allocated twenty minutes to t rain a group of twenty 
people. Given such time restraints they had little choice 
but to simplify ruthlessly. It is possible that limitations 
on time made available for training could be a major reason 
for the emergence of 'drill' approaches . 
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